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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1. Introduct ion

The d e s c r i p t i o n o f mesons and baryons i n t erns of quarks s t a r t e d i n

the early s ix t i e s and has been proved to be very fruitful in the last two

decades. For the understanding of hadrcn spectra, hadron decay, and the

prediction of new s ta tes , the quark model has been of outstanding

importance. This thesis contains a series of papers in which two aspects

of quark model phenomenology are studied simultaneously.

The f i r s t aspect i s strong decay. I t i s shown that in spectroscopy

i t i s relevant to give an adequate description of this rather important

feature of hadrons. Some of the consequences for hadron models are

discussed using a rea l i s t i c model for mesons.

The second aspect concerns the nature of the confining forces. An

attempt i s made to show that within the theory of strong interactions the

study of broken conformal symnetry can contribute t o the understanding of

.A
the spectra and properties of hadrons. This motivates us to study a

geometrical model for hadrons.

2. Hadrons

The detailed picture of a hadron strongly depends on how we think

that a hadron is built from quarks and gluons. In the most simple

picture of the simplest hadron, a meson, a quark and an antiquark are '

attached to each other by means of a string. The spectrum of radial and

angular excitations is indeed found in nature and together with the

. spin/flavor spectrum this simple picture explains qualitatively the

1 ,
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data for the mesons. For the description of mesons this picture is

always in the back of our minds. The realistic binding of quarks and/

or antiquarks in a hadron is assumed to be mediated by gluons. In

principle we assume that the theory which describes the interactions of

quarks and gluons is Quantum Chromo Dynamics (Q.C.D.). So a somewhat

more realistic picture of a meson is a domain in space filled with

gluons and quark-antiquark pairs, in which the constituent quarks can

move.

In the above description of a meson, its construction out of elemen-

tary building blocks stands central. There is still another picture of

a meson. In this picture a meson is a resonance in the scattering

process of two mesons.

3. Resonances

A resonance can easily be understood in the string model. In this

model the two scattered mesons approach each other so closely that a

quark and an antiquark of the same type annihilate. The two strings

form one new string connecting the remaining quark and antiquark. In

the continuation of this process the string breaks up again and forms

a quark and an antiquark at the breaking point, such that again two

mesons are formed.

In [l, 2] a model is discussed in which such a process is described

by means of a two channel Schrödinger equation. In short the model

contains one channel in which the scattering of the two mesons is

described, in the other channel the string is described. The mesons in

the first channel are treated as point particles with no final state
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interactions. The particles (representing the quark and the antiquark)

in the other channel are permanently bound by the string, which describes

confinement. The spectrum of the string becomes visible in the scatter-

ing channel as a resonance, once both channels are coupled with an off-

diagonal potential.

We learn from this model that the spectrum of the string is deformed

by turning on the coupling to the scattering channel. The resonances are

represented by poles of the scattering matrix which move in the complex

energy plane as a function of the coupling strength. In the limit of no

coupling these poles are on the real axis at the positions where they

are expected due to the string spectrum. If the coupling is turned on,

they move into the complex energy plane and obtain a negative imaginary

part as long as they are above the threshold of the scattering channel.

Real and imaginary part are of the same order of magnitude. So, because

the imaginary part is roughly one half of the width of a resonance, and

of the order of .1 GeV, we must expect real shifts of the same order of

magnitude, which is comparable to the level splittings in the string

spectrum. From this it follows that the central position of a resonance

is not necessarily the same as the corresponding string spectrum

position, or to state it differently: that the string spectrum does not

follow automatically from the physical spectrum. Especially the ground

states in our model obtain large shifts due to the coupling to the

decay channel, even in the cases where the imaginary part is zero

because the ground state is below threshold.

So we conclude that the bare spectrum (string spectrum) as it

would be if strong decay was forbidden and mesons could be treated as

stable qq systems, is in general not the same as the physical spectrum,

and that is even hard to find the one from the other.
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4. Decay

If we realize that hadronic decay has a substantial influence on the

hadron spectrum, then we start worrying about the number of possible

decay channels. In [3] the two channel model is generalized to many

channels.

In the first place it is reasonable to restrict ourselves to two

particle decays. Decay to a higher number of particles might be explained

as the result of a cascade of subsequent two particle decays, which we

hope are of less importance (see [l]).

In [4, 5] we go into the possibilities for two particle decays of

a meson, within the PQ model for decay in the non-relativistic harmonic

oscillator model for hadrons. We conclude that there are a large number

of decay modes for each meson. So it is clear that in practice we have

to limit this number and to restrict it to the most dominant decay

channels.

A first possibility to exclude two particle decay channels is

because of their threshold value. For example decay products which stem

from breaking up tha =tring by the creation of a charmed quark-anti-

quark pair, will not have much influence on a p resonance of 1.5 GeV,

because their threshold is above 3.6 GeV, which is very high above

the resonance position. The decay to such high lying channels is

virtual and with such a large negative energy that the wave function

of the mesons in that scattering channel is damped for already small

distances. Because of this such channels do not have much influence.

In [6] we show that we need a coupling to decay channels which is

inversely proportional to the threshold value. This has phenomenological

motives mainly concerning the total widths of resonances, and gives
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a second reason why channels with high thresholds are less important for

the deformation of the bare spectrum.

In [6, 7] a model is discussed for the description of light and

heavy mesons. There we have only treated those decay channels which

contain the lowest lying pseudoscalar and vector nonets. In how mujh

higher angular or radial excited mesons (e.g. scalar, axial and tensor

mesons) play a role as decay products has not yet been investigated. A

part of their influence will probably have been taken over by the

other channels. More research on this point is necessary.

The possibility that a hadron first forms two colored objects which

after the exchange of glue become colorless, leading to decay of the

original hadron, will not be distinguished from the above mentioned two

particle decays in the model of [6, 7]. But this refinement could

eventually be handled if the masses and interactions of these colored

objects were known.

Also glueballs have not been treated here. Hadrons could interminably

continue in shedding glueball-like objects if glueballs were very light.

But since the occurrence of this process has not been reported, we have

left it out of consideration. Decay channels with one glueball and one

meson are not taken into account.

5. The string

When we know that the string spectrum cannot be found directly from

the physical spectrum, this means that for the study of the confinement

part of strong interactions we have to limit ourselves to general

features of the physical spectrum which might be shared with the bare

spectrum.
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First we find that all spin/flavor level splittings are of the same

order of magnitude for mesons and for baryons [6]. From this we conclude

that the spectra are approximately flavor independent. The consequences

in terms of a Schrödinger potential model are worked out in the intro-

duction of [6].

Another feature of the physical spectrum is that if we leav^ out of

consideration the ground states, the levels are about equidistant. This

is also the spectrum of SO(3,2), so one might describe a bare haJron as

a baglike system with an internal structure of anti-De Sitter geometry,

see [8, 9], The non-relativistic approximation for heavy quarks in terms

of a potential model, leads to a flavor dependent harmonic oscillator

potential.

In the picture of the raulti channel model of [4 - 7] the potential

of the permanently closed channel represents the string.

6. The model of a bare hadron
a
*'!

A proper definition of the bare hadron spectrum is the bound state

spectrum which would occur if for hadrons strong decay had been for-

bidden. Bare hadrons might thus be seen as systems of valence quarks

permanently confined to each other by gluons. This is about the

situation as described by the gluon sector of the QCD Lagrangian, when

the valence quarks are added as the sources of glue. Indeed it is

nowadays a general opinion that the gluon sector is primarily

responsible for the permanent binding of quarks in hadrons.

In our work we assume that by nonperturbative QCD effects in a

I hadronic system of valence quarks and gluons, somehow the valence

I
i
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quarks become const i tuent quarks embedded in a medium of glue (and qq

p a i r s ) . This medium deviates l o c a l l y (bag) from the perturbative vacuum

and i t s pecul iar properties lead t o confinement. The equations of motion

for the const i tuent quarks are given by the ir in terac t ions with t h i s

medium. The forces which might fol low for the const i tuent quarks are

discussed i n [ 1 0 ] , where we propose a bridge between QCD and a

geometrical model for confinement [ 8 ] .
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It i s well-known that hadronic decay has influence on the properties of hadrons

[ 1 - 6 ] . However, in phenomenological hadron models the effects are often underestimated

[7] . As a consequence the agreement between such models and QCD i s s t i l l open to

questions.

BARE AND PHYSICAL HADRONS

In the f i r s t place we l ike to introduce bare hadrons which have to be d i s t inguished

from phys ica l hadrons. Physical hadrons i s the name we reserve for those resonances and

bound s t a t e s which are measured by experimental is ts i n the laborator ie s . Theoreticians

have no doubt that t h e i r ex i s tence and propert ies can be explained by the theory for

strong in terac t ions as given by the QCD Lagrangian. However, t h i s Lagrangian i s much

too complicated for ca lcu la t ions i n the energy domain of hadrons. So approximations

must be made to make li.Se a b i t more easy . The hope i s that confinement might be found,

a l s o i f the QCD Lagrangian i s l imited t o the gluon s e c t o r , which would agree with the

ideas about the connection between confinement and the non-abelian character o f the

color gauge group. This leads us t o the d e f i n i t i o n of bare hadrons, being those co lor -

l e s s objects cons i s t ing of valence quarks and gluons, which can be b u i l t from the

gluon sec tor of the QCD Lagrangian. So a bare hadron i s an object for which strong

decay t o other hadrons i s impossible , because the creat ion of quark-antiquark pa irs

i s not contained in the gluon sec tor of the QCD Lagrangian.

I t i s almost common use t o compare the r e s u l t s of the hadrcn models which consider

hadrons as bound s t a t e s and thus describe bare hadrons rather than phys ica l hadrons,

with the propert ies of the physical hadrons. In the fol lowing I hope t o demonstrate

that t h i s might lead t o fa l se conclusions about the interquark forces .

A SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF A HADRON

In order to demonstrate our p o i n t , we might construct a model for the descript ion

of a hadron which i s on one hand not too simple as not to contain some general

features of hadrons, but which on the other hand i s simple enough t o allow easy and

transparant ca l cu la t ions . For t h i s purpose we make use of the framework of the non-

re l a t i v i s t i c Schrödinger equation. We describe a hadron by a two component wave
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function. One component describes the confinement sector of valence quarks which are

permanently bound. The other component describes the decay sector of decay products,

in the scattering process of which the hadron under consideration would appear as a

resonance or a bound state .

For instance a meson would in this picture adopt the form:

(1)

where <l> - i s the wave function of the confined partons and where i[r i s the waveqq MM

function for the decay products, in this case consisting out of two mesons. For the

moment we leave out of consideration decay channels with more than two particles , but

we wil l corns back on this point.

If hadronic decay i s forbidden, the two channels in the wave function (1) have

no communication. The wave equation for this case would be

(Hqq-E ° ) ( •« )
» MM ~ I * **MM '

(2)

where H - c o n t a i n s the conf inement p o t e n t i a l o f the v a l e n c e quarks and where H
qq MM

contains the scattering potential of the two decay products. Equation (2) gives rise

to two disconnected spectra:
The bound state spectrum of H - : _̂

- * • - * - -St -

and the continuum spectrum of H (possible bound states of H

this investigation) :
MM

fie. 1

are not treated in

fig. 2

Hadronic decay can in this model be simulated by introducing a transition potential

H . at the off-diagonal positions of the potential matrix in éq. (2), leading to:

H _-E
qq
decay

decay \{ * -
qq (3)

An object of interest might in this case be the scattering matrix S(E) in the

scattering sector. Bound states and resonances appear then as poles in S(E) in the

complex variable E:

• * -

Tn,E'

r f ig. 3

7
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In f ig . 3 we have superimposed f ig . 1 and 2, the arrows indicate how the poles
(dots) in S(E) move as the strength of H, i s increased.

decay

This way we obtained a model which simulates the effects of hadronic decay on

the properties of hadrons. In this model we can switch on and off hadronic decay and

study what happens to the pole positions in S(E). In the limit of no coupling all

bound states and resonances are on the real axis (fig. 1), these positions correspond

to the bare hadron spectrum.

Our project is now well defined: find for some H -, H, and H__. such poles in
qq decay MM

S(E) which fit the physical resonances and bound states of the mesons. Then switch off

the transition potential H. and see what happens to the pole positions. This way

we obtain the bare spectrum of H - which should also be described by the gluon sector

of the QCD Lagrangian if this sector is responsible for confinement.

RESULTS

Let us take in H - a harmonic osci l lator with frequency u for perfect confinement.

Let us take no final state interactions in H just for simplicity. For H^ we use

the PQ pair creation model with an overall strength parameter g.

ax

assfytf

S.0

HO.

• 0

•s

.0
•s

Ff
FF

VÖ*

i>5

dtarwiomuM 3 x 1 "

fig. 4

3-

fig. 5

-PC
In f ig . 4 we compare a harmonic osci l lator spectrum with the J = 1

charmonium states . He might conclude that there i s not too much similarity. In f ig .

5 we have depicted the real parts of the pole positions for several values of the

strength of the transition potential. From this figure we conclude that i t i s very

well possible to obtain the physical charmonium spectrum from a bare harmonic

osci l lator spectrum. Moreover we notice the remarkable feature of our model that

the levelspacing between the ground state and the f irs t radial excitation in the
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"physical" spectrum i s enlarged with respect to the same spacing in the bare spectrum.

In fig. 6 and 7 we see that many physical spectra of radial excitations exhibit this

feature.

cc

1.

t»s

I.

JL

JL

uw

4.

MMM

X

p.

proton
s.

PC
J = 1 , S-states

fig. 6 f ig. 7

A more extended form of the model of eqs (1-3) i s described in [5, 6 ] . Hie

parameters of the model (quark masses, oscillator frequency u>, coupling strength g

and one parameter for the so-called color splitt ing between pseudoscalar and vector

mesons) are fixed in an overall f i t to the central positions of bound states and

resonances of pseudoscalar and vector mesons.

Let me briefly comment the results:

1. For bound states we can easily compute the wave functions and-via the Van Royen-

WeissJcopf formula [8] , the leptonic widths. Good results.

3eo
o

«oT UK — HU

CP-i

fig. 8

C,cN
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fig. 10

2. For resonances we can compute scattering properties in the scattering channels.

In fig. 8, 9 and 10 we have compared the results (remember: no final state inter-

actions in the present version of our modelI) with the available data.

3. On the influence of three or more particle decays, the following remarks can be

made: Although up t i l l now we have not done a complete calculation, we have some

information available on this point, dealing with the u(785) meson. This resonance

can only decay into 3ir. This decay, however, can be explained as a resonance in the

virtual p-ir scattering process. The cascade of p* •*• 3ir, can for this resonance be

imitated by giving the p-meson mass in the pn channel an imaginary part, which

immediately amounts in the right width for the u-meson. In this case v.e also found

that turning on the width of the p-mass leads only to a small shift in the resonance

position of the u-meson, which demonstrates the point that the three particle decay

channel has not much influence albeit essential for the width of the ai-meson. That i t

is reasonable to assume that the w-meson decays via the above described virtual

process, can be checked at the 4>-meson, which contains a small admixture of a pure

isosinglet nn state and therefore has a small width into 3ir decay. Here i t is known

that more than 80% of this decay goes, via the (in this case real) pir two-particle

decay. This example we generalize to all cases, concluding that i t i s safe to neglect

three or more particle decay for a first rough description of a hadron.

4. There is another surprise which should be mentioned at the end of this talk,

namely that the bare spectrum not only deviates from the physical spectrum in the

respect that they lead to different "masses", but even that the number of states might
f PC +• ++

differ for both spectra. An example i s the I J = 0 0 resonance a t .5 GeV, which

as the a-meson disappeared from the par t i c le properties tables already long ago. This

resonance can eas i ly be explained as a pole in the S-matrix for TTTT sca t ter ing in the

model of [5 , 6 ] . The bare spectrum has a pole a . about 1.3 GeV. I f we turn on the

couplings to the scat ter ing channels to the values which give the best overall f i t

for the mesons, we do not find one but two poles in the complex energy plane, a t about

.5 GeV and 1.3 GeV central values. One has i t s origin at in f in i t e negative imaginary

par t in the energy, the other comes from the bare spectrum. But which one i s connected
- 15 -



to which one of the two starting positions depends on the way we turn on the coupling

constants. Unfortunately this is not a physical process, because only the end points

represent something measurable and we can not turn on and off coupling constants in

nature. So we have to conclude that both poles in the physical spectrum stem from one

and the same pole in the bare spectrum.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Hadron models which a r e d e r i v e d from the gluon s e c t o r o f the QCD Lagrangian should

be t e s t e d a t the bare hadrons rather than a t the p h y s i c a l hadrons. This might for

example lead to totally different types of quarkonium potentials.

Guided by the observation that bare hadron spectra are compatible with those

of harmonic o s c i l l a t o r s , we have c o n s t r u c t e d a geometrical model [ 9 , 10] for bare

hadrons. In [10] we use spontaneous symmetry breaking of the naive conformal symmetry

of the gluon s e c t o r of the QCD Lagrangian t o SO(3 ,2 ) , for the descr ip t ion o f s trong

i n t e r a c t i o n s i n the energy domain of hadrons. Bes ides gluon and quark f i e l d s a l s o

two Higgs f i e l d s are introduced i n an e f f e c t i v e conformally invar ian t Lagrangian,

which i n an approximation can serve as the o r i g i n of tne geometrical model [ 9 ] . For

heavy quarks t h i s b o i l s down t o a f lavor dependent harmonic o s c i l l a t o r p o t e n t i a l i n

a multichannel Schrödinger equat ion . This g i v e s a f a i r l y good d e s c r i p t i o n for the

r a d i a l spectra of charmonium and beautonium, and t o our surpr i se a l s o for the l i g h t

quarkonia and baryons.
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Abstract

In a multichannel treatment of the qq-system i t i s shown tha t the impact

of decay on the spectra and wavefunctions of hadrons is substantial. Some

consequences for potential models are worked out in detail. We conclude that

an "equivalent" confining qq-potential to be used in an effective single-

channel treatment might deviate significantly from the qq-potencial in a

realistic multichannel treatment.
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1. Introduction

The influence of hadronic decay on the spectra and electromagnetic

properties of mesons and baryons is in general very substantial. This is often

underestimated. Hadronic decay is for instance not implemented explicitly in

many models for the description of quark systems. In these models one works

with effective quark wave functions, rising the problem how to relate states

with different quantum numbers such as e.g. radial and orbital excitations.

Usually this is handled by the construction of phenomenological quark potentials

[ l ] . However, this way one meets the hazard of obscuring the true nature of

the quark interactions, and therefore is not a satisfactory approach.

In the literature treatments of meson decay beyond first order perturbation

theory exist [2, 3, 4]. These are based on the idea that a realistic

description in terms of a wave equation must contain the dominant decay modes,

which is realized by a multichannel Schrödinger potential model for mesons (and

eventually baryons). The interpretation of such models within the framework

of a field theory like QCD for the interaction of quarks and gluons, is in

progress [2, 5, 6] . However, at present a definite theory does not exist and

one must use phenomenological conjectures: in the first place, like in many

other hadron models, the property of permanent confinement is translated into

infinitely rising potentials for the description of the interactions in the

quark sector. The restriction to this sector yields a "bare" hadron spectrum

which might be very close to the spectra obtained by the models which we

referred to in reference [ l ] . This i s , however, not necessarily the case,

which complicates the search for the appropriate phenomenological
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potentials. Then one also needs transition potentials between the quark sector

and the hadron sector. In [4] the transition potential is primarily based on the

PQ mechanism for hadronic decay [7], which has been applied successfully to

mesonic decay by several authors [8]. The radial dependence of the transition

potential is in [4] shown to stem from the overlap integrals of qq states and

meson states.

In models which incorporate the hadron sector through coupling to the

quark sector via decay, it is not only possible to calculate resonance positions,

but also hadronic widths, scattering properties, etc. There is now a variety of

results available. In [2] and [4] the transition potentials differ, which1 leads

apparently to differences in the change of the spectra due to the implementation

of decay. In this paper we present in some more detail the results on spectra

and wave functions of the model of [4]. We discuss the shift of resonance positions

i
and the deformation of wave functions which is caused by the coupling of confine-

ment to scattering sectors for the specific type of transition potentials of

[3] and [4]. Under the above mentioned shifts we understand that what happens to

the energy eigenvalues of a multichannel potential model if one first neglects

decay, thereby obtaining the "bare" spectrum, and then turns on in one way or the

other the coupling to the hadronic decay channels. This is of course not a process

which can be measured in the laboratory, but i t pinpoints the possible errors

one makes if one only treats the qq sector, or to state i t differently i t

demonstrates the predictive power of models which are limited to the confinement
sector.

I
I

'\

i ,
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The organization of this article is as follows: we first study a wave

equation for a very simplified description of a meson (sections 2 and 3).

Then we discuss a more realistic model (section 4). I t will turn out that some

of the characteristics of the simple model are shared by the more realistic one.

Surprisingly these are not found in other investigations on this subject.
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2. A simple model for a mesonic resonance

In [9] we studied a Schrödinger model for the description of a system of

two objects which could appear in two different modes: ei ther permanently

confined to each other, or without any interaction. The two modes are in this

model described by a two component wave function. In one component (channel)

the interaction gives permanent confinement, imitating the qq sector. In the

other component i t describes two freely moving mesons.

For our two-component two-particle system we define two 2x2 diagonal mass

matrices M and M which contain the masses m and m- of the quark and the

antiquark in the qq channel, and m. and m_ of the mesons in the meson-meson

channel:

M.
m
q
0

and
m_
q (2.1)

m.

We also introduce a reduced mass matrix p containing the reduced masses V of
c

the permanent confined channel and p of the scattering channel, and which i s

related to M. and M„ by:

- 1
(2.2)

Further we define a 2 * 2 diagonal angular momentum matrix L which has as nonzero

elements the angular momenta I and SLf of both channels:

L = (2.3)

Finally we introduce a two-component function u(r) with components u (r) and

u f(r) , which i s related to the radial wave function R(r) via:
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u(r) = r R(r) =
uc(r)

uf(r)
(2.4)

With (2.1) - (2.4) the radial Schrodinger equation for our system reads

u(r) = E u(r) (2.5)

V(r) . (2.6)

dr r

For the potential V(r) in (2.5) we assume the following form:

0 1

1 0 /

Permanent confinement i s given by a harmonic oscillator force (with

frequency to) in the qq sector. Both sectors are coupled via the off diagonal

potential. The choice of a delta shell off diagonal potential with radius r=a

and strength g/2y a makes the wave equation (2.5) exactly solvable.

In [10] the S-matrix for scattering in the meson-meson channel for such a

system i s given with a detailed derivation. Bound states and resonances are

represented by poles in the S-matrix, the positions of which are given by the

equation:

, aa2) = (2.7)

where

I, z) = z j (z) h. (z) ,

(spherical Bessel and Hankel functions are e.g. defined in [11]),

and where

t+ h -z T(-s) . , „ 3 , „., „ 3 ,

(4> and V functions are defined in [12]) . The relations between the energy

eigenvalues E of (2.5) and k and s of (2.7) are given by:

. 2
u)(2s mq (2.8)
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I
For systems such as the charmonium vector states J = 1 , we restrict the

allowed orbital angular momenta to A = 0 and Zf = 1. The possibilities of

£ = 2 and £_ = 3 are taken into account in [3] but will be neglected here

in order to keep the model as simple as possible/ because otherwise we had to

go to at least four component wave equations.
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3. A further investigation

In figure 1 we show the positions of various resonance poles in the S-matrix

(or of eigenvalues of (2.5)) as a function of the coupling constant g, for the

following choice of the other parameters:

m = m- = 1.6 GeV
q q

(D = 0 . 2 GeV

m = m = 2 . 3 7 GeV

a n d p u ia = 0 . 5 (3.1)

The resonances shown in figure 1 are all below threshold. One reason why we

prefer to study only bound states is that formula (2.7) can easily be solved

for real values of E, because g follows once one makes a choice for E. The

other reason is that we want to avoid the complications of the normalization of

the wave functions for scattering solutions.

From figure 1 we see that the mass shift (with respect to the harmonic

oscillator spectrum s = 0, 1, 2, . . . which are the resonance positions for g = 0)

due to coupling is unlimited for the ground state, but that the higher radial

excitations cannot pass certain limits. This property is an artifact of the one

delta shell transition potential and would not occur for smooth potentials.

Also for the choice (3.1) we have depicted in figure 2 the radial wave

functions R(r) for the ground state and the first and second radial excitations

2 2

for several choices of g . We clearly see that for larger values of g the wave

function in the permanently confined channel R (r) deviates substantially from

the free harmonic oscillator solutions. In order to make this more quantitatively,

we give in table I the fractional contributions (= squares of expansion coefficients)

for the expansion of R (r) in S-wave harmonic oscillator functions. The figures

in each column of table I do not add up to 1; this is due to the fact that part of
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-1

-2

-3

threshold

Figure 1: Eigenvalues of (2.5) in terms of the dimensionless quantity

(see 2.8) as a function of the coupling constant squared.
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lm) 5 / \ 1 r«. 3 5

\ 1 r*a 3 5 \ 1 rei 3 S

Figure 2: Eigensolutions of (2.5) for various values of g. The wave functions f|

R in the permanently closed channel and Rf in the closed scattering

3/2 -1 ;

channel are units GeV and the radius r i s in units GeV . '
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to
vo

H.O.
radial

quantum number

n

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

coupling constant

g 2

0.99930

0.19* 10'
0.21 *10"5

0.28* 10~6

0.26* 10"9

0.25* 10"4

0.99926

0.80* 10"5

0.68* 10"7

0.15 *10"5

0.43* 10"5

0.11 *10"6

0.9987

0.18* 10~4

0 .66 *10"4

0.1

groundstate

0.990

0.19 *10~2

0.22* 10~3

0.27* 10~4

0.33* ÏO""6

0.808

0.080

0.014

0.19* 10"2

0 .32* 10"4

f i r s t radial excitation

0 . 2 6 * ÏO""2

0.990

0.67* 10"3

0.40* 10"4

0.33* 10"5

0.130

0.828

0.014

0.12 *10"2

0.21 *10~4

second radial excitation

0.39* 10"3

0 .11* 10"2

0.992

0.19 *10~3

0 .51* 10"4

1

0.013

0.040

0.922

0.32* 10~2

0.52* 10"5

8

0.600

0.148

0.034

0.55* 10"2

0.10* 10~3

0.286

0.669

0.020

0.17* 10"2

0.29* 10"4

0.027

0.090

0.854

0.56* 10~2

0.20* 10"9

16

0.464

0.166

0.046

0.84* 10~2

0.17* 10~3

0.381

0.578

0.021

0.19* 10"2

0.31* 10~4

0.038

0.129

0.806

0.69* 10"2

0.14* 10"5

25

Table I: Fractional contributions of S-wave harmonic osci l lator wave functions to R (r) for various states and
c

coupling constants. The quantum number n represents the number of nodes in the H.O. wave functions.



the probability is consumed by the wave function R_(r) in the closed scattering

charme 1.

Another remarkable feature which can be read off from figure 2 is the change

in wave function R (r) at the origin. For no coupling to decay channels the higher

radial excitations have higher wave functions at the origin, but for some coupling

2
this property changes. The situation of g = 8 is comparable to the physical

situation. Here we observe

|R (0)1 : |R'(0)| : |R"(0)| = 1 : 0.46 : 0.57
1 c ' C C

(3.2)

The above observation demonstrates that decay might be responsible for the change

of the wave function at the origin such that even with simple harmonic oscillator

forces for confinement, the proper ratios for electromagnetic decay can be obtained.

Compare (3.2) for instance with the experimental numbers

,2
1 c ' M . * T + _ : M * I 1 * . = 1 : 0 . 6 3

}b e e ij' e • e~
(3.3)

Of course, everything i s much too crude to be conclusive for this simple version

of our model. However, an important property could be demonstrated already.

If we study the threshold behavior of the mass shifts , for which one some-

times argues that those resonances which are near the thresholds have larger shifts

(see below, equation (3.6)), we see that this naive reasoning leads to false

conclusions. In fact, i f we take in (2.7) the limit k ->• 0, we see that we obtain

a simple finite equation because:

'., ka)
k-+0

2JI+1
(3.4)

If we insert the result (3.4) into equation (2.7) we find that the mass shifts

for finite values of g are finite even at threshold. We can demonstrate this more
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explicitly on the second order perturbation contribution to the total energy of

(2)
a resonance AE , which equals (see also [9]):

AE(2) = -iwg2./rUf, kQa) feQ(£c, sQ, oa
2) , (3.5)

where E = E^ + AE, E_ being the unperturbed harmonic oscillator bound state position

which is related to k Q and s similar to the relations (2.8), and where
< i ' r*'-v '+f'*>l2

, For small values of g formula (3.5) is a good approximation to the mass shift.

j Below threshold (3.5) is real and negative; above threshold (3.5) is complex with

a negative imaginary part. If we insert (3.4) into (3.5) then we find that nothing

spectacular happens for the mass shift of resonances which for g = 0 are in the

neighborhood of the threshold. This is very interesting since many authors claim

that the mass shift of the J/<J» with respect to its "bare" spectrum, is suppressed

with respect to the mass shift of the first radial excitation because of the

energy denominator:

2
(3.6)

This would imply infinities in the neighborhood of the threshold value E = 2m_.

However, in the expression for an effective potential due to decay, the denominator

(3.6) is compensated which leads to a finite result [13].

The above result holds also for the realistic potential of reference [4].

So there is no reason why the first radial excitation of the charmonium vector

states shifts more than the ground state as is often suggested to be the case

[2, 14]. In the model [3, 4] it is even opposite: the ground state shift is the

largest.
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4. Realistic potential

We have shown in [lij] that any transition potential might be approximated by

a sum of delta shell potentials. For small values of the overall coupling strength

g we obtain a second order perturbation term like (3.4) where the product yf sX

is now replaced by a sum of such products at the delta shell positions. The

threshold behavior i s for any term the same as in (3.4), so we obtain again a

finite result for k •* 0. This result thus holds for any transition potential.

In [3, 4] a wave equation for the description of mesonic resonances and

bound states is presented which is a more extended form of (2.4) . The wave function

contains many channels and the transition potential i s given by the quark pair

creation model. This model gives good results for mesons ranging from .1 to 10 GeV.

In figure 3 wa give the real parts of the mass shifts of the three lowest levels of

the charmonium vector states. If we compare figures i and 3 we see many similarities.

Although the occurrence of bounds is an artifact of the one delta shell transition

potential, we see also here similar bounds. The reason i s that in this case the

transition potential peaks around a certain distance r = r . For larger values of

the coupling strength g this causes such a deformation of the wave functions that

for s t i l l larger values of g the positive and negative contributions to the mass

shifts cancel. With one exception: the ground state, because the ground state has

no nodes. In the case of one delta shell the comparable deformation is such that

the nodes of the wave functions come just at the delta shell position.

PC
In figure 4 we show the wave functions of the J = 1 charmonium ground

state and first radial excitation. In fact these wave functions contain much more

channels: the confined channel D-waves are almost zero; the other scattering
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Figure 3: Real parts of the mass shifts of the three lowest radial excitations

of the S-'ave charmonium vector states.
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Figure 4: Part of the wave functions of the charmonium vector bound states

(lowest and f i rs t radial excitation). The units are GeV for

<f> and GeV for the radius.
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i .

channels have about the same form as the DD scattering channel. Because of the

relative coupling strength, which i s /1/18 for DD we could multiply the D5 wave

function with a factor /T{? in order to obtain about the total probability which

is consumed by the scattering channels. If one does so, the wave function in the

2
D5 channel i s comparable to the meson meson wave function of the case g = 8 of

figure 2. The fact that the wave functions in the scattering channels of figure

2 do not have nodes, stems again from the one delta shell approximation of the

transition potential. A finite potential allows as many nodes in the scattering

channel as there are in the confined channel.

From figure 4 we can also study the electromagnetic decays as given by the

wave functions in the confined channels. We obtain:

|Rc(0)| : : 0.68 (4.1)

The result (4.1) i s in agreement with experiment as one can easily check by

comparing (4.1) with (3.3).

Another characteristics of the decay mechanism which can be read off from

figures (2) and (4) i s the effect i t has on the sizes of mesons. This can be made

more quantitatively by calculating the mean radius of the wave functions. In

table II we give the result for the model of reference [4] and compare these

particle

V<r2> in fm

model (R3)

H.O.

exp.

0

1

.74

.84

.25

+ .24

0

1

K

.78

.20

-

0.

0.

-

43

63

J

0

0

/*

.47

.63

-

0

0

.92

.97

-

0

0

T

.27

.37

-

0

0

T'

.53

.56

-

«pit

0.67

0.70

-

Table II: sizes of stable particles. Model of ref. (R3) compared to ordinary

harmonic oscillator wavefunctions with the same parameters as given

in (R3).
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spatial extensions with the results for an ordinary harmonic oscillator of the

type which appears in formulae (2.6) and with the same parameters as given in

the model [4], The experimental situation is not very clear. For the pion we

give the numbers as are extracted from [ 15 ]. We find that the predictions of

[4] in table II are in reasonable agreement with what one always assumes about

the sizes of mesons.

1
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5. Summary and conclusions

For most hadronic systems bare hadron spectra as derived from confining

potentials do not coincide with the physical hadron spectra, as well as wave

functions, hadronic (and leptonic) widths and other properties of hadrons,

because of the influence of hadronic decay. Our simplified model for decay shows

the tendencies of such deviations. In nature one important aspect of the

influence of hadronic decay can easily be verified, namely the much larger level-

spacing between the ground states and the first radial excitations of several

mesonic resonances (p, 41, \f>, T) and the nucleon states, with respect to the level

spacings of the higher radial excitations (see e.g. figures 1 and 2 of [4]). This

indicates that confining potentials for a nonrelativistic description of

hadrons different from the popular ones are not ruled out by the data. We

obtain good results for a flavor mass dependent harmonic oscillator with

universal frequency.

How in the derivation of such potentials QCD is involved is also not very

transparant because harmonic oscillators could also be derived heuristically

starting from QCD (see [6]).

Theoretically as well as phenomenologically the search for hadron models

is far from being finished.

[Just after finishing this paper, we came aware of a preprint by

K. Heikkila, S. Ono and N.A. Törnqvist (HU-TFT-83-4) which contains related

material.]
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A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLVING A COUPLED CHANNEL SCHRÖDINGER EQUA-
TION

C. DULLEMOND, G. RUPP, T.A. RIJKEN and E. van BEVEREN

Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Received 1 May 1982

An approximation method involving spherical delta functions is presented for the solving of coupled channel differential
equations, in particular the Schrödinger equation. A specific example is worked out in detail.

1. Introduction

The increase of interest in coupled channel differential equations with permanently closed channels and
scattering channels for the description of resonances and bound states and their decay properties in
elementary particle physics [1-5] requires a technique which allows a fast numerical evaluation of the
scattering matrix.

In this article we present a method which is based on the following idea: A radial Schrödinger equation
has the general form

i

(0
where Uo, I/, and <f> are matrices, the number of columns of <j> being the number of linearly independent
solutions which satisfy the proper boundary conditions. We assume that we can solve analytically the
equations

( 2 )

(3)

[G(r, r') = - « ( / - ! • ' ) .

The differential equation (1) can then be written as an integral equation

*(*•) = <t>o(r) + ƒ°°dr'G(r, i-')l/,(r')$(r').

We also assume that the integrand of (3) is sufficiently well-behaved in order to allow an approximation of
the integral by a weighted sum (weight function A(r))

MO- (4)

(5)

Eq. (4) might again be written as an integral equation

) 2 S(r'-n)
t=\

where we have interchanged summation and integration and where we have assumed that a finite sum is

0010-4655/82/0000-0000/$02.75 © 1982 North-Holland
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9

accurate enough to replace the infinite sum. The final step is to replace the integral equation by a
differential equation

1

k ) = 0. (6)

(7)

where {?, is defined by

Ül(r)=2Mrl)Ut(rl)S(r-r,).

In practical calculations the convergence of the solutions for larger and larger number of terms N in the
sum of (7) guarantees afterward that (/, is well-behaved.

2. The S-matrix for a multichannel Schrodinger equation

In this section the S-matrix is derived for a system of m scattering channels in interaction with n closed
channels. Such a system is in a Schrodinger theory represented by a column state vector ${x) of length
(n + m). the radial part of which we denote by x( r )• The radial differential equation is written:

I. (8)

In (8) the reduced masses and the angular momenta are contained in the diagonal matrices M and L,
respectively, and V(r) is the (n + m) X (n + m) potential matrix which represents the direct and off-diago-
nal interactions. We assume that V(r) can be made out of three parts:

V(r) = D+V0(r)+V,(r). (9)

where D is a constant diagonal matrix, where V0(r) is the diagonal matrix which contains the main part of
the direct potential and where Vt(r) represents the remaining interactions.

It is assumed that in the absence of V,(r) in each interval of the radius r the differential equation (8) can
be solved analytically. By this we mean that the solutions of (8) can be written as linear combinations of
two linearly independent solutions F(r) and G(r) which can be expressed in terms of well-known analytic
functions. In this investigation we restrict ourselves for the potential V0{r) either to constant potentials, the
heights of which may vary from interval to interval, or to quadratic potentials (see e.g. refs. [1.4-6]). Since
eq. (8) is diagonal because of the absence of V,(r). we are in this case dealing with a set of (n + m)
differential equations, the solutions of which can all be expressed in terms of spherical Bessel and
Neumann functions in those intervals where the potential is constant, or in terms of harmonic oscillator
wave functions in those intervals where the potential is quadratic.

For completeness we recall that the equation

>. (10a)

(10b)

has the following sets of two linearly independent solutions:

Krj,(itr) and Krn,(icr) or Krh\X)(ttr) and icr A',2^*/-).

where

K2 = 2 / M ( £ - C , ) . (10C)

and where/, n, and h, are the spherical Bessel. Neumann and Hankel functions, respectively, the properties
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i

of which can be found in any textbook on quantum mechanics (see e.g. ref. [7], p. 194 ff). and that the
equation

I. (Ma)

and where the functions 4> and 4> are defined by (see ref. [8], p. 248 and 257):

hus the two linearly independent solutions:

* (« , / . [/mor2]' 2 ) = ( / w « r 2 ) < M I " 2 e x p ( - > « r 2 ) * ( - i » : / + | ; W W r 2 ) / r ( / + i )

and

t£(n. /, [/n«r2]l/2) = (mwr2){ exp( —|/wwr2)ij<(—n;/+f;/mor2), (lib)

where the radial quantum number n is defined by the relation:

(He)

(12a)

Next we define the diagonal (« + m) X (n + w) regular solution matrix F(r), the elements of which in
each interval of the radius r are equal to one of the functions (10b) or (1 lb) which in the absence of Vt(r)
are the solutions of the wave equation (8) in this interval and which solutions satisfy the boundary
conditions at the origin. Similarly we define an irregular solution matrix G(r) which consists of the other
solutions in (IOb) or (1 Ib).

The potential V,(r) is in this paper solved by the method which is explained in the introduction. With
this method the potential V{(r) is replaced by a potential V,(r) which is defined by:

with (a)n= 1 and (a), = (a+t- ,^ and

N

'=2 (13)

In (13) &(r) is a weight factor belonging to the choice r, <r2 < ... <rN and 5 ( r - r,) is called a delta-shell
with radius r,(i.e. a Dirac 8 function).

The expression (8) for the Schrodinger equation can be simplified if we define:

(14)

(/•) = 0. (15)

after which definition we obtain the equation:

dr2

where

In the following we confine our attention to an interval of r between r,_., and r, (see (13) for the
definition of r,) and in which interval the potential V0(r) has everywhere the same form (either constant or
quadratic). The two independent solutions F(r) and G(r) arc normalized such that their Wronskian
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satisfies
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J ( r ) - 1 . (16)

In (16) F1 stands for the transposed of f which is in this case equal to F. because F (and G) is diagonal.
We are going to derive now a propagator <H which has the property that for two positions r, and r, within
the above defined interval, it connects the values for the solution <J> of (15) and its derivative <f>' at those
positions:

•(*>
(17)

We denote a solution <j>{r) = F(r)A + G(r)B. where A and B are (« + J H ) X (H + »i) matrices, and its

derivative by

IF(r) G(r)
\F'(r) G-(r)

With the help of this notation and using (16) it is easy to check that e< equals

F(r2) G(r :) W G'(r,) - (

(18)

(19)

This propagator has the following properties:

and

F{r2) G(r2)
F'(r2) G'(r2)

F{r,) G(r,)
"

(20)

We have now a method to find the solution within the above defined interval as soon as we have the
solution and its derivative in one point. This method can be extended to all values of r.

The first step will be to extend this formalism beyond a position r = a where the potential Vn( r) changes
its form. In that case also the forms of F and G change. We call F, and G, the forms of F and G for r < a
and ƒ", and G2 the forms of F and G for r > a. Continuity and the second order differential equation (15)
require that at r = a

U ( ) / U (21)

(22)

So we obtain for the propagator at r = a:

limti(a + £, a — e) = 1.

This implies for the propagator which connects two points on both sides of r — a:

where H(a. r, <a) is expressed in terms of Fx and G, and where L">(r-, > a. a) is expressed in terms of F2 and

The next step is to pass the point r-rr In that case the relation between the wave function and its
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derivatives at buih sides of the delta shell at r = r, reads (using (13) and (IS)):

( r l r 'M = (I 0\U(r1r,)\
W(rlr,)) \26>{r,)M^VAr,)M^ 1 ƒ U'(rTf,) ƒ' * '

This results in

If at r = r,, Vo does not change its form, it is convenient to carry out a part of the matrix multiplications to
obtain for the propagator the result

- 2Hr,)G(r,)M l'2V,(r,)Ml'2Hr,) -2A<r,)G<i;)JI#"2K,(rf

\2Hr,)F(rt)M
l'2Vl(r,)Ml'2F(r,) 1+2A(rl)F(

(26)

Now since our potential has no more complications we are ready to construct S for all r. In fact it is a long
chain of matrix multiplications for all discontinuities. The final result is:

(27)

Because F is the solution which satisfies the boundary conditions at the origin we have for that point:

m m\[\
U'(0) G'(0)j\0J-

At infinity we must distinguish between closed channels and open channels. In the closed channels we
must take those solutions G which satisfy the boundary condition at infinity. In the open channels we take
the scattering solution

1M0'/2{OC(2)(0 + OC0)(/-)^ I / 2S« I / 2}9L, (29)

where 51 is a constant and where QC(I> and 3C(2> are diagonal mXm matrices, which have as diagonal
elements the functions kr hl/\kr) and kr hf\kr), respectively, where v is the velocity matrix (k = mo), and
where S is the scattering matrix. From eqs. (27)-(29) one can solve the S-matrix.

3. The explicit solution for a special case

As a realistic example of the method outlined above we consider the following case: we distinguish
between permanently closed channels for each of which the potential is of the form given in eq. (1 la) and is
the same for all r, and free channels for which the potentials are thresholds which vary for the different
channels but which are for each free channel the same for all r. First we treat the case of a one-delta-shell
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(at position r = a) potential:

M>V 0\ andytr) = xv.(a)S(r-a). (30)
[0 0 /

In (30) we used the nXn diagonal mass matrix Mc for the closed channels. Mo is the mXm diagonal mass
matrix for the open channels. Both matrices are defined by

,'Afc 0

Similarly we introduce for the angular moment matrix:

The regular solution F is denoted by

;(') o

(31)

(32)

(33)

where Fc is a diagonal nXn matrix which is a self-evident matrix generalization of the $ function defined
in (lib):

(34)

(35)

and where J{r) can similarly be defined by (using (10b)):

In (35) k0 is defined by

For the irregular solution G(r)we take
(36)

(37)

Mc«r2]' -). (38)

jV(r) = fcto"* 'rn (k r). (39)

The factors in which the definitions (34). (35). (38) and (39) differ from the expressions in (10b) and (11b)
are chosen such that (16) is satisfied. With (33) to (39) we have for the wave function at the origin

where Cr̂ /") is similarly to Ft{r) defined by

c€(j') = - è r ( - i i

and where N(r) equals

*«(') 0 Cs

J(r) 0
0 G'
J'(r) 0

0
N(r)
0
N'(r)

Ac

Ao

0

o

(40)
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and for the wave function at infinity

*Ar)

383

FA')
0

0

0

Ar)
0

ƒ'(/•)

Gc(r

0

Gfr
0

) o
N(r)

) o
JV'(r)

(41)

where

5 = *o l / 2 « * i / 2 (*o = Mov) and ̂  = A/o" l / 2«,.

It is convenient to define a (In + 2m) X (In + 2m) matrix X(a) which consists of four n X n matrices
*,,(<»)('../= 1.2), fourn X/w matrices * ; , ( a ) ( / = 1, 2;y = 3.4), four/nXn matrices ^f,/a) (i = 3 ,4 ;y= 1,
2) and four mXm matrices X^^a) (i,j = 3, 4) defined by

<Xn(a) X>2(aA = x_2XG(a)Ml/2V{a)M>,2F{a)

XAI(a)

XAi(a)

,(a)M' /2G(a),

= 2\F(a)Ml/2Vi(a)Mw2F(a) and

= I +2\F(a)M] '2VXa)Mx 2G(a).

(42)

Since the only discontinuity is at r = a, we obtain with (26), (27) and (42) the equation:

'A

= X(a)

Finally, we define

Z = k2,'-^[X42-X4lX^Xl2][x2

With (43) and (44) the 5-matrix reads:

(43)

(44)

l 2 (45)

For the more general case where the interaction potential is given by the sum (13), we must replace X(a) in
(43) and (44) by the product

X=X(rN)-X(rNI)'...'X(rl). (46)

The computing time for the matrix multiplication (46) can be minimized if we use the symmetry properties
of the four submatrices given in (42).
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4. A test of the method

(*. Dullemuiul »•/ itt Couplt'il i.humn-1 Sf

The above described method has been developed for the case of coupling free channels (constant
potentials) to permanently closed channels (harmonic oscillators) [1.4.5]. The interaction potential !',(;•) of
(9) has in this case only non-zero off-diagonal components at the places which couple channels of different
type. The radial dependence of the coupling potential is

y,(r)~re """ '•'•"'. (47)

where fi and r0 are constants. The coordinates /•, r% (.V> 1) are chosen such that

r^-Pir, r,,r-.r^e flu, '..': = r i | e 0 / ( A ' - l ) and /•„., = r, + «A(;„). (48)

where A(r„) (see (7)) is chosen to be constant

The convergence is such that the results for ,V = 100 and ,V = 500 are in agreement up to four significant
digits. For l\f — 10 deviations are smaller than 4*7. Computing time grows roughly proportional to N, being
1.2 s (IBM4341-cpu time) for calculating a 9 X 9 scattering matrix in the case of 9 free and 1 permanently
closed channels for N = 10 and 48 s for A' = 500.

5. Conclusions

The method which is presented in this article allows the calculation of the scattering properties of any
complicated system in a reasonable amount of computing time.

The choice of constant potentials for free channels and harmonic oscillators for the permanently closed
channels is not very essential but practical, since it is a good approximation for large radius r for many
physical systems and since analytic solutions are available. Deviations from those potentials in the inner
region (i.e. small r ) can be taken into account in the interaction potential V,(r).
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Abstract. Recoupling matrix elements are evaluated
in the harmonic oscillator approximation for all possi-
ble angular and radial excitations in processes where
quarks recombine. A diagrammatic representation is
given. Their use is demonstrated in calculating the
transition potential for p -* 2 n in a pair creation model.

1. Introduction

The description of decaying particles has already a
long history. Nevertheless only recently phenomeno-
logical potential models [1-3] have been proposed
for which the description of wavefunctions, hadronic
widths, resonance scattering,... goes beyond pertur-
bative methods.

These potential models are based on the 3P0

mechanism for decay. It is therefore necessary to have
a scheme along which the coupling constants for the
coupling of many quark channels to many hadron
channels can easily be calculated. In this work we
propose a scheme which is based on ideas which are
intimately connected with the potential model of [3].

We assume that during the process of the decay of
a hadron an intermediate situation occurs in which
the original quarks and the newly formed iP0 pair are
kept together in a kind of hadronic soup. The forma-
tion of new hadrons out of this soup is then assumed
to be caused by rearrangements of the quarks.

The forces in the intermediate soup are taken to be
harmonic oscillator forces. This has two advantages:
—the number of possible final states is limited;
—the calculations can easily be performed.

Since the complications of spin are easy to handle
in this scheme, because spin is not connected with
space coordinates, we confine ourselves to the treat-
ment of the space part of the so-called recoupling
matrix elements.

In Sect. 2 we introduce as an example explicitly an
orthogonal transformation which describes the re-
arrangement of quarks and antiquarks for the case of
the decay of a meson into two mesons. The calculation

of the recoupling matrix elements for the general case
is performed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we show how with
this formalism we can calculate the spatial dependence
of the transition potential for the decay of a p meson
into two pions.

2. The Decay of a Meson Into Two Mesons

After the formation of an extra quark-antiquark pair
out of the vacuum {3P0) in a decaying meson, we can
treat this meson as a system of four particles. We have
for instance, quarks 1 and 3 and antiquarks 2 and 4.
Suppose that 1 and 4 come from the decaying meson
and 2 and 3 from the 3P0 pair then we study the
coupling of this system to a meson-meson final state
where one meson is made out of the particles 1 and
2 and the other meson out of 3 and 4.

We thus study a system of four particles with masses
^i.^2./*3 and /i4. The positions and the momenta of
the particles are given by rt and p, ( i = l , . . . , 4 )
respectively. On grounds of our investigations [4] it
is reasonable to place the particles 1 to 4 in indepen-
dent mass-dependent non-relativistic harmonic oscil-
lators. The oscillator frequency w is universal as is
noticed in [3,4]. In the centre of mass system the
motion of the four particles is described by the
Hamiltonian:

The Hamiltonian (II.1) can be expressed in terms of
three independent dimensionless coordinates and
momenta. If we want to describe the situation before
decay we might choose the motion of 4 with respect
to 1, the motion of 2 with respect to 3 and the motion
of the pair (3 + 2) with respect to the pair (1+4). For
this we introduce the set of dimensionless coordinates
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p and momenta n:

Pt4 =
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/>32 = iti-T})- «32 =

[W|^l+^4)(/<3+/'j)~| ' *

i= 1 — •

and

— i = I - I

Pi + P4 \ (H.2)

i)

The Hamiltonian which governs the situation before
decay is (II. 1) expressed in terms of the p's and it's
defined in (II.2):

•# =

(FI.3)

Analogously we can describe the situation after decay
at best with the help of the coordinates and momenta
(*»i2.«i2>. (P34.«34) and <Pi234.Ki234). which respecti-
vely belong to the motion of 2 with respect to 1, of 4

with respect to 3 and of the pair (3 + 4) with respect
to the pair (1+2). The definition of this set of
coordinates and momenta can be obtained from (II.2)
by interchanging 2 and 4 everywhere. The Hamiltonian
which governs the situation after decay is (III) expres-
sed in terms of the new p's and TC'S:

f 2 + «34 + «f 234 + P\l + PS4 + PÏ234 }•
I

}
(II.4)

It is an easy task to check that the transformation
which transforms (II.3) into (II.4) is given by

Pi

-II

'i)(Mi + Mi)]
Mi

(Mi + M*)(Mi + Mi)(Mi + Mi)
4

M3M* Z Mi
1-1

+ M*)

\

MiMi-MiM*
i» + * ) W

(115)

For a it has to be understood that

'P,2 \ ( / -« \ |
P34 1 <orln 3 4 IV

^.234/ I V.234/J

a,2
a21

».3\ />U \ f Au ^
*23\ \Pi2 ] <Orl«32

-»/ \ p . v lvl432>
(H.6)

The transformation a is orthogonal.
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For the volume element which determines the
normalization of the wave functions, we choose

•d>

137

4n
o,'3

J

4n

4

4

= 1

3/2

3/2

(II.7)

The second equality in (II.7) follows because the
transformation a is orthogonal.

Properly normalized solutions for a given eigen-
value E of (11.3) now take the form

" _ 3

i
4n

_ • = !

4

= 1

ft

-3/4

where {n,l,m} stands for nlj1,ml,n2,l2,m2,n3,l3, and
m3, where

(119)

and where the harmonic oscillator wave functions are
defined by

2). (11.10)

Analogously we have a normalized basis for the
solutions of (II.4):

CO

fl"

-3/4

The decay of a meson to a well-defined meson-meson
final state is now described by matrix elements which
determine the decomposition of the ^-solutions (II.8)
on the basis of ^-solutions (11.11). In this way we
translated part of the problem of finding a transition
potential which describes decay, into the problem of
finding decomposition matrix elements D for an ortho-
gonal transformation a:

Depending on the specific situation under considera-
tion one can always find such an orthogonal transfor-
mation which describes the recombination of any
system of quarks and antiquarks.

3. The Decay Matrix Elements

In this section we assume that the independent motion
in the centre of mass system of N +1 spinless particles
which move under the influence of harmonic oscillator
forces, can be described by means of N independent
and dimensionless coordinates r, and momenta p,.

Before the recombination, the Hamiltonian of the
system reads

(III.l)

Furthermore we assume that the recombination of the
system can be described by an orthogonal transforma-
tion (repeated indices imply summation)

r'i=«r,j'j and p . ^ (HI2)

After the recombination the Hamiltonian (III.l)
obtains the form

Solutions of (III.l) are given by

(III.3)

(III.4)

where {n,l,m} stands for nl,ll,m1 nN,lN,mN and
{r} for ru...,rN. The relation between {n,l,m} and E
reads

(III.5)

Analogously, solutions of (III.3) are of the form
N

where
N

(III.6)

(III.7)

Now we want to generalize the D's of (11.12) for N
oscillators:

< z f . 1 w l { } f . , .
(III.8)

Thereto we introduce the generating function of har-
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monic oscillator wave functions
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In [S] it have been shown that

C(s,r)= £ P{n,l)s2"+lY'*is)<t>nlmiT).
n.l.m

where

(III9)

(111.10)

We first notice that for the orthogonal transformation
(III.2) follows

Ff f ! Gta.iSj.r,) e x p ^ | ( N - 1) Y r2 >. (III . l l )
i = l j = l J I *=1 J

If we then multiply with y'B;i(sl)...y'1»;>(sw), integrate
over the volume dQJt...dQsx both sides' of (111. 11) and
equate the coefficients of the equal powers of s, sN,
then we find for (III.6) the expression

*=1 ) i=\

j,m,,t \J=1

2/;+I
O" '•"'•)
\ntti mmm'J

n
Here {nij,lij,mIJ} stands for ntt,llt,mll,...,nw,lll/,
mimi12^t2'mi2'---'nNN^NN'mNN- An exception
occurs if one (or more) of the matrix elements a(J equals
zero. In this case it is sufficient to replace af""+'-> by
SHj0 &lij0 which replacement can be understood if one
puts s = 0 in (HI. 10).
The symbol between brackets in (HI.12) is defined by

On... i
V"" -» Lü, (2 ' l i+nJ

J '
With [6] this can be written as a sum of products of
SO(3)-Clebsch-Gordan coefficients:

('' '» ' ) = Y SL,ÖL ,ÓM ÓM„
\/fij ntff nt/ (L,.M,I

•[n'cfe,i::&.:;cfrS"fr"]. (1ILI3)

HI - ^ ^

n2.l2.n>2 ^12' \ /-

y

12'/
'•IK

/

2̂N

\\

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of formula (111.14)

The matrix element (1II.8) can be written in the form
(using (HI. 12), (III. 13) and the result of appendix A)

(_ \

4/

J=l

m,, mm

This expression is the central result of this paper.
With an extension of the rules of [5] formulae

(III.14) can be represented by a diagram (Fig. 1). Here
every left vertex {n^m,} , where the internal lines {nljt

'u> mij)'--A"Nj'lNj'mNj)eiMl» contributes a factor

mNJ

+ (IH.14a)

every rightvertex {n;,/,!,mf'}, where the internal lines
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("•i.'.i.'w.i) (niN,liN,miN)end, contributes a factor

139

(III. 14b)

and every internal line (nijt I,}J, mv) contributes a factor

-I)]-1

(111.14c)

4. The Transition Potential for the Decay p-nt + n

If just before the decay of a p-meson a 3P0 pair has
been created, we are in the situation in which two
particles (coming from the p-meson) are in a relative
S-wave, in which the 3P0 pair is obviously in a relative
P-wave and in which as we shall assume, both pairs
are in a relative S-wave. Just after the decay of the
p-meson there are two pairs (the pions). The particles
inside each of the pions are in relative S-waves, and
the pions are in a relative P-wave. The diagram for
this rearrangement is shown in Fig. 2, from which one
might conclude that we only allow radial excitations
in the p-meson initial state and in the relative final
state motion of the two pions.

Because we assume equal masses for the participa-
ting quarks, the orthogonal transformation (II.5) takes
the form:

(IV.l)

There is only one non-vanishing contribution to the
sum of possibilities of the internal lines in the diagram
of figure 2 (this possibility is shown!).

For the calculation of the diagram we need the
vertices, which are shown in Fig. 3, and the internal
lines from Fig. 4. With the use of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we
obtain for the diagram the result:

(IV.2)

The result (IV.2) can be used for the calculation of
a transition potential. In a specific model we consider
the quarks in the p-meson as pointlike particles. The
initial state is thus described by a wave function
<tf>|x>, where x is the separation between the quarks.

0.1.m ^ 0.0.0

relative 0.0.0 é*''* ~°.1.*,vj. n.i.m
motion * Oflfl—* motion

Fig. 2. Diagram for p — nn

•A" 0.0.0

0.0,0 0.P

0-0-0om/0-0-0 /T
N 0,1.1»

0.0.0

Fig. 3. Vertices

0.0.0

Fig. 4. Internal lines

Similarly we treat the final state pions as pointlike
objects for which we take the same spatial separation
as for the two quarks in the initial state. The rearrange-
ment potential which follows from this treatment
equals:

<x|K|x'>= (IV.3)

<x|n> ~e-«»»«»wi««»ty(_ n ;f;|

because the p-meson is in an S-wave,

In (IV.3) we have inserted a complete set of harmonic
oscillator wave functions

(IV.4a)

, (IV.4b)

because the pions are in a relative P-wave. The masses
in (IV.4a, b) are such that a pion is twice as heavy as
a (of course a constituent) quark.

If we insert in (IV.3) for <n|F|«'> the diagram of
Fig. 2, we clearly see that n' = n. Using (IV.2) and
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(IV.4a, b). we obtain for (IV.3) the result

<x| V\x"> - X(^)V2w + 3-x'e-tllltmaiil'-

It is common practice to approximate this potential
by a local one:

in this case we obtain

n

- n;\;\miox2y(j>(- n;\;m«ix2) (IV.6)

The form of the potential (IV.6) is in agreement with
the phenomenological potential of [3]:

where the authors quote /J = (about) 1.7.

5. Conclusions

The advantage of the use of harmonic oscillators for
the calculation of strong decay potentials is not only
that the calculations are very easy and that the number
of possible final states is limited, but also that it is
possible to determine the spatial dependence of the
strong decay potential. Whether or not this spatial
dependence is in agreement with experiment, might
be checked within the decay model proposed in [1,3].
However, since the position of the maximum of
(IV.6) is in accordance with the maximum of (IV.7), not
much disagreement has to be expected.

Appendix

The derivation of (III.14) involves the following pro-
duct of integrations:

(A.1)•exp{i(iV-l)r2},

which equals to (using (III.13)):

j= I

I 2/;+l J Vwi

(A.2)

Because the derivation of the result (A.2) is rather
lengthy we will not present its full details, but only
outline a possible procedure.

The delta functions in (A.2) follow from the fact that
the functions

(A.3)

E. van Beveren: Recoupling Matrix Elements and Decay

are eigenfunctions of Hj = %{xj + p2) with eigen-
values

I <2«y+ /„) + *.
.= i

From the definition of the harmonic oscillator wave-
functions (11.10) it can be seen that the integrations
over the solid angles are exactly those already defined
in (111.13). The remaining parts of the integrations
might be performed by introducing the series expan-
sions of the confluent hypergeometric functions. This
leads to standard integrals:

• F I — n •/ + iT2\e~tl 2)r/

-I

At this stage one must also use the fact that the angular
momenta are restricted because the Ts in the symbol
defined in (111.13) must add up to an even integer. Of
the resulting product of sums only one term of each
sum contributes, which leads finally to the expression
(A.2).
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Abstract;

Within the independent harmonic osci l lator model for quarks inside a

hadron, a rigorous method i s presented for the calculation of coupling constants

and transition potentials for hadronic decay, as needed in a multi-channel

description of mesons.
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1. Introduction

I., 'everal publications [ 1 - 4 ] i t i s discussed that hadronic decay cannot

be icr^c.'jj in hadron models. As a consequence i t i s essential for the description

of mesons (and baryons) to know the allowed decay modes and their relative

strengths. The use of independent harmonic oscillators for the calculation of the

angular momentum part of rearrangement matrix elements has been demonstrated in a

previous paper [5] . There i t was shown that the difficulties, which arise in

naive recoupling schemes [6] i f for a decay process the decay products have

internal angular excitations, can easily be handled once one introduces explicit

wave functions for the partons involved. This fact has already been elaborated

in [7] and [8] and successfully applied to the calculation of branching ratios

for the decay of mesons. Here we want to use this as a method for determining

the coupling constants and transition potentials in a multichannel meson-meson

scattering model [9, 10]. There i s , however, in principle no limit on the

possible decay modes in the schemes of [7] and [8]. For this reason we prefer

the rearrangement method of [5]. Essentially i f one wants to calculate al l

possible decay channels of a given init ia l state, the harmonic oscillator

treatment has the advantage that their number i s finite and in a certain sense

complete, so that one can always easily check whether one has taken into account

all possibil it ies.

In this paper we will calculate explicitly the matrix elements for the decay

processes: meson -» meson + meson (sections 2, 3 and 4). Of course, the Clebsch-

Gordannery i s straightforward, but i t i s useful to have the complete formulas

written somewhere. Moreover, the here presented strategy i s not totally trivial.

We will see that in order to obtain the proper selection rules for the decay

products, we only need to impose Fermi statistics on the quarks and the antiquaries.
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G-parity i s then automatically obeyed.

In section 5 some of the resulting coupling constants are compared to the

data.

The construction of a transition potential which can be used in models

[9, 10] for the description of hadronic decay, i s given in section 6.

2. The meson just before decay

Just before decay a meson i s assumed to consist of four partons in the

P0-model (see also figure 1) :

(i) the original quark - antiquark (qq) pair which carries a l l the quantumnumbers

of the decaying meson,

( i i ) the newly created qq-pair with the quantumnumbers of the vacuum (J = 0 ) .

original

q(Mi)

q(b,p2)

Figure 1: Meson just before decay.
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First we introduce a quarkspinor which describes a quark with flavorindex

a (here the number of flavors i s restricted to three; the generalization to more

flavors i s straightforward), colorindex a and spin magnetic quantumnumber \i by

For an antiquark we use similarly the notation

(2.1)

(2.2)

if
ff

The wave function describing the system of four partons composing a decaying meson

i s the product of two parts:

(i) The wave function of the original qq-pair (a colorsinglet qq-pair with (flavor,

spin) indices (a,m.) for the quark and (b,nu) for the antiquark; the antiquark i s

at relative position r with respect to the quark; this system has relative

angular momentum I, total spin s , total angular momentum J (z-component: J ) and

radial excitation of the spatial relative motion n) ,

X"meson
(J,J ;£,s,n;a,b;r10) =

z 12 u
* S

Cl s a_ C1 h s <J> „ (r ,
PA Ps J z p l M2 Vs n ' * ' V 1

%lv2> (2.3)

Here and in the following we adopt the standard convention for repeated indices,

(ii) Similarly the newly created color and flavor singlet P -pair i s described

b y

-*• v 1 1 0 % *a 1 ,-• 1 c - 6
X, 'r34^ = I C _ o C 0̂ 1 34 T^fl^3 q 4̂  ' ^2.4)

0 ' 3' 4
where we have taken the lowest radial excitation in the spatial part. The precise

definition of the harmonic oscillator wave functions 4> . (r) can be found in [5 ] .
n,£,m

The total wave function for the four particles must be anti-symmetric with

respect to the interchange of either two quarks or two antiquarks. For this purpose
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ff

we define the exchange operator P which operator interchanges partons i and j .

This way we obtain for the wave function for a meson just before decay

P 1 3 P 2 4 ) |M+ 3 P 0 ;J ,J z ;£ , s ,n;a ,b;r 1 2 . r 3 4 , r 1 2 (2.5)

where

* X3p
 (r34> •o.O.OCr12.34)

0

(2.6)

In (2.6) the relative motion of the two qq pairs i s assumed to have the ground

state quantum numbers. So far we have not taken into account normalization factors,

but we wi l l come back to this point in section 4.

3. The meson+meson final state

If out of the two qq-pairs two new mesons are formed, we have a system of

two dist inct objects each of which consisting of a color s inglet qq-pair (see

also figure 2) . We wi l l not treat here possible octet qq-pairs.

Fig. 2: Two meson final s ta te .
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J

The quantum numbers (total angular momentum, orbital angular momentum, spin

and radial orbital excitation) of the mesons are (J ,1 ,s ,n ) for meson 1 and
Si Si Si Si

(J. ,jL , s . ,n. ) for meson 2 and the ir f lavor indices are (a ' ,d ' ) and (c ' ,b ' )b b b b

respect ive ly .

The wave function must be symmetric under the interchange of the two mesons,

or in terms of the quarks, symmetric under the simultaneous exchange of quarks

and antiquaries:

, , „13 24.(1 +P P )

(3 .1)

where

r
L

J £ J
c c c

J J. J i. s J
a b c a a a

M M M m p M
m , p

a a

m

c
M m J M M . M m p M

c c z a r > c a a a

b b
m.

D

u Jb b

f32»

(3.2)
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4. The matrixelements

He obtained now two wave functions of the following structure:

(i) before.decay (see fig. 1):

(ii) after decay (see fig. 2):

(1+P13P24) |M + M>

(4.1)

(4.2)

We demand the wave function expressed by the ke t |M + M> in (4.2) t o be such tha t

(4.3)p 1 3 |M + M> = P 2 4 |M+M> = o

i.e. if we interchange only the quarks or only the antiquarks then the wave

function must have such a structure that the result vanishes. This has to do with

the fact that nature seems to know which quark and antiquark belong to each other.

As we might see it also expresses the fact that nature obeys the OZI-rule, or

satisfies a kind of string idea. He ignore the fact that of course in nature the

relation (4.3) will only be approximately satisfied because the meson wave

functions have some spreading.

The allowed processes are:

or

Fig. 3: OZI-allowed decay processes.
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Not allowed are:

Fig. 4: OZI-forbidden decay processes.

Hie matrix-element

=<M + M| (1 + P 1 3 P 2 4 ) +

involves the product of exchange operators

|M+
3P0 (4.4)

(4.5)p13 _p24 + p 13 p 2 4 )

If we combine (4.5) with the conditions (4.3) then we obtain for (4.4):

>' AA' 1? l d

Since the normalization constants are not very relevant, we prefer to take (4.6)

for the definitions of the wave functions, rather than the wave functions defined

in (2.4) and (3.1):

(i) before decay

l /7 1 (J ,J z ;4 , s ,n ; (a ,b) ) (P13 (4.7)
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1 «

(ii) after decay:

« /*2(J '<Jz ;Jc'*c'nc''Ja'*a'sa'na''<Tb'£b'sb'nb ;{a ' 'd '> '(c ' 'bf)) I M + M> •
If we use the harmonic oscillator wave functions which are defined in [5] then

we obtain for the normalization constants in (4.7) and (4.8):

;A,s,n;(a,b)) = 3 J,0 ,0 1,1 s,l n,0 a,b
and

The spatial parts of the matrix elements (4.6) consist out of the diagrams as

represented by fig. 5 (see [5j for the definitions). If we restrict ourselves

to the case of equal quarkmasses then a is for the first term given by

h.32

•14

/ 1
2

/r ,/r
2 ' 2 _ 12

'34 (4.9)

Mi_/^

Fig. 5: Diagram for rearrangement matrix elements (see [5])
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and for the second term by

\
14

'32

14,32/

2

2

• _/r'
2 2 12

L34

\

(4.10)

We will call the respective results of the diagram of fig. 5 for the a's defined

in (4.9) and (4.10) respectively

and

(4.11)

(4.12)

With these definitions we obtain for the matrix elements (4.6):

J\Kj = JV1(J.Ja»*.s,m(afb)> •
J £ J J J. J

7 C C C c a

M m J M ï l M
m a # 1 J a ' m b' v l b' c c z a r> C

WWV
m l / I D 2 ' m 3 ' m 4

Sb Jb
c

ma
Ma ""b

s J
Vs J z m l m2 m

3

• {d (n,A,p ; u | n ,«. ,m j a ,JL ,m. ;n ,A ,m ) C f C*
l x a a a b b b c c c m m_ P in. m. p,

' 6a'b' 6d'b 6c'a + V^ 'V^K'VVVVVVVV "

r , 1 5 1 I S r
> 3 J ï l , . X \

mx m4 p s m3 m2 v2 a'a d'c' °b 'b ; (4.13)

In section 2 we smuggled two assumptions into the procedure, which had to

do with the excitations of the P_-pair. This resulted in the four zero's in the

diagram of f ig. 5. The generalization to other quantum numbers i s straightforward

but wil l not be treated here.
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5. Results and comparison with eaperimant

For some qq systems we will give heze the results of (4.13) . First we must

introduce the nomenclature for mesons which has been used here. In table I we

give the precise meaning of the symbols which we use in table II. In table II all

(i.e. within the above assumptions) possible decay channels for the lowest radial

and angular excitations of the pseudoscalar, the vector and the scalar mesons are

given.

notation

P

P1

p..

V0

V2

s

A

B

n2S+1LT

21SQ

3 l so
l3si

l 3 po

llpi

o"*

o"*

o"+

r"

0 + +

1++

table I : Nomenclature of qq-systems. The columns contain respectively our

notation for the mesons, the qq-quantum numbers (n = radial quantum-

number, S is total spin, L is orbital and J is total angular

momentum) and the more common quantum numbers (J, P = (-1)

L+S
parity and C = (-1) is charge conjugation).

L+l is
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pp

PP'

pvo
PS

PA

PB

Vo
Vo

Vó
V 2

V
V

SS

s vo
AA

BB

1
" 4H

oo

1
4

1
" 4

1
8

P

—

(13P)

(^S)

-

-

(13P)

-

-

(i's)

(1*8)

-

-

—

1
" 24

1
6

1
12
1

24
1

" 72
5

" 18

1
6
1

12

1
8

vo
j

(1 P)

(13P)

-

(13S)

(13S)

(l1?)

(15P)

-

(13S)

(13S)

-

(13S)

1
24
1

48

1
6

1
72
5
18
1

144

5
36

1
6

1
16

1
12
1

48

S

1
(2 S)

(1 S)

-

-

(13P)

-

(21S)

(15D)

j
(1 S)

(^S)

-

(13P)

C^S)

-

l
(1 S)

l
(1 S)

table II : Matrixelements |<MM|V|M>| 2. The signs in front of the matrixelements

are explained in the text. The orbital quantum numbers of the MM-

system are given between brackets in the spectroscopie notation

2S+1
n L, where n is radial quantum number, S the spin and L the angular

momentum.
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Note that the figures in each column of table II add up to 1. This expresses

the fact that each wave function (4.7) can be conpletely decomposed into wave

functions (4.8), because both are solutions of the same Hand 1tonian.

The signs which are given in table II are the results of the ratios of the
13 24

terms stemming from P and the terms stemming from P of formula (4.6) . These

signs are essential for conservation of G-parity, which can easi ly been seen once

the SU(3)-flavor content i s taken into account.

We are now prepared to t e s t the results of table II to the available

data. In general the width of a decaying particle i s given [ l l ] by

4m
ƒ d cos 6 T(m ,cos 8) (5.1)

The matrix element I1 in (5.1) includes the calculation of the overlap between

the free meson wave function and the harmonic osci l lator bas is , which we have

chosen. In fact we should do

<MM|V|M> = I <MM|nl><n'|v|n><n|M>
n,n'

(5.2)

where |M> i s a specif ic i n i t i a l state of the qq mesonic system and |)M> i s the

final state of the two decay products. But since decay widths can be better

calculated from the solutions of the multichannel Schrödinger equation involving

the transition potential (this i s done by us in a different program [9, 10]) , we

wi l l not be too rigorous in demonstrating th&t the matrix elements (5.2) make

sense. So we assume that <n|M> i s only nonzero for one value of n, and that then

also <MM|n'> i s the only nonzero term. The overlap of the plane waves for the

two meson system and a harmonic osci l lator contains a momentum dependence of the

form
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where I i s the relative orbital angular momentum of the decay products, which term

together with the phase space factor gives

„ , 21+ 1

So we arrive at

r £* k

(5.3)

(5.4)

where n i s the radial quantum number of the decaying meson. A more precise form

of formula (5.4) i s the imaginary part of the second order perturbation

contribution to the energy within the model [9, 10] as i s given in [12, 13]. We

wil l , however/ take (5.4) as sufficiently accurate for our purpose.

As examples we study the decay widths of e(1300), A2(1320), and K**(1430)

which particles have enough two particle decay modes, to make a comparison of

(5.4) to the available data possible. The results are given in table I I I .

= .22 (exp ~ .11)
TTTI)

T(A2->pir)
= .37 (exp . 2 - .25)

r(K**-»-K*tf)

T (K** •*• Kn)

T(K**->-Kp)

r(K**->-Kn)

roc**-»-Kü>)

= 2.28 (exp 1.6-2.1)

= 7.76 (exp 4.3-6.1)

= 2.93 (exp 0 - 3.7)

Table I I I . Branching rat ios .
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6. The transition potential

Inspired by the reasonable results of the comparison of our handwaving

calculations with the data, we will derive in this section a transition potential

for a coupled channel Schrödinger equation as described in [9, 10]. In [5] we

have shown how we might arrive at a local approximation of the potential for

transitions from a quark-antiquark channel to a meson-meson channel. This outline

given there will be made more precise in this section. The potential is given by

(6.1)<MM,x|v|M,x> = 1 <MM,x|n'><n'|v|n><n|M,x> .
n,n'

The wave functions are in lowest order assumed to be given by

(6.2)

where (£,p0) are the orbital quantum numbers of the qq mesonic system, where m

is the quarkmass and where u i s the universal oscillator frequency, and by

<n' |MM,x> = < ( > , „ , (ZmüTx) , ( 6 . 3 )
n ,x. »1*£»

where (A',y ,) are the orbital quantum numbers of the two meson system.

The matrix elements <n'|v|n> are those given in [5]. For the lowest lying

qq systems n' i s linearly related to n.

In fig. 6 we present the results of (6.1) for the decay processes of

pseudoscalar particles. Although in table II five different types of decay

channels for a pseudoscalar meson are shown, we see that their spatial behavior

is for two pairs exactly the same. We see that the decay processes P •* PV and

P •*• W are dominant. This result i s important because i t justifies the procedure

of reference [9, 10]. There we have limited us to these channels. For doing so

we now have two arguments: the thresholds are low, the couplings are largest.

He also see from fig. 6 that the form of the here calculated transition

potential i s in agreement with the one from [10]. However, in [10] the position
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0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 r

Fig. 6: Transition potentials for the decay of pseudoscalar mesons.

Here r and V(r) are dimensionless.

of the peak i s a parameter which can be fitted to the data, whereas here i t i s

a result of our procedure.

In figures 7 and 8 are depicted similar results for the vector and the scalar

mesons respectively.
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 r

t V

Fig. 7: Transition potentials for the decay of vector mesons,

r and V(r) are dimensionless.
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/VIA ¥o
AA I On

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Fig. 8: Transition potentials for the decay of scalar mesons,

r and V(r) are dimensionless.
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Is i t reasonable in the case of pseudoscalar mesons to select two dominant

decay modes, in the case of vector mesons the situation is less comfortable (see

fig. 7) and becomes even hopeless in the case of scalar mesons (fig. 8). So in

the next stage of the program of the multi-channel model of [9 - 10] all possible

decay channels should be taken into account in order to decide afterwards which

of them are important for the description of a specific hadron. The here presented

method can supply us with the precise form of the transition potentials.

Finally we must notice that the potentials of the figures 6, 7 and 8 exhibit

a peaked structure. In [12] i t i s argued that such types of potentials can very

easily explain the radial hadron spectra, especially the large levelsplittings

between the ground states and the first radial excitations with respect to the

other mass differences.
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Conclusions

He have shown here that the method which was roughly outlined in [5] ,

can indeed be used for the construction of transition potentials in the coupled

channel models [9, 10] for mesons (and baryons). The procedure i s s t i l l not

unambiguous, but for a f irst inspection of the results very suitable. The next

refinement might be to take different quark masses in the matrix elements (4.6).

This leads to different transition potentials for decay due to the creation of

up and down quark pairs as for decay due to the creation of strange quark pairs.

Another possibility i s to repeat the whole procedure for the SO(3,2) wave

functions of [14], which are probably more realist ic than harmonic oscillator

wave functions.
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A potential model for mesons is presented, which combines quark confinement and strong
decay in a realistic approach. The multichannel Schrödinger formalism is employed to
describe a system of one or more permanently closed quark-antiquark channels in interac-
tion with several two-meson channels. For the potential in the q![ channels a harmonic os-
cillator with constant frequency is taken. As for the meson channels only Okubo-Zweig-
lizuka-rule-allowed decays into two mesons of the pseudoscalar or vector type are con-
sidered. Final-state interactions between these mesons are not yet taken into account. The
communication between confined and free channels is supposed to take place via the lPa
mechanism, for which a locally approximated transition potential is derived. In order to ob-
tain an analytic solution for the 5 matrix, the transition potential is treated by using a
muiti-6-shell method. Kinematically relativistic corrections and color splitting allow a fair-
ly successful treatment of pseudoscala: as well as vector mesons for all quark flavors. The
results are confronted with the data and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is the second of a series of papers on
the spectra of mesons and baryons based on a model,
which we have proposed recently.1'2 In Ref. 2 pre-
liminary results of the model for charmonium and
fr-quarkonium systems are given. In this paper we
achieve a universal description of the light mesons
ir, 17, p, # , . . . as well; we extend our model to in-
clude a treatment of both the heavy and light
quarks.

It is a rather well known fact that the level spac-
ings of the first few radial excitations of the tp and
the Y systems are remarkably similar. We note that
this kind of universality (i.e., level spacing indepen-
dent of the constituent quark mass) extends to, for
example, the p and <f> systems as well, if one assigns
the first radial p excitation to the state at 1250 MeV
(Ref. 3), the second one to the state at 1600 MeV
(Ref. 4), and if the recently reported <f> resonances at
16S0 MeV (Ref. S) and 1900 MeV (Ref. 6) may be
identified with the first and second radial 0 excita-
tions, respectively. This universality is one of the
important features of our model and distinguishes it
from other models.7"10

Many quark models have already been proposed
in the past. Their basic ingredient is the principle of
confinement, which is taken into account by means
of mechanisms (boundary conditions,7 rising poten-
tials8'9), which permanently bind the quarks to a
hadron, thus describing hadrons in first instance as
being stable systems even with respect to strong de-
cays. Very often the effects of strong decay are un-

27

derestimated. Exceptions are Refs. 10 and 2. Both
Refs. 10 and 2 note substantial influence on the
spectra and wave functions, but differ qualitatively.

As far as the binding mechanism is concerned our
approach is comparable to what many authors have
proposed, but considering hadrons as stable systems
provides in our opinion a too simplified and, as we
have shown explicitly in Ref. 2, an incorrect picture.

Let us illustrate this last remark by considering,
for example, the state $4030). We might distin-
guish several components: in one component the
charmed quark and the charmed antiquark are kept
together by the confining force; the other com-
ponents contain mesons with open charm (such as
D, D, F, F, etc.). The coupling between the cc and
open-charm components is provided by the creation
or annihilation of a light-quark and antiquark pair.

In this investigation we limit ourselves to the
creation or annihilation of only one q§ pair, which
means that we do not consider three- (or more)
meson channels. This is reasonable since mul-
timeson channels have a smaller effective coupling
to the decaying meson and have therefore less influ-
ence on the binding forces between the quark and
the antiquark in a meson.

A basic ingredient of our model, which has been
described already in Ref. 2, is that the coupling be-
tween the quark-antiquark channels and the two-
meson channels is accounted for properly by em-
ploying the coupled-channel Schrödinger formalism.
The use of the Schrödinger equation guarantees (i) a
unitary scattering matrix, (ii) proper threshold
behavior of amplitudes, (iii) good analyticity proper-

1527 ©1983 The American Physical Society
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ties, and (iv) Wigner causality.
A nonrelativistic Schrödinger model examined in

Ref. 11 serves as a starting point. In Ref. 11 we
studied the behavior of Regge poles in the complex
angular momentum plane of a two-component
scattering model. One of the channels in this model
is permanently closed by means of a harmonic-
oscillator potential representing the cc component.
In the other channel(s) the scattering takes place,
which represents the open-charm component(s).
The transition potential in Ref. 11 was constructed
by using only one spherical 5 shell. In retrospect
this was not a bad approximation of the more realis-
tic ^o transition potential which we use in this pa-
per (see below). For small coupling the resonance
positions are near to the bound-state positions of the
harmonic oscillator in the absence of coupling. For
larger coupling the original harmonic-oscillator
spectrum is deformed drastically. In Ref. 2, we
have shown that particularly the bound states,
which lie below the threshold of the scattering chan-
nel or below the threshold of the most dominant
scattering channel(s), if there are more of them, are
shifted to much lower energies, especially the
ground state. As we have shown in Ref. 2 the spec-
tra of charmonium and b-quarkonium indeed exhib-
it this feature.

In extending the model as presented in Ref. 2 to
the light-quark systems such as ir, p,..., we apply
kinematic relativistic corrections to the Schrödinger
equation. These corrections are derived by means of
a standard reduction and transformation12 of a sys-
tem of coupled-channel two-body Bethe-Salpeter
equations to a coupled-channel Schrödinger equa-
tion in configuration space. (Notice in this context
chat we use constituent quarks, which are quite
heavy in contrast to current quarks.) As in Ref. 2
we use a flavor-dependent harmonic-oscillator po-
tential in the quark-antiquark channel to describe
the confining forces.

In order to implement universality the confining
iviv..;...l is taken to be proportional to the constit-
uent quark mass, which leads to a common basic
frequency a> for all quark-antiquark systems. We
comment briefly on this point in the next section. A
second reason for taking a harmonic potential is that
it is solvable analytically. This is important for the
obtainment of an analytic approximation (see Ap-
pendix A) of the S matrix, which facilitates enor-
mously the tracing of the bound-state and resonance
poles in the complex energy plane. We derive the
transition potential betwc v.e quark-antiquark
channels and the two-mea ' juinels using the 3P0

model for the meson decays.13-14 The latter model
has been applied successfully to meson decay by
several authors.1516

TABLE I. Masses of JK = I ' meson resonances in
GeV. We use the spectroscopie notation n :s'*'Lj, where
n is the number of radial nodes + 1. S is the tola) qq spin
(0 or \),L is the orbital angular momentum of the qq sys-
tem, and J is the total angular momentum of the state.

Level

P
4>
</-
r

l 'S ,

0.770
1.020
3.095
9.435

2'S,

1.25
1.65
3.684
9.993

3JS,

1.60
1.90
4.03

10.32

4 l S,

4.414
10.59

3.772

2JD,

4.16

To maintain the universality of the spectra it is
necessary to have a dependence of the transition po-
tential parameters on the -quark masses. This depen-
dence can be explained in a natural way as will be
discussed later.

The impact of the two-meson channels on the
spectra of the mesons is very substantial (see also
Ref. 2). In our model it turns the harmonic-
oscillator spectra into realistic ones.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we
discuss the data on which the ideas underlying our
model are mainly based. In Sees. Ill and IV and
Appendix A the Schrödinger equation is derived and
solved for the 5 matrix. Sections V and VI are de-
voted to the transition potential. The results and
their comparison with experiment are contained in
Sec. VII, followed by the conclusions in Sec. VIII.

II. THE DATA

Before we explain the details of our model, we re-
view some aspects of the present situation in hadron
spectroscopy. We are particularly interested in the
relative resonance positions of radial excitations.

A first observation is that the best experimental
information on (radial) excitations is available for
the negative-parity and iegative-C-parity vector
mesons and for the nucleon resonances. In Table I
we give a classification of ground states and radial
excitations of the JK= 1 ~ ~ mesons.

The S states of Table I are depicted in Fig. 1,
where som? interesting regularities may be observed.
The energy regions are totally different, but the en-

CeV GeV GeV GeV

20

1.0

p

2.0

1.0

t.o

3.0

*

10.5

9.5

FIG. I. Radial spectra of the p, 6, i!\ and T.
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ergy splittings are very similar.
From Fig. 1 we draw the conclusion that a qq po-

tential describing these spectra must have a flavor-
mass dependence of the form

V{m,r)=V(vrmr), (2.1)

where m is the flavor mass and r is the relative
quark distance. Evidently a large class of potentials
satisfies (2.1). As in Ref. 2 we use in this paper a
harmonic-oscillator potential, which according to
(2.1) must be proportional to the flavor mass (see
also Ref. 1). It is known that the 0 and T spectra
can be described by a flavor-independent potential as
described in Ref. 10. However, this latter model
would certainly not work for the p and <f> resonances
as classified in Table I. In the literature a flavor-
independent potential is often motivated by referring
to perturbative QCD. However, unperturbative
QCD could very well lead to quite a different pic-
ture. For example, in a recent construction of Niel-
sen and Patkós,17 confinement is described by a sca-
lar field representing a color dielectric. Because of
gauge invariance this scalar field couples to the
quark kinetic energy. This leads to a picture of
quarks moving in a potential which is linear in the
quark mass. Then condition (2.1) results in the har-
monic potential of this paper.

The assignments for the p and <f> resonances are
not established yet. If the p' (1250) (Ref. 3) is the
1 iDl state rather than the 23Sj state, we may argue
that for a slightly perturbed harmonic oscillator
these resonances are in each other's neighborhood, in
which case there should be a 2 35 ( p state in the en-
ergy region around 1250 MeV. This then implies

GeV GeV

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

FIG. 2. Radial spectra of charmonium and the nu-
cleon.

that the p"(1600) could be the 33S, p resonance.
Similar arguments for the 4> resonances and prelimi-
nary experimental results,5 which indicate a 4> state
at 16S0 Mev, lead to the classification shown in
Table I.

In Fig. 2 we have compared the radial spectra of
charmonium and nucleon resonances.18'19 We see
that the spectra are very similar. However, the
spacings are different: the ratio of the mass differ-
ences of the first and third radial excitations of the
t/> system hM4414HM3685)] and of the nucleon
Ar(2050WV(1410)] equals 1.14. The mechanism of
this ratio is not yet contained within our model.
However, as we have seen in Ref. 2, the above spac-
ing is related to the harmonic-oscillator frequency in
the confined channel. So we conclude that it makes
sense to investigate whether baryons may be treated
similarly to mesons, but with a different oscillator
frequency. This will be done in a subsequent paper.

III. THE MODEL

Consider a system of n quark-antiquark (qq)
channels in interaction with m two-meson (M-[M1)
channels:

(3.1)

Here each channel j consists of two particles (either
qq or M, M2) a, and bj with momentum p. and pb..

The normalization of the one-particle states is

#Ja , (3.2)

where so and v are the third components of the
particle spins. The 5 matrix and the M matrix are
related by

it \S !/> = </ \j)-i(2ir)*8\Pi-Pj)(i\M

(3.3)

Here /*, and Pj are, respectively, the total final and
initial four-momenta of the system. We introduce
the relative momenta kj by

{wo+wh=D. (3.4)

In our model we neglect the transition to
negative-energy states and we also neglect the depen-
dence of the interaction and the amplitudes
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Mjj = (i IM | j ) on the relative energies kf. (Notice
that we use constituent quarks in our models,
which are still fairly heavy, even in the case of the u
and d quarks.) With these approximations the

coupled-channel Bethe-Salpeter equation, which in
first instance is apt to describe the coupled-channel
system of our model, reduces to a Blankenbecler-
Sugar-Logunov-Tavkhelidze-type equation20:

)gn(kn;Vs )MnJ< kB (3.5)

The Green's function g„{k„;vl) is not unambiguous. In order to account for the relativistic velocities of
the mesons in some channels (e.g., the pions in the case of the p system) we need a coupled-channel
Schrodinger equation with relativistic kinematics. Therefore, we take21'22

k2(s)-kK
2lsm)+ie

(3.6)

where

and

i ,

The transition to a relativistic Lippmann-Schwinger equation is performed via the definitions20

{ai,bi\T,V\ai,bj) = Pi
1/2

(ai,bi\M,I\aJ,bj) Pi
1/2

(3.7)

where s=st=Sj— E1, the total energy squared in the cm. frame and where the elements of the
(n+m)x(n+m) reduced mass matrixp(E) are defined by

" „ . (3.8)

(3.9)

For convenience we define

MC(E) 0

0 MflE)/*(£)=

In (3.9) Mc is the n Xn reduced mass matrix for the confined qq channels and M{ the m xm reduced mass ma-
trix for the meson-meson channels. With (3.7)—(3.9) we get

'„X). (3.10)
2-k„2+ie

The corresponding coupled-channel relativistic
Schrodinger equation reads

[-&+2filE)V-kHE)]il>=Q, (3.11)

where 0 is the coupled-channel two-particle wave
function.

The potential in (3.11) is spherically symmetric
and might be represented by a symmetric
(n +m)xln +m) matrix

V.M
(3.12)

I
In (3.12) Ve is the potential in the confined channels

where co is the universal frequency, r is the relative
distance in the qq system, and C, is the ith diagonal
element of a diagonal nXn constant matrix C. V}

is the diagonal threshold matrix. [Vf]jj=Dj is the
sum of the rest masses of the bosons in the yth
meson-meson channel.

The specific form of the off-diagonal term in
(3.12) will be discussed in the next section.

Let ó(r) be a radial (n+.•?}(-component wave
function, then the set of radial Schrodinger equa-
tions to be solved is
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- k 2 ( E ) (3.14)

where L is the orbital angular momentum matrix:

Lc 0

0 Lf
(3.15)

with Lc and Lf diagonal nXn and mxm matrices,
respectively, which contain the orbital angular mo-
menta of the n +m channels.

There are for (3.14) 2(n+m) independent solu-
tions. The physical solutions must satisfy n +m
boundary conditions in the origin and an additional
n boundary conditions at infinity for those com-
ponents, which belong to the permanently confined
channels. No other boundary conditions are to be
imposed as long as the energy is above all thresh-
olds. In that case there are m-independent physical
solutions, which can be found in a straightforward
way and lead to an m x m unitary and symmetric S
matrix. Note that in this context by 5 matrix is un-
derstood the scattering matrix for the open two-
meson channels.

An explicit expression for the S matrix is derived
in Appendix A.

When E is smaller than some of the D, then the
corresponding momenta as defined in (3.4) become
purely imaginary. In order to satisfy additional
boundary conditions at infinity for those com-
ponents of the wave function, which belong to the
closed meson-meson channels, the imaginary parts
of these momenta should be chosen positive. If
these values are substituted in (A1S), then the sub-
matrix of S corresponding to the remaining open
channels is again unitary and takes over the function
of the 5 matrix.

Once Kinl (3.12) is given, we can calculate the S
matrix (AIS) and its pole positions in the complex
energy plane. Each pole is either identified with a

a,.m,

FIG. 3. Diagram of momentum flow for the process
described in formula (4.1).

resonance (provided it is close to the real axis) or
with a bound state. In this paper we make the ap-
proximation that the real part equals its mass and
the imaginary part equals half its hadronic width.
For bound states with respect to strong decay the
poles are on the real axis. The M\M2 channels in
these cases are closed, but not empty. For instance
in our picture a / / i f meson is represented by a
nine-component wave function, which contains be-
sides the confined cc channel also closed channels
containing pairs of D and D* mesons or F and F*
mesons.

In the present article we will study the vector-
meson resonances WK=\~~) and the pseudoscalar
mesons (JK=0~+).

IV. THE TRANSITION POTENTIAL

We describe the transitions between the quark-
antiquark and the two-meson channels through the
creation or annihilation of a quark-antiquark pair in
the 2P0 state.15'16 In the following we treat the
quarks nonrelativistically.

Since we deal in this investigation with a wide
range of flavor masses, it appears that for
phenomenological reasons we have to extend the 3Po
model of Ref. IS. We do this by assuming more
structure in the string breaking mechanism. The in-
teraction Hamiltonian which can accommodate our
phenomenological needs reads (see also Fig. 3)

! ( k *X[*!„«,(k i - ,<k,W;4.„4<k4-k6WO4,M4<k4)]+H.c.) . (4.1)
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Here fcj, m(, and a( (i = 1,.. .,4) are the momentum,
SU(2)-spin and SUi/V)-flavor indices, respectively, of
the quarks and antiquarks. Furthermore,

k,-k.

and M
«f«i

describes a
(4.2a)

flavor-singlet quark-

describes the strength of the creation and annihila-
tion process. In (4.1) the function <4(k\,kj;k5,k"D)
describes the momentum distribution of the created
or annihilated qq pair (variables k2 and k,), the
momentum transferjwtween the "spectator" quarks
(variables k5 and k„), and a possible relation be-
tween these variabtes. Note that the special choice

.,;k5,k6)=6IJI(ïc,+ k\) (4.2b)

antiquark pair. (For typographical reasons we have
not distinguished between upper and lower SUGV)
indices [see also (5.3)].) Color SU(3) is added in Sec.
VI, but omitted here. The dimensionless constant y0

leads to the 3PQ model of Ref. IS.
In this paper we use the ansatz

? ( k 2 . k , ; k 5 l k 6 ) = E £ 5 6 ) . (4.3)

The incoming quark-antiquark state in the cm. sys-
tem is given by

? %iM%.afill.mlÜWj,-.4<-k) 10> , (4.4)

Here the meson creation operators c / ire given by

where k is the cm. momentum, s is the total spin, and v denotes the SUW)-flavor state. The latter is described
by the flavor matrix M [see (5.3) for a definition].

Similarly for the two-meson state one has

; (4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)
Here ^/ (i = 1,2) are the internal wave functions of the mesons. Their energy dependence is due to a Lorentz
transformation from the meson rest frame to the two-meson center-of-mass frame.

In the following we call the process in Fig. 3 the direct (exchange) process when the mesons with quantum
numbers v, (v2) and v2 (v,) are composed by the quarks 1 and 2, respectively, 3 and 4. The direct (exchange)
potential Vo iVE) corresponds to the matrix element of Hi for the direct (exchange) process.

Working out (4.1), using (4.3)-(4.7) we get

7 7*2
s 1 i'

(4.8)

In the derivation of (4.8) we used
1
2

1

2

J

1

7

7
1

s '

«2

s'
(4.9)

Furthermore, we have introduced

- ï (4.10)
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Introducing

A = k - p , Q = k + p ,

we rewrite (4.9) for later use in the form

1533

(4.11)

-j-A + J Q - 2 q ) , (4.12)

where we have used that in the applications further on we will always assume that the internal wave functions
depend on the difference of the momenta only. The transition matrix elements in configuration space are ob-
tained by the Fourier transformation

fce-r?"r'fV>m,I(p,kVir-r. (4.13)

In the nonrelativistic limit, using the Gaussian wave function, i.e., ground-state wave functions,
3/4

£56(k5ik6)~exp[ —£-(k5-k6)V] ,

we find in local approximation (i.e., Q=0) for r0 « # ,

)
'0

1 r2

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

In (4.17) we have accounted for all constants in the transition from y0 to y. Because the expression for
F12,ma(p,r) in (4.12) has a convolutive form we get that in general Fn,m2](r"',F) is a function of (\/ro+l/Rt)
and so the r0 parameter in (4.17) is different from that in (4.1S). For charmonium and upsilon they will be the
same in this paper because then we have r0 -̂  .At (see Sec. VI).

In this paper we will use the form given in (4.17) and generalize it to the relativistic case by making y apart
from flavor also energy dependent.

So, finally we arrive at the configuration-space transition potential

v2 | VD \ 7;s,fi;v)

—vS3(F'—— y o i r —

1
2
1
2

S

1
2 * l
1
2 S2

1 l '

) (4.18)

The potential for states with total angular momenta J,J' and total orbital angular momenta L, L' is for the po-
tential (4.18) given by

=r 8JT(2I,'

1/2

1
2

1

7
s

i

7
i
2

1
Si

s'

L
s
J

1
1
0

V
s'
J

In the derivation of (4.19) we used

fdtl Yt
m

tt"l 3(21,+1)
1/2

/ft 1 L'r-L
t-0 00 ^-w,

(4.19)

(4.20)
i
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and the identity

m' it'

1 r rL i J r i i

Because (4.1) is the nonrelativistic interaction Ham-
iltonian, the potential (4.19) can be used directly in
the partial-wave Schrödinger equation (3.14).

The contribution of the exchange process to the
transitions is included implicitly in the next section
[see Eq. (5.4)].

V. TRANSITION MATRIX ELEMENTS

In this section we present tables for the
O(3)xSU(2)jp,nxSU(Ar)na>dr part of the potential
(4.18). We consider processes of the form [(3.1) and
Fig. 3]

L 1 L'
s 1 s'
J 0 J

r

, + («92>.w. (5.1)

The orbital angular momenta and spins of the con-
fined channels Qi+q2 and of the meson channels
Mi + Mi are denoted by /, L, s, and 5, respectively,
and the spins of the mesons Mt and M2 by S\ and
s2, respectively. The total angular momentum of
the system is denoted by J. With these definitions
the O(3)XSU(2)spln part of (4.18) for the transitions
(5.1) is given by

1/2 /

s
J

1
1

0

L

J

i

7
s

i

T
i

T
1

*i

*2

s
2I2L + 1)

(5.2)
The normalization of the matrix elements in (5.2) is
such that the sum of the squares of the couplings of
one qq channel to all scattering channels equals one.

In Ref. 2 we observed that in our model for the
JK=\~~ mesons the mixing between S states and
D states is small. For simplicity we shall drop the
1—2 permanently closed 91+92 channel in the
present investigation for all mesons. The matrix ele-
ments (5.2) which are relevant in this paper (/ = 0

TABLE II. O(3)xSU(2),pln part of the coupling
strengths ! (meson+meson | Vm I meson) | ' .

\
\

5

0

•s, 0
0
0

1

' -

0
1
I

1
J
1

tl

1
0
1

1

1

1
1
0

1
36

1
1
1

1

2

1
1
2

!

(4.21)

and thus J =s and L = 1) are summarized in Table
II.

A fW;her restriction is the assumption that only
uit, dd, and sf pairs are created or annihilated in the
process (5.1). This is not unreasonable since the
coupling of meson channels and confined channels,
which communicate via the creation or annihilation
of cc and bE pairs, is highly suppressed, because the
thresholds in the scattering channels are at much
higher energies. For the qq pair in (5.1) we have
chosen exact SU(3)navor symmetry, which implies
that the matrix elements (qq\Q) and (O\qq) as
well as the transition radius r0 in (4.16) are the same
for nonstrange and strange quarks.

As mentioned before we consider only those two-
particle-scattering channels, which contain the pseu-
doscalar mesons v, rj, rj', K, D, F, B, and G and the
vector mesons p, m, ê, K*, D', F*, B', and G*.
Here we have denoted the open-6-flavor analogs of
the well-known open-charm mesons D, D', F, and
F*, by B, B', and G, and G' . Of these mesons only
the B meson has been found" in the energy region
around 5.2 GeV. For the masses of the B', G, and
G* mesons we have to make some estimates inspired
by the splittings between the open-charm mesons.
Moreover, we take ideal mixing for the -q, -q', ca, and
<t> mesons.

It is convenient to define the conventional 5 x 5
matrices Pap and Vap for the 24+ 1 pseudoscalar
and vector multiplets of SU(5)navor (see also Ref. 16):

K+ 5° B

B~

K"

Z>+

V =

B'"

mrQ w\~ nü

V F- G°

F+ r,c -

G° - V>

K'° D*~ B'"

ó F'' G'°

G'" - r

(5.3)
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U

I

TABLE III. Couplings of confined and free channels
for i7c and i/>.

TfclCf) Spin

1
.1

1
J

1
h

1
b

1»
1_
9
I

~v

1
T
1

10»

s

DD
DD*

D*D*
D*D*
0*0*

FF

FF*

F*F*

F*F*

F*F*

0
1

0

1

2

0

1

0

1

2

If in (5.1) <ji+92 is the member Ay of one of
these multiplets and M, and Af2 are the members
Bkt and Cmn of the multiplets f or P, then the rela-
tive coupling strengths can be found from

+[BPC+a{A,B,C)CPB]\AJ) ,

(5.4)

where f is a projection operator and where a(A,B,C)
is given by the product of the charge-conjugation
parities of the three mesons A, B, and C. By taking
P=diag(l,l ,1,0,0) in (5.4) we select those cou-
plings, which are connected with the creation or an-
nihilation of light-quark pairs.

The expression (5.4) is appropriate for all charge
modes of each meson. For practical reasons we put
together all two-meson channels with the same (or
nearly the same) thresholds.

In Tables III, IV, and V the total
O(3)xSU(2)spinxSU(5)tt,,or relative coupling
strengths are shown for the ip and i j e , for the D, D',
F, and F* mesons and for the light mesons, respec-
tively. The results for the T and TJ6 are identical to
the results for the ip and rjc.

Notice that the couplings of a particle to all its
decay channels add up to one, except for the to and
4> mesons. This deviation originates from the fact
that we have selected only a special class of decay
products. In this paper we have renormalized the
couplings of the <a and the 4>-

VI. COLOR SPLITTING AND
PHENOMENOLOGICAL REFINEMENTS

In this section we present the precise form of the
transition potential which we have used in our cal-

culations. The main ingredients are simplicity and
phenomenology.

The radial dependence g(r) of the potential given
in (A6) can be read off from the expression (4.18) to
be

g(r)=g—exp
fa

I E l (6.1)

where g is a fit parameter.
In order to fit simultaneously the light and heavy

mesons, the transition radius r0 in (6.1) must be
dependent on the flavor masses of the quarks of
these states. This might be interpreted as a conse-
quence of the dependence of the momentum-transfer
distribution (4.14) on the quark masses m,( and m4 |

(see Fig. 3). For simplicity we have chosen

"«,"'«4
io~l/2p0, (6.2)

where the dimensionless constant p0 is the same for
all mesons.

For phenomenological reasons we also need a
suppression of the coupling to scattering channels
with a high threshold, because the kinematica!
suppression is not sufficient to reduce their influ-
ence. The effect is mainly seen in the resulting had-
ronic widths, which otherwise are too small com-
pared with experiment.

As we have approximated the nonlocal transition
potential by an effective local one, this can be done
by taking the elements of the matrix Kint in (A6) to
be dependent on the threshold value of the corre-
sponding scattering channel:

^int)ij~Orxn=(mMij+mMljr'n, (6.3a)

where (Kin,)<y describes the transition from the ith
permanent closed channel (i = l in this paper, be-
cause we take only the / = 0 qq channel into account)
to the jih two-meson channel and where
ik =1,2) are the masses of the two mesons.
ever, the choice (6.3a) would mutilate the effective
coupling constant, since thresholds for light mesons
differ drastically from thresholds for heavy mesons.
For this reason we alter (6.3a) such that for thresh-
olds at the resonance position, the effective coupling
is the same for all mesons:

How-

(''int)(/ ~

1/2

(6.3b)

This introduces an energy dependence in the po-
tential, because E is the energy in the Schrödinger
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TABLE IV. Couplings of confined and free channels for D, D', F, and F* mesons.

D[OT)

M

72

1
108

Fics) F'U's)

J7

I
in

DV

Dr

FA:

F,'
Dot

Dp

DK*

FK*

FA

D'I,

D*it

D'K

F*K

D'oi

D*a

D'a

D'p

D'p

D'p

D*K*

D'Km

D*K'

F*K*

F*K*

F*K-

F*4

F'A

Spin

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

0

1

2

0

!

2

0

I

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

27

I'I
i

equation (3.14). However, the resulting S matrix is
still analytic.

A possible contribution to this suppression may
come from a boost of the imernal wave functions of
the final-state mesons from the rest frame of one
meson to the cm. frame. However, such effects are
model dependent and depend on how one takes into
account a wave function for the iP0 pair. Besides, a
complete account of this boost introduces extra non-

local effects in the transition potential.
Since also the pseudoscalar mesons are treated in

this article, it is necessary to describe the mechanism
which gives the mass splittings between the pseudo-
snalar and the vector mesons. In commonly accept-
ed models this is accomplished by means of a
correction term which stems from a one-gluon-
exchange potential. For the mesons under con-
sideration the splitting has the form24-"
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TABLE V. Couplings of confined and free channels for (he light mesons.

?j' rr K a> 4> p K* Spin

0

I

t
24

1
w

1

S4

10
27

10
27

1
10»

J
27

_i_
M.
J_
II

_1_
12

1
216

3

27

7) ia

V P

fr tr

IT K

IT 03

v p
ir K*

K K

K a

K +
Kp

K K*

a a

a p

o» K'

o K*

o K'

* *
* Km

* K'

* K*

P P

P P

P P

P '•*

P **

P **

K'K'

KmKm

1

0

I

I

0

0
1
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•A

(6.4)

where iWO) is the qq wave function at the origin and

where (m?) mq and iss) sq are the (ami-) quark mass
and the (anti-' quark spin, respectively.

For harmonic-oscillator functions (6.4) would re-
sult in a term

I
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v«» (6.5)

This could be taken as a constant correction term in
the direct qq potential, but this has the unwanted
consequence that radial excitations would have
about the same mass splittings as the ground states,
contrary to experiment and contrary to earlier re-
sults,2 which showed that in this model the wave

functions at the origin of the radial excitations are
smaller than the wave functions at the origin of the
corresponding ground state and therefore should
give smaller mass splittings according to (6.4).
However, we notice that a similar term, taken as a
correction of the transition potential has to second
order in perturbation theory an effect comparable to
(6.S), but has the advantage that then the proper
wave function is taken into account. Therefore, we
use a transition potential of the form

)1/2

Also a word must be said about the consequences of
the nonrelativistic approximation to the relativistic
formulation (3.11).

In those scattering channels, for which the thresh-
olds are fax below a resonance position, it is clearly
wrong to do calculations with nonrelativistic
kinematics. In Sec. Ill it is shown how relativistic
kinematics might be accounted for in a Schrodinger
equation. Our strategy has been as follows: In open
scattering channels relativistic kinematics is used:

(6.7)

Closed channels are treated nonrelativistically:

-fexp 111
2 r„:

(6.6)

(6.8)

This procedure does certainly not yield an S matrix
with the usual analyticity properties. However, for
any particular energy region, it is possible to do the
choices (6.7) and (6.8) beforehand. This restores
piecewise analyticity and one can figure out after-
wards whether the different solutions for different
energy regions overlap in adjacent domains. This
has been checked to be the case.

The choice (6.8) below threshold is necessary be-
cause of two annoying features of analytic continua-
tion of the expressions (6.7): (a) For
£ 2 < ( m M l + m M 2 ) | m M l — mMï\ the reduced mass
becomes negative, (b) Below the pseudothreshold,
i.e., for E< | m W ) — m w j , the exponential wave

TABLE VI. Masses (in GeV! of the mesons used to fit the parameters, and their widths (in
MeV).

Particle

P
P'
p"
K
K'
t
6'
4>"

J/tli
0'
tf"
iF'
T
Ï '
T"
T"

Theoretical mass

0.76
1.29
1.59
0.50
0.93
1.03
1.53
1.87
3.10
3.67
4.05
4.41
9.41

10.00
10.40
10.77

Experimental mass

0.770
1.25
1.6
0.496
0.895
1.020
1.65
1.9
3.095
3.684
4.030
4.414
9.433
9.993

10.324
10.548

Theoretical width

150
30
75

48
5

10
62

21
89

37

Experimental width

158
-125
-200

50
4

-100
-400

52
43

•>
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TABLE VII. Masses (in GeV) of the remaining
ground-slate mesons.

Particle

IT

1' <f»>
ft)
D
F

D*
F*
Vc
Vc

Theoretical mass

0.40
0.39
0.60
0.84
1.66
1.75
1.94
2.04
2.83
3.61

Experimental mass

0.138
0.549
0.958
0.783
1.866
2.030
2.007
2.140
2.98!
3.592

functions in terms of k no longer satisfy the proper
boundary condition at infinity.

VII. RESULTS, COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENT, AND DISCUSSION

The parameters of the model are (a) the
harmonic-oscillator frequency to, which approxi-
mately can be read off from the experimental radial
spectra (see Fig. 1) to be about 180 MeV; (b) the cou-
pling constants g and gc, which determine, respec-
tively, the overall coupling strength of the qq chan-
nel to the scattering channels, and the mass split-
tings between the pseudoscalars and the vectors; (c)
the dimensionless transition radius p0, at which posi-
tion the transition potential has its maximum; and
(d) the constituent quark masses mn=mu=mj, m„
mc, and m^.

A least-squares fit to the meson masses, which are
shown in Table VI, gives for these parameters the
results

(0 = 190 MeV, p0=0.56,

g2/47T=7.59, ge = 5.47,

mn =406 MeV, m, =508 MeV,

m,. = 1562 MeV,m»=4724 MeV .

With this set of parameters we obtain for the oth-
er mesons the results as shown in Table VII. At this
point we should remark that for the masses of reso-
nances we take the real parts of the poles in the 5
matrix, except for the p(770). The reason to do so is
the observation that for nearly all the meson reso-
nances considered the real part of the pole energy
roughly coincides with the maximum in the calcu-
lated total cross section. However, for the p(770),
being a very well established resonance, we have tak-
en the more accurate value of the peak in the cross
section (depicted in Fig. 4), which is about T. MeV

FIG. 4. Elastic p-wave mr cross section.

higher than the pole value, due to the large width
and the relatively low mass of the p.

The total widths of the meson resonances, for
which we take twice the distance of the pole to the
real axis, arc summarized in Table VI as well. Some
of the radial excitations, however, exhibit structures
in the theoretical P-wave cross section, which clearly
carry a great deal of background coming from the
ground-state resonance pole (see Fig. 4). This makes
a direct comparison of imaginary parts of pole posi-
tions and widths of cross-section peaks very diffi-
cult.

Comparing the calculated masses with the more
or less established experimental ones we see a good
agreement for the radial spectra, except for the T1",
but a clear discrepancy for the IT, the T;'S, and the
open-charm mesons. The relatively low-lying T"1

state, which does not fit in our equal spacing
scheme, is possibly an indication for the presence of
a short-range term in the quark-antiquark central
potential, becoming important for very heavy and
thus small systems. Such an extra term could
indeed make the level splittings decrease going to
higher radial excitations. As for the t), the i\', and
the rjc we note that these isosinglet states, having
quantum numbers JK=0~+, can annihilate into
two gluons, which could give rise to an effective
repulsive quark-antiquark potential, thereby lifting
the masses of these particles.24 Moreover, in our
model such an effect would be roughly proportional
to mq~

in, where mq is the quark mass, so the shifts
of the T; and TJ' would be some two or three times
the shift of the t]c, which is about what is needed.
Apart from this, deviations from the assumed ideal
mixing could give rise to additional changes of the
masses of especially the r) and the TJ'. Investigations
on a dynamical incorporation of such mixing effects
in the model are being done. The too small results
for the masses of the D, D*, F, and F* mesons may
be due to the nonrelativistic treatment of closed
scattering channels, which differs substantially from
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ii

M

the relativistic approach above threshold, because
for these particles several pseudothresholds lie close
to the physical masses. Then these open-charm
states consisting of quarks with highly unequal
masses might have a different effective decay cou-
pling constant. An adjustment of this parameter
only for the open-charm systems leads to a good
agreement with the data. Finally, for the IT meson,
having a mass much smaller than its binding en xgy,
the approximations which have been made with
respect to the coupling mechanism and the color
splitting might have led to deviations, moderate
compared with this binding energy, but very large
compared with the actual rest mass. Moreover, the
physical IT meson could in principle be a mixture of
a qq state and a Goldstone boson.

Turning to the hadronic decay widths we see very
good results for thep, K', and 6, but too small ones
for the p and i> radial excitations (note at this point
the observations above). For the latter states, how-
ever, possible decay channels of a type not con-
sidered in this investigation, such as decays into
internally excited mesons, might add substantially to
the hadronic decay widths. The p'(')( 1600), for ex-
ample, decays mainly into i4tir in a relative s wave,
where Ax denotes an IaJK=l~\ + + state with
internal / = I.25 Such decay channels can be incor-
porated in the model though it will lead to a prolif-
eration of components in our multichannel formal-
ism. This will be studied in the future.

In conclusion, we examine the calculated elastic
p-wave mr cross section in the energy region be-
tween 0.5 and 1.7 GeV. The very pronounced peak
of the ƒ> resonance at 760 MeV has a height of 295
GeV"- (115 mb), as it should have because of uni-
tarity, and a width of 180 MeV. The rather small
bumps at the positions of the assumed p' and p" res-
onances are far below the unitarity limit, showing
the occurrence of competing inelastic channels like
pa, KK, and pp (for the p"). The vagueness of these
structures in the mr cross section might explain the
experimental difficulties in establishing these states,
in particular the p'[ 1250).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The model which has been extensively described
in this paper involves an efficient and practical

scheme to incorporate strong decay in a quark
model of mesons. In the first, rather simplistic, ver-
sion of the model" good results for the spectra of
charmonium and 6-quarkonium could be produced
already, but there the calculated hadror.se decay
widths turned out to be unrealistically small. In this
article the model has been refined and extended in
order to make it applicable to a wide variety of qq
systems. The most significant modification is the
introduction of a far more realistic transition poten-
tial, which in local approximation can be derived
from the 3P0 model. A rapidly converging analytic
approximation scheme is given which is very con-
venient for limiting the computer time needed for
the tracing of bound-state and resonance poles. Fur-
ther, in order to be able to do reliable calculations in
the light-meson sector, we perform kinematically
relativistic adaptions of the equations. Finally, for
the simultaneous handling of pseudoscalar and vec-
tor mesons, color splitting is introduced.

The results for the masses and widths of the
mesons as produced by the model in its present stage
are rather promising. The model can be extended as
indicated in Sec. VII and work is in progress to im-
plement improvements: (i) inclusion of additional
decay channels involving orbitally excited mesons,
(ii) inclusion of two-gluon annihilation and mixing
effects of the 77 mesons, (iii) introduction of final-
state interactions, and (iv) modification of the inner
region of the confining potential.

In conclusion, our work indicates that results
from models not dealing with strong decay have to
be reconsidered. In particular we have shown that a
harmonic-oscillator spectrum with the same level
splittings of all quarkonia can be distorted by strong
decay such as to give the physical spectra.

Spectroscopy and scattering features are described
within the same model.
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APPENDIX

The method we have chosen to solve Eq. (3.14) is the following: First we write for (3.141 the integral equa-
tion

êlr') . (Ala)
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1

-k2(£)

In (Ala) the Green's function G{r,r') is a solution of

d2 HL+\) Veir) °

^ I + — 7 3 — + 2 " ( £ ) 0 Vfir)

and (40 a solution of

d2 . UL+U

G(r,r')=-S(r-r')

_1L+
dr1 +ME)Vc{r) 0

(Alb)

(Ale)

The integrand in (Al) is sufficiently well behaved in order to allow us to approximate the integral in (Al) by a
s u m ( r o = O < r 1 < r 2 < • • • )

0 K in,(r ()|

yfJn) 0 I * " 1 ' (A2)

where A(rj)=ri—r,_i.
The sum in (A2) can be terminated after N terms for practical purposes and can be written as an integral:

0 Ki-d
)=far)+ ƒ "dr'A(r'

Finally the integral equation (A3) can again be written as a differential equation:

where the potential V(r) is defined by

0 f'""»-
For simplicity we absorb the A(r,) in the off-diagonal term by the definition [using (3.9)]

— I r0

(A3)

(A4)

(AS)

(A6)

In (A6) we assumed that the radial dependence of the transition potential is the same for all matrix elements,
Vim being an n x m matrix without r dependence and g (r) a simple function of r. Equation (A4) can be solved
analytically.

Let us define the following diagonal matrices: an n Xn radial quantum number matrix u, which through
(3.13), (3.14), and (3.1S) is given by

\ (A7)

the n Xn confluent hypergeooietric function matrices

and # - u , L e + y ;y <A8)

which are self-evident generalizations of the 0 and V' functions defined in Bateman, Chap. VI;26 the corre-
sponding regular and irregular solutions of the uncoupled wave equation:

and

the mxm velocity matrix

(A9)

(A 10)
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and mxm matrices, which are generalizations of the spherical Bessel, Neuman, and Hankel functions
J(Lf,kr)=krjL/{kr) ,

N(Lf,kr)=krnLf(kr\, (All)

and

Furthermore, it is necessary to introduce the (2n +2m)x(2n +2m) matrices

X(r,) = - 2 O,Ju,L,k,ri) Iimx

where the 2n X2m matrix 0x and the 2m x2n matrix 02 are defined by

and

-JiLf,kn)

'We also define four nXn matrices Afj/V' (i,y = 1,2), four nXffl matrices JT,yV' (i = 1,2,; y =3,4), four mxn
riX}?* ( 3 4 12) d f ri A^ 1 ( 34) bmatricesX}?* (i =3,4,; y = 1,2), and four m Xm matrices A^ 1 (i,y =3,4) by

) • (i,y = 1 4) .

Finally we define

With (A10) and (A14) the 5 matrix reads

iMi-i
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Spectra and strong decays of cc and bb states
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An outline is given for the description of heavy-quark-antiquvk systems by means of a set of coupled
Schrödinger equations in which permanently confined two-fennion channels are coupled to free two-boson
channels. Only two-particle decays satisfying the Okubo-Zwdg-Iizuka rule are taken into account. Within
this context the equations make a simple determination of the spectra and decay paramelen possible. A
comparison with the data is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a simple potential mod-
el for the simultaneous study of the spectra and
the fast two-particle decays of heavy-quark-anti-
quark systems. It is understood that all "fast
decays" satisfy the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI)
rule.1

The basic idea is that under certain circum-
stances one can write down equations which de-
scribe physical situations to a fair degree of ac-
curacy and which arc exactly solvable despite the
fact that they involve the interplay of several free
and bound channels.2 For convenience let us re-
strict our attention to charmonium.

In the first place, of course, if charmonium
were to be .considered as a system of two heavy
quarks which move nonrelativistically with re-
spect to each other and which are bound by har-
monic forces, then the spectrum would be just the
isotropic-harmonic-oscillator spectrum and the
wave functions would be elementary functions.

Suppose that the forces between the quarks were
as simple as that; then obviously modifications
are still necessary to account for the large width
of the resonant jtates which occur as soon as the
threshold for DD production is passed. We want
to point out that this can be done within the context
of nonrelativisUc Schrödinger equations and that
exact solvability can be retained. It should be
clear that when unapproximated solutions of a
potential problem of this kind can be found, many
technical difficulties resulting from large coup-
ling strengths, the proximity of thresholds and
resonances, and the necessity of carrying out
high-order approximations do not appear.

In order to obtain the proper conditions for such
a favorable situation one important assumption
must be made: When a resonant charmonium state
decays in accordance witruhe OZI rule, then two-
particle final states like DD, DD' +DD*, or FF
will occur, while the appearing charmed bosons
are to be considered as nothing else than the ori-
ginal charmed quarks which lor the occasion are

21

"dressed" with light quarks of the it, d, or s
variety, together with their counterparts ü, 3, or
s. These act as spectators and have no dynamical
influence whatsoever. By thus ignoring an inter-
nal structure of the bosons the 2 particle —4 par-
ticle problem is reduced to a 2 particle —2 parti-
cle problem which can be treated in the usual non-
relativistic way, despite the fact that the two
interacting particles can change their nature fund-
amentally.

Let r be the relative coordinates of the c and c
quarkB. We shall assume that at the moment a uü,
d3, or ss pair is created, the newly formed bosons
occupy the positions of the c and c quarks and
thus have r as relative coordinates. The reverse
is considered to be true at the moment of annihila-
tion of a tut, d3, or ss pair. It is not strictly
necessary to make that assumption, but it is not
unreasonable and helps in the construction of
manageable equations.

We shall also make the assumption that the c
. and c quarks do not feel each other's presence any

more as soon as they are dressed. That means
that the newly formed bosons do not mutually
interact,- they behave as free particles, no matter
how near they are to each other. Also, this as-
sumption is not strictly necessary.

The quark pairs are created out of the vacuum
and have the quantum numbers of the vacuum.
The fact that they borrow neither angular momen-
tum nor parity from the neighboring charmed
quarks and that they will be assumed to be created
in an exactly SU>(3)-symmetric way put severe
limitations on the form of the transition "force".
We will allow breaking of SU>(3) symmetry only
in a kinematic sense, namely when it concerns
the thresholds of the DD and FT channels, etc.

Although the above-mentioned conditions lead
already to reasonably manageable equations, one
final assumption will be made which makes solu-
tion by approximation methods manifestly unneces-
sary. When the transition potential consists of a
S shell or even a combination of 8 shells the only
criterion for exact solvability is that the problem

T72 © 1980 Tbc Amman Pbyiic.1 Society
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be completely solvable in the absence of any tran-
sition. But we know that the harmonic-oscillator
problem as well as the free-particle problem are
exactly solvable.' The remaining questions are
partly fundamental and partly phenomenological:
How reasonable are harmonic osci l lators and 5
shel ls in the study of charmonium? Certainly,
combinations of S shells can be used to approxi-
mate any potential.

If the transition potential i s strong enough, it
not only causes bound states to become resonances,
but it a l so causes a mass shift. In particular,
those bound states which are lying below all
thresholds and thus do not become resonances are
affected and m^. shift in a way which make it less
obvious that they belong to a harmonic-oscillator
spectrum.

In Sec . II the harmonic oscillator i s discussed.
The model i s presented in Sec. Ill, followed by an
account for the specific form of the decay poten-
tial in Sec. IV. Comparison with the data i s made
in Sees . V and VI, where a lso leptonic decays are
considered.

II. WHY A HARMONIC OSCILLATOR?

Let us first inspect the spectra: The </PC = 1~
charmonium states are sufficiently equidistant in
order to be interpreted a s radial and angular exci-
tations of a system of two heavy quarks which are
bound by harmonic forces. We estimate for the
energy-level separation of the harmonic oscillator
a value of

2ui = 0.35GeV

and for the position of the ground state

Af = 2tn(. + fw = 3.38 GeV.

(2.1)

The comparison of the spectra i s depicted in Fig.
1.

The #(3100) bound state does not fit in this
scheme. We will show, however, that this may
be attributed to the considerable influence of the
open charm channels.

It i s attractive to treat the 66" states in a similar
way. Comparison of corresponding states in cc
and 66 states shows thatthe mass splittings in both
spectra are very nearly equal (see Fig. 2).
From this important observation we conclude
that these level splittings are independent of the
heavy-quark masses . This leads u s to the intro-
duction of a universal ( i .e. , independent of the
flavor mass) oscillator frequency &>. It empha-
s i z e s that a priori a harmonic-oscillator potential
cannot be ruled out a s shecssenologica l grounds.

Moreover, the harmonic-oscillator potential
for heavy quarks might very well be fundamental

S,D

S.D

GeV

s

D

FIG. 1. The spectra of a harmonic oscillator (2a>
=0.35 GeV, ground state at 3.38 GeV) and of charmo-
nium (Rei. 4).

because various nonperturbative theories do pre-
dict harmonic forces between heavy quarks at
short distances. For instance in nonperturbative
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) the vacuum struc-
ture resulting from instanton solutions leads to a
quark-antiquark potential of the form V(r) -r*
(Ret. 5). A similar potential turns up in other
nonperturbative gauge theories.3

Of course we noticed the success in describing

GeVt tGeV

cc bE

FIG. 2. Corresponding eS and iff states (Ret. 4).
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charmonlum of semiphenomenological potentials
based on perturbative calculations in QCD,7 and
many of the ideas put forward there are adopted
in the present model. Nevertheless, it is our
opinion that it is worthwhile to study the possi-
bility of harmonie iorces in heavy-quark physics.

III. THE MODEL

Consider a system of n permanently confined
channels in interaction with m free channels. In
order to make the model simultaneously applicable
to >p, T we introduce the invariants u and

P0 = V(jufl, (3.1)

where M = h«i, i s the reduced heavy quark mass
and where R is the position of the 6-shell coupling
of confined and free channels. Furthermore, we
define the following quantities: a dimensionless
distance

(3.2)

a reduced mass matrix

(3.3)

where Mc equals n times /, (the tt*n unit matrix)
and where (Af,),, =m,8 ( / , the diagonal elements
mi (; = 1, • • •, m) being the reduced boson masses
in the free channels; an orbital angular momen-
tum matrix

L -
0 L: )

(3.4)

with Lc and L, diagonalnxn and m*m matrices,
respectively, which contain the orbital angular
momenta of the n + m channels.

• = r v - (3.5)

represents the potential matrix as it appears in
the set of coupled Schrödinger equations to be
defined below. In (3.5) Vc is the potential in the
confined channels

Ve = (Jwpl+ C)I,. (3.6)

Vr is the diagonal threshold matrix. {V,)u =D,
is the sum of the rest masses of the bosons in the
jth channel.

The specific form of the off-diagonal term in
(3.5) wiU be discussed in the next section. We
have chosen, with (3.1) the form

vimi=B— 6(P-Po)^i.n (3.7)

where V,It is a real nxtn matrix, independent of

P-
Let 0(p) be a radial (n + m)-component wave

function; then the set of radial Schrödinger equa-
tions to be solved is, with (3.2)-(3.5>,

(3.8)

There are 2(n + m) independent solutions. The
physical solutions must satisfy n + m boundary
conditions at the origin and an additional n bound-
ary conditions at infinity for those components
which belong to the permanently confined channels.
No other boundary conditions are to be imposed
as long as the energy is above all thresholds. In
that case there are m independent physical solu-
tions which can be found in a straightforward way
and lead to an m Xm unitary and symmetric S
matrix.

Let us define the following diagonal matrices:
a dimensionless mxtn momentum matrix

(3.9)q=[2M,(E -

with positive elements Q)it

matrix
an mXm velocity

(3.10)

radial quantum number matrix s with
(3.4) and (3.8) given by

(3.11)

the nxn confluent hypergeometric function ma-
trices

• ( -s . i .+^p, , 1 ) and *(-s,Le+S-.p,1), (3.12)

which are self-evident generalizations of the v
and • functions defined in Ret. 8, similar gen-
eralizations of the spherical Bessel, Neumann,
and Hankel functions

(3.13)

(3.14)

and the «x» matrix

Then with (3.8)-(3.14) the expression for the S
matrix becomes

(3.15)

Although this is not manifestly so, the expres-
sion (3.15) is unitary and symmetric*

Since S-l contains the factor vJ^OV ,̂ the rank
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of this matrix i s smaller than or equal to min(m,
n). This i s an important observation because it
means that the maximum number of nontrivial
eigenphase shifts i s equal .to the number of per-
manently closed channels, if this happens to be
smaller than the number of free channels to which
they are coupltd.

When £ i s smaller than some of the Dlt then
the corresponding Qlt as defined in (3.9) become
purely imaginary. In order to satisfy additional
boundary conditions at infinity for those compo-
nents of the wave function which belong to the
additional closed channels, the imaginary parts of
these Q„ should be chosen positive. If these
values are substituted in (3.1S), then the subma-
trix of 5 corresponding to the remaining open
channels i s again unitary and takes over the func-
tion of the S matrix.

For the study of bound and resonant states it i s
important to find the positions of the poles in S.
This matrix i s then to be considered as an ana-
lytic function of E. By taking £ complex, the
unitarity of S i s lost, but not its symmetry.

IV. THE DECAY MECHANISM

In choosing for the decay potential the specific
form (3.7), we are led by phenomenological and
dimensional arguments. In the first place since
the spectra of cc and 66" states are very similar
(see F ig . 2), it i s necessary to construct an S
matrix, the singularity structure of which i s in-
dependent of v- for M —°°. It i s easy to check that
this i s the case for the form (3.15). Furthermore,
we prefer the quantities which compose C u t (3.7)
to be invariants or dimensionless.

For the case of charmonium decay under the
assumptions a s stated before, the form of the

matrix V,,, can be determined from the
following diagram10:

I.S.I

'i.'i.lJ

where

/-orbital angular momentum of cc;

s —total spin of ec = 0 or 1;

l' = orbital angular momentum of MM, dd, or
ss — 1;

s' = total spin of KM, dH, or ss = 1;

lx = orbital angular momentum of cü, cd, or
c s = 0 ;

s, = total spin of cü, cd, or cs = 0 or 1;

J2 = orbital angular momentum of cu, cd, or
êtf=0;

s2 = total spin of cu, cd, or cs = 0 or 1;

L — orbital angular momentum of final bosons;

S = total spin of final bosons;

J = total angular momentum;

7' = total angular momentum of uit, dd, or
ss = 0;

J! = total angular momentum of cü, cd, or
cs = Si;

ii = total angular momentum of cu, cd, or
C5=Sj.

The matrix elements of P,, t can now be com-
puted and turn out to be the following:

(J,L,S,J.,(Sl,Si)\vtml\j,l,s,J.)=:(.lY-s""fVCJtlfMC[li

independent of the channels uu, dd, or ss. Here
the C are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the
expressions between square brackets are 9-i
symbols as defined in Ref. 11.

At most, two confining channels are coupled to
the boson channels, of which there are in general
more than two. One therefore finds at most two
nontrivial eigenphase shifts, the cotangents of
which can be found by solving a quadratic equa-
tion.

Poles in the 5 matrix can be found by looking for
zeros in the expression

(4.1)

det(f„-<tanA), (4.2)

where the phase-shift matrix A is defined by

S = e » 4 . (4.3)

In the limit g—0 the pole positions approach
the harmonic-oscillator bound states or else go
to infinity. The "physical" poles can be traced
by starting from the bound-state positions and
slowly turning on the coupling constant. This
tracing can be done by applying a linear or quad-
ratic Newton method for finding the zeros in ex-
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pression (4.2). It is only here that the use of a
computer is strictly necessary.

The bound states which become resonances cor-
respond to poles whose positions are moved into
the unphysical energy plane in order to satisfy
unitarity. However, the bound states which are
lying below all thresholds can only move on the
real axis and do in fact shift to lower energies.
These shifts can be appreciable.

V. THE DATA

In the case of cc and bS Jpc = 1" states the
radial wave functions <pip) consist of 2 + 10 com-
ponents. If we label the various channels by
means of their quantum numbers \ L , S, (s t, s2»,
we have the two confined channels 10,1) and |2,1),
the five nonstrange free channels 11,0,0,0>,
11,1,0,1), 11,0,1,1), 11,2,1,1), and 13,2,1,1),
and a similar set of strange free channels.

The six different thresholds follow for the open
cc channels from the data.* Owing to lack of data,
tor the open bb channels we have chosen a value
of 10.5 GeV for the lowest threshold and the same
separation between the various thresholds as for
charmonium.

The parameter C in Eq. (3.6) is determined by
the rest masses of the two heavy quarks, i. e.,

C=4ji . (5.1)

The other parameters u, Po, £*, and fi are deter-
mined from an overall fit to the charmonium data.

We obtain for the universal frequency

= 0.178 CeV. (5.2)

This i s very near to the value we already est i -
mated in Sec . n . The invariant 0-shell radius

o = O.5O (5.3)

is somewhat smaller than the average radius of
the ground state of the unperturbed harmonic os-
cillator

The result for the coupling constant g in (3.7) is

(5.4)£=2.09.
The mass of a charmed quark appears to be

me = 2uc = 1.60 GeV, (5.5)

about z the mass of J/i|\ For the T states the
only parameter to be adjusted is the mass of the
b quark, which comes out to be equal to

m, = 2(i, = 4.76 GeV. (5.6)

In Table I the real parts of the computed pole
positions are compared with the masses of the
six established 1" </> resonances and the three
known T resonances.

If we use the same procedure for the it states,
we predict a similar spectrum as for the other
qq states only shifted to much higher energies.

VI. THE LEFTONIC DECAY WIDTHS

This section is devoted to the leptonic decay
widths of the #(3100) and the $'(3685), which have
become popular in discriminating between the
various models for charmonium.11 For instance,
ordinary harmonic-oscillator models do not re-
produce these widths. One can easi ly see this
from the Van Royen-Weisskopf formula for the
electromagnetic decay width of S waves, which
reads11

i .JL ln\ i i

(6.1)

where <f>„(0) and Mm are the wave function at the
origin and the mass of the nth radial excitation,
respectively, asd where a is the electromagnetic
fine-structure constant. In (6.1) the factor f
comes from the electric charge of a charmed
quark; a factor 3 for its color degrees of free-
dom has also been taken into account. If we cal-
culate the decay width for the ground state of the
harmonic oscillator using (6.1), we obtain for the

TABLE I. Predicted and experimental masses of Jr0=l" cc and bh~ levels for the param-
eter» (s.Z)-(S.S). (We use the spectroscopie notations'**^, where* Is the Dumber of
radial nodes plus one, S Is the total«« spin (0 or 1). I, la the orbital angular momentum of
the qq system, and J is the total angular momentum of die state.]

Mass (GeV)
Level

2>S, 3 > S , 4'S, l 'B, 2>i>,

Predicted
Eiqtf. (Ret. 4)

Predicted
En*. (Kef. 4)

3.08
3.MS
9.50
9.46

3.86
3.684

10.00
10.01

4.04
4.03

10.3*
10.41

4.42
4.414

10.77

3.BO
3.772

10.14
• ••

4.14
4.16

10.48
• * •
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parameters (5.2)-(5.5) a value of 1.1 keV, which
must be compared to 4.8 keV being the experi-
mental width of the J/ip,* For the first radial
excitation we obtain similarly a value of 1.2 keV,
whereas the experimental width of the i/(3685)
equals 2.1 keV.4

In their theoretical investigation on the behavior
of the wave function at the origin,12 Grosse and
Martin show that convex potentials like the har-
monic-oscillator potential yield |<MO)I5 U0(0)|.
Thus convex potentials are ruled out because the
data require | *,(0) | < | *0(0) | .

The situation is, however, noticeably different
if we couple open charm channels to the cc chan-
nel. We find, for instance, in the S-wave cc
channel of the lowest bound state a quark distri-
bution $g(r)$o(r) which is almost constant inside
the O shell and which drops very fast to zero out-
side the 0 shell in contrast to the exponential fall-
oft in the case of an ordinary harmonic-oscilla-
tor potential. This is, of course, a reflection of
the breaking mechanism of the string. If at some
length the string has the possibility to break, then
there is less chance to find a larger quark sepa-
ration. So it i s no surprise that also the leptonic
decay width is different in this case. If we ne-
glect the contribution of all other channels, we
obtain with (6.1)

r(ip(3100WV )=3.2 keV.

In fact, we can estimate that the contribution of
the other channels is of little importance owing
to the small quark content of these channels.

For the first radial excitation the situation is
quite different. The breaking mechanism of the
string has the effect that of the two regions in the
quark distribution the region outside the node
becomes more pronounced which in its turn causes

a decrease of the wave function at the origin.
The result is |i/>i(0)| < I MO I for the parameters
(5.2)-(5.5). In the language of Grosse and Martin
we might state that owing to the coupling to free
channels the effective potential in the confined
channels has become concave instead of convex
for the bound states of charmonium.

The ratio of the leptonic decay widths is not in
agreement with experiment. The reason for this
failure might be that for charmonium the descrip-
tion of the string-breaking mechanism by means
of a 6 shell is a bit too far from reality, since
the breaking point may be subject to some spread-
ing. However, this certainly depends on the quark
mass in such a way that for heavier masses the
spreading is less. As a test we also compare the
predicted leptonic decay widths of the T system
with experiment. Our result is

r(T(9.46)-eV)/r(T'(10.01)-eV)=3.9.

This value is in agreement with experiment.4

VII. CONCLUSION

Sven in i t s rather primitive form our model
passes the test with experiment. In the near
future we hope to present a more realist ic form
of the decay potential with several 8 she l l s .

The above model also offers a starting point
for the application of perturbation theory. For
example, the influence of spin-spin and spin-orbit
terms in the potential can be studied to any de-
sired order.
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abstract:

Exact solutions for relativistic spinor fields in a baglUce

representation of De Sitter geometry are given. It is shown that

the equal energy separation of radial excitations in charmonium and

bottonium can be explained in a natural way. Moreover a satisfactory

proton magnetic moment is obtained.
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Geometrically confined quarks have become popular nowadays [1] .

Several authors indicated the possibility of describing hadrons as strongly

curved universes [2]. Especially black holes and SO(3,2) symmetric negatively

curved anti-De Sitter space happen to provide them with bag-like structures

[3]. Their calculations however were based on Klein-Gordon equations in

curved space thus treating quarks as bosons. In this paper we will solve

a generalized Dirac equation.

When one is thinking about curved space in which quarks move, then one

can imagine that these quarks feel the presence of two super-imposed metrics,

one being the flat metric associated with electromagnetic interactions, the

other the curved metric which stems from hadronic forces [4]. Due to the

dominant influence of the strong interactions quarks will move approximately

along time-like geodesies prescribed by the curved metric. Electromagnetic

interactions will be neglected in first instance. However, their presence

forces us to impose a stringent condition on the way we glue the two

different geometries together, namely that the "light velocity" in the

curved metric i f translated in terms of the f lat metric never exceeds the

physical light velocity, A suitably parametrized anti-Da Sitter space can

manifestly satisfy this condition.

Let us introduce hyperbolic coordinates (x, 9, <ji, x) for the embedding

of negatively curved De Sitter space (radius R) in a flat five dimensional

space (?a, a = 1 , . . . ,5 ) :

5 = R sinh x sin 9 cos cj> ,

= R sinh x sin 6 sin (j>

£ = R sinh x cos 6

5 = R cosh x sin —
R

£ = R cosh x cos —
R

( i )

II
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If in this parametrization T i s interpreted as the physical time-variable

then tinelike geodesj.es are manifestly periodic with a universal frequency

R~ . If moreover strong curvature is independent of the quark content then

this frequency must show up in a l l hadron spectra as an average level
1 2 3

spacing. However, i f £ , £ and £ are interpreted as the physical space-

variables then one cannot avoid the cccurence of particle velocities larger

than c = 1, e.g. within one period light-like particles will reach infinity.

This can be cured by carrying out a central projection (£ •* x ,

U = 0, 1, 2, 3) defined by

T = X°

1 = X. 2 , 3 . (2)

The De Sitter metric i s thus confined to a spherical cavity of radius R in

x1 cosh

x^-space, which space when extended to infinity will henceforth be considered

physical and will be endowed with a flat metric n (= diag (1,-1,-1,-1)) as

far as electromagnetism i s concerned. Inside the cavity the motion of a

charged test particle i s governed by the curved metric whereas at any tine

x i t s position x i s measured via electromagnetic interactions. Any test-

particle carries out a harmonic oscillation with frequency R~ . Testparticles

moving with a velocity v <_ 1 at the origin wi l l therefore never move faster

than light.

He assume that in quantized form such a configuration describes the

motion of a quark inside a hadron. Each quark thereby moves independently

of the others. Its wave function ifi(x) sat isf ies a generalized Dirac equation

in a curved space-time, which i s given by

m) (3)

where y are position dependent generalized Dirac matrices; D are covariant

derivatives and m i s a mass parameter.
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For the curved metric g = n ^ Va \ r one can choose with (1) and

(2) the t e t r a d

V° = cosh

- «r2)"1 / 2

(a = R , r = x*)

1,2,3 (4)

cosh x {«* + a x ^ cosh2x d + cosh

"^! - ttr
2]"1/2} ,

, j = 1,2,3

Generalized Dirac matrices and covariant derivatives can be defined

within the tetrad formalism [5] . With the choice for the tetrad (4) we

find

= (1 - «rV /2 - ar2)

- a(l - a r 2 ) 1 / 2 {1 + (1 - ar 2 ) 1 / 2 }" 1 y-x (1 + 2 S-L) , (5)

where (y ,y) are the Dirac matrices of ref. [6j , S i s the spin- and L

the angular momentum operator.

He are looking for one particle solutions iMx) of (3) which satisfy

the equation

i 3Q E i>(y) (6)

for positive energies E. Stationary solutions are indeed possible because

the potential tern in (5) i s time independent. We write

i|i(x) = i)i(x) e
- iExu

(7)
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The derivation of a Hermitean Hamiltonian H is straightforward

\i] if one realizes that the Lagrangian density oC which is the origin

of the equation of motion (3) equals

U - m} (8)

and if one takes E in (6) for the energy of the stationary one particle

system such that

<H> = E

From (8) follows the Hamiltonian density

<M _ 3.6 a u, _ p

(9)

(10)

The definition (10) leads to a Hamiltonian which i s Hermitean with respect

to a scalar product of two solutions i/>,(x) and 'KM of the form

(i|i«(x) # i|»2(x)) = ƒ d x (-det g ) 'P.(x) y (x) "Kte)

= ƒ d,x (-dat g ) I|I. (x) (g ) ^ 2 ' x ' " ^^

In order to arrive at the usual definition of scalar product we

define wave functions

(12)
1 - or

i ,
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From (3), (5), (10) and (12) we obtain the equation

H* = [ (1 - ar 2) 1 / 2

+ ia {1 + (1 -

§• a(l - ar 2 )~ 1 / 2 3-3 +

/ 2 } " 1 J -x (1 + 2 S-L) +

+ (1 - a r 2 ) " 1 ' ' 2 mB] * = H+cf) = E<f> ,

where a = y y and 8 = Y and where the scalar product is defined by

(di.(x). d)-(x)) = f d.x <4+(x) <f>-(x)

(13)

(14)

The so lu t ions of (13) can be wr i t t en down e x p l i c i t l y . F i r s t define

the two conponent sp in -angula r functions [K,u> [8]« which are eigenfunct ions

of J 2 , J and (1 + 2 S-L) with eigenvalues j ( j + l ) , u = - j , ••• . +j and

z

K = ±(j + — ) respectively. Then the wave f unctions can be written in terms

of hypergeometric functions for < > 0 (K < 0)

K,u,n

where for < > 0

(r) =

and for K < 0

(r)

cosh y x

•r sinh T x

±2iS-f sinh •=•

cosh j x

/ (I-ar2)2) :
2F1(mR+K+n,-n;mR+ | K , U >

rR~ „F (mR+K+n+l,l-n;niR+ - ; 1-ar )

(15)

(15')

rR 2F1(mR-K+n+2,-n;inR+ ^,-

2 —1/2 1 2
e ) -F.(mR-K+n+l,-n-l;mR+—;l-or

(15")

Here N+ are normalization-constants. The energy eigenvalues are given by

ER = + K + 2n +
( | K < 0 , (n = 0 , 1, 2, . . . ) .

(16)

Apparently the spacing between the quark energy levels is constant and

equal to R . A connection has thus been made between the hadron spectra

and bag sizes. For instance, if we assume that all mesons, especially those

which contain only heavy quarks, have the same size R then they should also
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have the same levelspacings for radial excitations. This i s exactly what

is experimentally found when the charmonium and upsilon spectra are

compared [9]

2R"1 -v. 0.4 GeV

what results into

H * 1 f m

A test for the quark wavefunctions might be the calculation of the

magnetic moment of a proton, which in the case of exact SUp(3) symmetry is

equal to one quark magneton [lQJ. For the lowest possible energy eigenstate

(j = 2"t K = 1, n = 0) we obtain for the magnetic moment of a quark with (15')

y = R (4 + 2mR) -1 (17)

„-1If for n = 0 R i 1 f i i s inserted into (17) V becomes 1.25 GeV , which is

comparable to the experimental value 1.49 GeV~ [9] . However, quarkmasses

for which mR < 0.5 lead to infinite quarkdensities at the boundary. This

i s in i t se l f not disturbing because al l measurable quantities stay finite,

though i t probably results into anomalous hadron form factors.

From these results we conclude that i t i s attractive to consider a

hadronic "bag" as a strongly curved anti-De Sitter micro-universe. The

introduction of color degrees of freedom into the present model and the

computation of the meson and baryon spectra are left for a forthcoming

publication.
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Abstract

A Hamiltonian and its associated Lagrangian are presented for classical

relativistic point particles which carry out harmonic oscillations inside a

spherical cavity of well defined radius. It is shown that the particles follow

geodesies in an alternative metric. The relevance of the model for the

description of hadrons is discussed. Electromagnetism can be introduced in the

usual way.
:i
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Introduction

'I

The spectra of charmoniura ana beautonium show certain characteristics

which indicate that the re lat iv is t ic harmonic oscil lator may be of importance

for i t s description ' . In a recent article we have shown that the relativist-

ic harmonic oscillator, via conformal and anti-De Sitter symmetry, can be seen as

a consequence of a variant form of quantum chromodynamics. The model presented there

gives rise to a spherical cavity whose radius R i s associated with a universal

level spacing equal to AE = -He R for confined quark states. The well-defined
4)boundary i s a Mature shared by bag-models like the HlT-bag model . In this

article we present a Hami1tonian for a classical point particle which i s the

particle analoque of the model discussed above. I t i s strikingly simple but

nevertheless informative. There i s indeed a finite region of space in which particles

can move, and there i s associated with i t a limitation on the particle velocity as

required by relativity.

Besides the Hamiltonian and the Lagrangian of a single point particle (sections

II and III) also the lifetimes of decaying particles and the angular distributions

of the decay products i s discussed (section IV). For this the group structure of the

system must be studied (section V). Finally some remarks are made about interactions

with gauge fields (section VI).
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I I . The Hamiltonian

t

l , •

The one-particle Hamiltonian to be discussed in this article has the follow-

ing form:

"11/2X T 2 2 ,-»•->•. 2 m 11= p - u (r-p) + —
L 1 - ID r J

(2.1)

Here r i s the se t of space-coordinates and p the s e t of canonically conjugate

momenta. We have put the l i g h t velocity c equal to 1; p = |p | , r = | r | , m i s an

arbitrary posit ive number and m i s a parameter associated with a singular spherical

surface with radius R = u . The expression (2.1) i s defined only for r < R.

From the Hamiltonian equations of motion

± _ atf
3P

and

p = -
3r

together with g(. = 0 we.arrive at the following expressions:

and

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

-5- tf-l [ 2, +•-»-.•* m2m r 1p = I L (r.p)p — - I
u (1-di r ) J

From (2.4) i t follows that

r = ,K LP " m r ^ ^r-P) ~ «" (r .p)r J

From (2 .4 ) and (2 .5) we o b t a i n

2 2 2 -i

^ J •
Combining (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7) we obtain the equations of motion for a three

dimensional isotropic harmonic oscil lator

V 2+
r = - u r

(2.8)
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Note that reference to the parameter m has been l o s t . This parameter plays

the role of mass in the l imi t r •* 0 as can be seen from (2.1) . In that l imi t we

have

éi = [P2
 + m2l 1 /2 - (2.9)

In the nonre la t iv i s t i c l imi t we obtain

i}\. = m + ~— + T K J rm̂ & (2.10)

This i s the three-dimensional nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator. A potential

occurs in i t which is proportional to the particle mass. If (2.10) i s used for

writing down a Schrodinger equation we shall find a discrete energy spectrum of

which the ground state energy depends on m and which shows a universal level

spacing equal to ilu, independent of m. Although the level spacings of charmonium

and beautonium are not constant, the m-independence of these spacings i s striking.

The proportionality of the potential to m i s characteristic of so-called

"geometric" models. .

Although (2.8) i s a characteristic of the nonrelativistic as well as the

relativistic harmonic oscillator, there are some constraints not present in the

nonrelativistic case.

1. For m j* 0 and r < R we find

2 2 .•* •*. 2p -co (r.p)
1-u r

2 , , 2 2.> p (l-o, r )

so

, , 2 2 -1 /2> m(l-ü) r ) (2.11)

For r + Rwe therefore find <K -»• °». There i s a complete screening of the system

at a distance R from the origin.

I
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2. We have

r 2 [P 2 - u2 (2-o,2r2) <?.?>

rs o , s i n c e 2 - w r > 1 we f i n d

4-2
r <

2 2 .+ -»•. 2
p -ia (r.p)

2 2 ,->•->•. 2p -CD (r.p) +

< 1

l-io r

Apparently the veloci ty of l i g h t can never be surpassed.

(2.12)

(2.13)
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III . The Lagrangian

If both sides of (2.4) are multiplied by r we find an expression for r.p:

r.p 2 2
1 -u r

With (2 .12 ) we o b t a i n , u s i n g ( 3 . 1 ) :

2 ( 2 2 r 2 ) ( r i ) 2J/ 2 [4 2 ̂  u,2(2-g )
2r2)(r i)2 1

ïft. r + - J-T2 I
1 ( 1 - u r ) J

(3 .1)

(3.2)

If (3.1) and (3.2) are inserted in (2.1) we can solve for .Jt and find an

expression in which p does not occur:

• V l \ , * 2 w , 2 2. 2,+ +.2]
:/t = m ( 1 - r ) ( l - u r ) - HI (r.r)

-1 /2

He also need r.p. This is obtained from (2.4) :

-ï- ->• .,- -if 2 2.-* +,2]
r.p = **- p -u (r.p)

The Lagrangian follows immediately:

j * * i( Ü-l\ 2 2 + + 2 j ' 2 l-<.• = r.p ->l- =*t p -d) (r.p) - <?>»

(3.3)

(3.4)

" m
- 5-j
1 - u) r

r l - r 2 o)2(r.?)
" " m I ~ 2~2 " ~ 2~2L l - u r ( 1 - ü i r )

l / 2
(3.5)

This i s proportional to m, which means that the kinematics i s independent of

the parameter m.

The momentum p becomes:

P - j sL - ii [* üiiL
- ^-T -''L r + o ,

3r L 1-uj r
When r = 0 the free particle relativistic expressions reappear:

Ü .„U-i2>-' / 2
(3.7,
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and

p = ̂ Lr = m r (1 - r ) (3.8)

In Fig. 1 a plot is made of p/m versus r/R for pure radial oscillations.

One sees that for small energies the momentum decreases with the distance r

to the center. For large energies the momentum increases at first, then reaches

a maximum and drops down fast.

For (instantaneous) tangential motion such a maximum does not occur (see

Fig. 2).
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IV. The decay of the point particles

Consider the local decay process

a •+ b + c , (4.1)

where a, b and c satisfy equations (2.8) for the same parameter u. In order

to describe this process properly, the dynamics as outlined in section II

becomes essential. We shall make the following added assumptions:

1. To each particle is associated a value of the parameter m which is character-

i s t i c of that particle. Let m , ia and m be the values for m associated with a,

b and c.

2. The dynamics of each particle is governed by a Hamiltonian of the form 2.1.

3. At the location and time of decay we have

a D c

and

(4.3)Pa = p b + p c

From this one obtains after some calculation that the process (4.1) can only

take place when

m > m_ + m
a — b c

(4.4)

This justifies calling m the "mass" of the particle.

Notice that this construction preserves confinement of all particles involved

and prevents the occurrance of velocities larger than 1.

There are other characteristics of the decay process which must be studied.

Particle a has a particular average lifetime which must be measured by a clock

which travels together with the particle, so a correct definition of proper
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time T is demanded. Nothing can be said about the angular distribution unless

nontrivial transformations of space and time can be found which leave the

dynamical structure invariant and which do not change the position and velocity

of particle a at the time of decay. For this reason the group structure must

be investigated. This will be done in the next section.

4

I
i
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V. The harmonic oscillator and the groups SL(5,R) and 0(3,2)

14 M
Let us carry out the following transformation for x -»• 2 :

Zk = Y xk (Y arbitrary > 0) , k = 1, 2, 3 ,
4

Z4 = Y R s in v , (x4 = t) , (5.1)

5 x4

Z = Y R cos —

M N
Let us next carry out a general linear transformation A for Z •+ Z' :

': Z'N = AN
U ZM (M, N = 1 5) (5.2) i

and transform Z' to x' by the inverse of (5.1) . Since multiplication of A by

a positive number has no effect we may normalize the matrix by demanding

det A = + 1 . (5.3)

We are interested in the subgroup of proper transformations. These have det A = 1
•I

J and form the group SL(5,R) . In order to make the transformation one-one, care

1 should be taken of matching winding numbers.

The transformation described above has the property that i t leaves the

harmonic oscillator equation (2.8) invariant. This can be tested by direct

substitution, but follows immediately from geometric considerations: for a fixed ,c

choice of y the points x form a cylinder in Z-space. The solutions of the H

equation of motion are obtained by intersecting this cylinder by a 2-plane through

the point ZM = 0.

In order to impose confinement within a sphere of radius R we demand that

' the sphere ' ï
I -?,
1 r2 = R2 (5.4) |

Ï
transforms into i t s e l f . From (5.1) i t follows that the relat ion
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I2 - = 0 (5.5)

must stay invariant under the transformation (5.2). The allowed matrices A now

form the subgroup SO(3,2) of SL(5,R). Points within the sphere are characterized

by

t2 - Z 4 - Z s 2 < 0 , (5.6)

and transform into points within the sphere, since the relation (5.6) is also

conserved. Similarly, points outside the sphere stay outside after transformation.

It follows that arbitrary particle motions which are confined to the sphere

stay confined after transformation, while particles which move outside the sphere

stay outside.

We can now fix the undetermined parameter y for points inside the sphere and

separately for points outside the sphere

R
for

for

Y =

_ R

/r -R

This leads to

z2 z 2 z 2 - R 2

Z - Z 4 - Z5 - R

r < R

r > R

for r < R

(5.7)

(5.8)

for r > R

This can be formulated in a more compact way by introducing a metric in z-space

j\m = diag (-1, - 1 , - 1 , +1, +1) , (5.9)

so that

M N M l

(5.10)'HN
ZM ZN = ZN ZN = ± R2 (r $

These are equations of hyperboloids in Z-space, invariant unrier SO(3,2)

trans formations.
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Now observe that any 2-plane through the origin which sat isf ies (5.6) for

a l l of i t s points can be transformed into the 2-plane

0 (5.11)

which means that for any confined motion satisfying the equations (2.8) a

transformation can be found which put the particle to rest in the origin. The

4
real time x can then be identified with the proper time T. If we next transform

back to the original orbit assuming T to be an invariant under this transformation,

then proper time can be correctly defined for any confined solution of (2.8) ,

except for an arbitrary constant.

In order to solve the problem of the angular distribution of the decay

products we look for al l SO(3,2) transformations leaving the point x = 0

invariant. Since Z = (0, 0, 0, 0, R) also stays invariant, these transformations

are proper Lorentz transformations. Isotropy of decay is therefore represented

by the invariance of the tensor r| = diag (-1, - 1 , - 1 , 1) under these transform-

ations. The only thing to do in order to find the decay angular distribution at

any other point is to define a symmetric tensor g in that point such that

i t is the transform of n . This transformation can readily be carried out and

the result is
2 k S.

^o + -^rh ) (k»a = i . 2, 3)-R
R2_r2

gk4 = (5.12)

g44 2 2R -r

We need not go into the details of extracting the angular distribution from

g i the positioT and velocity of the particle a and the average lifetime.
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I t can be done.

The tensor g as defined by (5.12) can be considered as an alternative

metric i n r - t space. I t i s s ta t ic and spherically symmetric. Associated with i t

is the tensor g1* satisfying

g gup = 6P

Solving (5.13) we obtain

• * * R2-r2

= 0

5 7
R-r

(5.13)

> (5.14)

Let us now consider the decay process in the origin for a particle a not

necessarily at rest. Here we have

= a, b, c) (5.15)

as follows from (2.1) by inserting r = 0. In agreement with relativist!c

particle dynamics for free particles we may put

and

- » • - • • +

^a ~ b̂ Pc

If we define

P%. - (P. H )

(r = 0)

(5.16)

(5.17)

such that this transforms as a covariant vector under SO(3,2) transformations,

then
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guv p p (5.18)

3 transforms as a scalar. At the origin we have g = n and, with (5.15)

n^V p. p. = m. (i = a, b, c) (r = 0) ,

so we arrive at the following relation for all r and t:

g P i p P i u = mi (i = a, b, c) , (5.19)

which i s j u s t the relat ion (2.1) for each of the p a r t i c l e s . I t follows that

the re lat ions (5.16) are v a l i d everywhere.

What we have proven i s that the assumption of energy and momentum

conservation in the decay process (4.1) as i t i s expressed by (4.2) and (4.3)

does not break SO(3,2) symmetry. Moreover, we have answered the questions about

part ic le l i f e t imes and decay-distributions raised in the foregoing s e c t i o n .

.. ii Clearly, l oca l interactions involving more than three part ic les can be handled

l ikewise .
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VI. Interactions with gauge fields

Suppose an Abelian gauge vector field A i s given

A = (A, (6 .1 )

and suppose the point particles moving in the harmonic oscillator field possess

a charge e associated with the field A. . Then if

2

I-w

1/2
(6.2)

we can introduce interactions with A by minimal substitution

2 2
1 -ui r

(r, p-eA) +

From r = we obtain
3P

2 2
analogous to (2.12). Since 2 - o> r > 1 i f r < R, we have

(p-eA)2 - a,2{?.(J-eA)}2

< 1

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

2 2
1 -u r

and we see that no external force of this type can induce the particle to

move with superluminous speed. Whether the introduction of the gauge fields

breaks SO(3,2) symmetry or not depends on whether we are allowed to transform

A as a covariant vector under these transformations. For electromagnetic

interactions this i s certainly not the case, since the Maxwell-equations are

not invariant. Thus, a charged particle at rest in the center of the sphere

does not, but an oscillating charged particle does radiate. Instead of electro-

magnetic interactions we could consider a kind of Abelian "gluons" which satisfy
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modified Maxwell's equations which are SO(3,2) invariant. Instead of using

as kinetic term in the field-Lagrangian

f 1 pp va
Y 4

F

pa

where F = A - A , we may now use

(6.6)

(6.7)
^•g 4 J = "uv po

with cpv given by (5.14). While gauge particles satisfying (6.6) move with

ordinary light velocity, gauge particles satisfying (6.7) have in general a

velocity smaller than light velocity. If sufficiently localized, they satisfy

(2.8) . Since in the center they behave like massless particles we may put m

equal to zero and define

"U/2Ü' f 2 2 i* -\ 21 ;

rT- = p - ID (r.p)

From (3.3) we obtain a condition which r must satisfy:

-5-2 t o 2 .-<- •* 2

, 2 2
1 - ID r

(6.8)

(6.9)

When r . r = 0 there are two possibilities

r < R then r2 = 1

r = R then r arbitrary

(6.10)

Apparently, the "gluon" carries out a harmonic oscillation which touches the

sphere r = R. It has light velocity at closest approach to the center. Since

a point on the sphere is part of its orbit it cannot be transformed to rest.

Another consequence of SO(3,2) invariance of the "gluon" field is that

charged particles when oscillating do not radiate.
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Fig. I: Radial dependence of the momentum for (confined) radial osci l lat ions.
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Fig. 2: Radial dependence of the momentum for (instantaneous) tangential motion.

Lines of constant $C are shown.
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Abstract

An SO(4,2) conformally symmetric model is presented for strong interactions

at low energies. In order to obtain a realistic description of interacting

gluons and quarks two Higgs fields are introduced which break the SO(4,2)

symmetry spontaneously into SO(3,2)- and S0(3) ® SO(2)-symmetry respectively.

We obtain an alternative flat metric, invariant under rotations and translations

which leave a preferred timelike geodesic invariant. In terms of this metric

quarks and gluons carry out harmonic oscillations with universal frequency

v = (2ITR) within a spherical cavity of radius R. This leads to a hadron

spectrum with universal level spacing hv, which is in agreement with our

earlier observations.
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Introducti on

Today the commonly accepted model for a bare hadron is a composite system

of quarks and gluons. Moreover i t i s generally assumed that the interactions

between the quarks and the gluons are described correctly by Quantum Chromo

Dynamics (QCD). The QCD Lagrangian i s supposed to give a good description of

deep inelastic scattering phenomena. Here the interaction takes place during a

very short time interval and with very high momentum transfer, so that one can

use the asymptotic freedom property of QCD in justifying perturbation theory

calculations. In this realm the binding between the quarks can be neglected in

f irst instance.

The description of quarks inside a hadron i s much more complicated. The

interactions responsible for the quark binding (and confinement) are likely to

be dominated by small and moderate momentum transfer processes and clearly

perturbation theory i s not applicable.

The derivation of the forces between quarks for a l l momentum transfers or

al l distances in the framework of QCD i s a formidable program and far from

completed at present. Although i t seems safe to conclude that for constituent

quarks at large distances the potential i s linear, the form at intermediate and

small distances i s not established theoretically. In this situation i t i s opportune

for phenomenological reasons to reformulate the theory in such a way that confine-

ment i s built in a priori by applying boundary conditions and/or choosing a

phenomenological confining potential ' .

Another notable suggestion has been to describe the gluon sector, which i s

generally believed to be responsible for quark confinement, in terms of a color
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dielectricum. One assumes that due to i ts non-abelian character the QCD gauge

field creates as a nonperturbative effect at low energies a very special chroroo-

dielectricuni which has the property that i t is only nonzero in a small domain

of space around quarks, representing the hadron. The chromodielectricum function

e(r) is nonzero inside this domain, tends to zero at the boundaries and is zero

outside. To describe the dielectricum one usually introduces a scalar field, say

<{i(x) . I f Z(ij>) denotes the renormalization factor in front of the kinetic

terra of the gluon sector in the QCD Lagrangian, then e(r) is proportional to

5 7 8)
Z(ij)(r)) ' , leading to the condition that the scalar field should also vanish

at the boundaries of the system.

The coupling of this scalar field to quarks and gluons is a delicate matter

for which several proposals can be made. The most usual one is a Yukawa coupling.

In this paper however, we will discuss and investigate what we will call a

geometrical coupling. Our motivation for this is partly phenomenological and

partly theoretical- As to the latter in a nonperturbative approach of QCD, Nielsen
9)

and Patkós make i t plausible that gauge invariance together with the intro-

duction of an effective field for the description of the chromodielectricum

gives rise to an interaction term of the form

in the Lagrangian. The resulting Dirac equation contains <)>(x) acting as a tetrad

field, similar to the one we have introduced some years ago . There we

assumed SO(3,2) symmetry for a baglike hadron model. The reason is that this

symmetry is supported by nature because i t s associated spectrum is flavor mass

independent as are the physical spectra, and is also equidistant. We have
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demonstrated that an equidistant bare spectrum in a natural way can lead to the

I ;

physical spectra once the influence of hadronic decay has been taken in to

account

I f we r e s t r i c t ourselves to the gluon sector we know that the Lagrangian i s

naively conformal invariant. I t i s however, well-known that conformal symmetry i s

12)
severely broken in nature and in f i e ld theory as w e l l . In the work of Fubini

i t i s shown that breaking to an SO(3,2) symmetric so lut ion i s poss ib le , i f one

starts from a conformal invariant Lagrangian for a scalar f i e ld a. This i s not

at variance with f i e ld theory as i t has been shown that indeed SO(3,2) i s the

maximum allowed symmetry, which can survive radiative corrections

In t h i s investigation we assume that the Lagrangian of the scalar f i e l d a

which i s to be associated with the chromodielectricum, has the naive symmetry

of the gluon sector. Further on we assume that the SOU,2) symmetric so lut ion

for o i s relevant for the description of hadrons. In conformal coordinates the

Fubini solut ion has s ingu lar i t i e s in space and time. For the description of

confinement we use the central projection coordinates for which the

s ingular i t i e s become space l i k e and s t a t i c , defining a closed local ized domain

in space. The spat ial dependence of the SO (3,2) invariant scalar f ie Id o , motivates

us to make the Ansatz that a(x) i s proportional t o l/$(x) . The study of a leads

to a geometrical picture of quark confinement.

Because we assume that broken conformal symmetry i s a valuable framework

to understand the hadronic spectra, we w i l l discuss i t in rather de ta i l in this

paper. In our choice we are l e f t with anti-De S i t t e r symmetry which does not

contain Poincarë symmetry. Note however, that in t h i s invest igation the broken

0(4,2) group describes part of the internal structure of a hadron, rather than
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the whole world. Our o solution (called vacuum in the following) which represents

the gluon sector of a localized system like a hadron, by i t se l f does not need

to preserve Poincarê symmetry.

The study of conformal invariance of wave equations dates back to Cunningham

14)

and Bateman who in 1909 showed that the free f ield Maxwell equations are

invariant under the 15 parameter group C of conformal transformations in

space-time. Since in 1918 Weyl discovered that these equations re ta in their

familiar form when the Lorentz metric i s replaced by a conformally f la t metric,

many authors have studied the consequences of conformal transformations in one

form or another . There i s a surprising number of Lagrangians which are

invariant under conformal transformations and which are interesting from a

physical point of view. That the laws of nature might become conformally

invariant in the limit of very high energies has inspired many people. The

purpose of the present a r t i c l e i s rather to construct a model of quark-gluon

interactions which i s based on conformal symmetry, but which i s supposed to

describe low-energy phenomena instead.

I t i s obvious that the world in which we live i s not invariant under C_.

This would imply the nonexistence of clocks and measuring rods and therefore the

absence of a discrete spectrum of part icle res t masses. Gauge fields can be

defined and conserved charges can be introduced, but one immediately runs into

trouble doing so, because of the appearance of divergences. For example,

e lect r ical ly charged massless par t ic les cannot ex i s t . The alternative would be

a continuous spectrum of par t ic le rest masses. The impossibility of maintaining

CQ invariance when charges are present has been discussed by Wilson ' . Thus,

i l l

A
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I

if conformal symmetry plays any role, it must be severely broken. There are two

principally different ways of breaking C_ synmetry. One is by introducing

symmetry breaking terms in the Lagrangian. This has the advantage of retaining

explicitly those symmetries which are present in nature (Poincaré symmetry), but

there is an unlimited freedom of choice. Moreover, if the unbroken symmetry loads

to a renormalizable field theory, renormalizability is not necessarily retained

after introducing symnetry breaking terms. The second way is that of spontaneous

symmetry breaking in which the original Lagrangian is not changed, but the vacuum

state is made to transform nontrivially under the symmetry operation. There is

much less freedom to do so, and whether it happens or not depends largely on the

form of the original Lagrangian.

In this article spontaneous symmetry breaking is used to break C_ synmetry.

The largest subgroup that can be retained is a stability subgroup isomorphous

with SO<3,2)12). NO difficulties arise when charges are introduced 13> and the

resulting effective field theory may well be renormalizable.

A vacuum, invariant under SO(3,2) transformations leaving one world point

invariant is not very physical. If a vacuum could be constructed which is

invariant under time translations and space rotations with respect to a preferred

time like geodesic, then it can be interpreted as describing a fixed isotropic

source, which could serve as a sub-stratum for the construction of mesons,

baryons or glue balls. I', order to achieve that, also SO(3,2) must be spontaneous-

ly broken to yield a subgroup of the form SO(3) 9 S0(2) . For that purpose two

Higgs fields are introduced. By a judicious choice of the original effective CQ
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nd
invariant Lagrangian i t turns out that a symmetric 2 rank tensorfield t

can be defined which has the following properties:

1. It is a simple analytic expression in terras of the two I'iggs fields;

2. Its vacuum expectation value i s therefore invariant under those conforraal

transformations which leave the vacuum invariant, i . e . the group S0(3) 8 SO(2);

3. Interpreted as an alternative metric i t is flat, i . e . i ts associated

Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor vanishes identically. Moreover i t s

signature i s that of ordinary Minkowski space-time;

4. If i t s measure i s integrated over all space-time, the result i s finite. This

will ultimately lead to a form of confinement.

Other properties, one of which deals with the question of causality, will

be discussed later in this article. Since the original Minkowski metric n

as a tensor i s not invariant under C_ i t is stripped of i t s significance. The

alternative flat metric t should take over i t s role. Consequently the

generator of the above mentioned group SO(2) is the natural choice for the

energy operator, while the three generators of SO(3) are then to be interpreted

as angular momentum operators.

In view of the above considerations we may vision the alternative metric

as the natural metric of the world we live in. From a more practical side, we

may define electrodynamics in the usual way, but n replaced by the new metric

t v . Thus, a coupling of the electromagnetic field with the Higgs bosons i s

introduced.

The consequences of point 4 are very interesting. An observer whose natural

metric i s t and who uses the alternative electrodynamics as a probe would find

that the original flat space with metric i is concentrated within a finite
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domain of space time, arranged like a cylinder of finite length around the

preferred timelike geodesic. The length of this cylinder corresponds to just

one period of a relativist!c harmonic oscillator of anti-De Sitter symmetry.

Since the "gluon" fields occurring in the effective Lagrangian are not directly

coupled to the Higgs fields, and the "quarks" will be coupled to the one

preserving SO(3,2) symmetry in the weak field limit, these fields cannot have

"knowledge" of the existence of the metric t and are therefore forced to move

within the confinement of the cylinder and its extentions along the preferred

geodesic. In the limit of no mutual interactions the gluons and quarks carry out

perfect harmonic oscillations within this cylinder. On the other hand, since

photons are coupled to both Higgs fields, they have "knowledge" of the metric

t and are able to penetrate the wall of the cylinder. Thus the observer can

see what happens inside.

- In short, the whole operation amounts to describing a space with, metric

n and a simple conformally invariant quark-gluon Lagrangian in terms of a

static, spherically symmetric "object", localized somewhere in physical space

and having a well defined radius R as long as the fields are weak. Noninteracting

particles which do not "feel" the metric t oscillate within the sphere with

a universal frequency v = (2irR) . In quantized form this leads to particle

spectra with universal level distance. In this article no attempt at quantization

is made however. Also, in a final theory the real vacuum state should be Poincaré

invariant. No attempt is made to suggest a possible form of such a theory.
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The organization of the article is as follows:

Section 2 contains a review of properties of field-Lagrangians under an active

conformal change of metric, not necessarily corresponding to a conformal coordinate

transformation. The properties of the conformal coordinate transformations

themselves are reviewed in section 3. They are necessary in order to generate

nonzero rest masses but require scalar field densities, "Higgs scalars". Two

varieties of these fields are discussed in section 4. As is shown in that section,

the ratio of these fields can be used for the construction of tensor fields.

The phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking stands central in our

discussion. Section 5 gives a detailed account of the consequences of a particular

form of spontaneous symmetry breaking. It turns out that a particularly simple

field can be interpreted as a potentially flat metric, nevertheless transforming

as a symmetric second order tensor under conformal transformations. In this

section the group SO(3,2) plays a large role.

Section 6 shows how the contents and conclusions of section 5 are connected

with the relativistic harmonic oscillator and its spectrum. Finally, in section

7 a summary is given of the full conformal Lagrangian.
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2. Weyl conformal synmetry

Let us consider coordinates x (u = 1,2,3,4) in a space with flat metric

n , signature ( +) . In this space we may write down a Lagrangian in terms of

certain fields. In general, the form of such a Lagrangian, if interpreted as a

scalar density of weight 1, is not invariant under general coordinate trans-

formations: for that it should be written in explicitly covariant form and

requires knowledge of the explicit form of the metric tensor. However', there

are Lagrangians which retain their form when the metric n is replaced by

2
a (x)n with a an arbitrary real scalar function.'. The new metric is conformally

flat, but not necessarily flat.

For a covariant vector field A which is invariant under the active change

o
of metric n •*• a (x)n it is clear that

"v,u
(2.1)

is also invariant under this change. Let h be proportional to o (x)n , and

h the inverse of h y, then it is easily seen that

where h = det h y. The right hand side of (2.2) is the formal expression for a

scalar density of weight 1 and could serve as Lagrangian in a space with metric

h ^ . The left hand side is the familiar expression for the Lagrangian with n,,

as metric. Apparently the expression

n

4 uv (2.3)

can serve as Lagrangian for any metric conformally equivalent with n , provided
yv'

the latter is used for raising and lowering indices.
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The field A may have in ternal degrees of freedom as i t has in a non-abelian

gauge theory. Let A, B, C as indices enumerate the degrees of freedom and let

f be the se t of antisymmetric structure constants of the gauge group( then

GA = B A - BR + Y fmC BB BC

\i\) V ,\1 \X,\> U V
(2.4)

where Y i s a scalar coupling constant, i s invariant under the above replacement

and

<K* = - -r G G (2.5)

4 y\>

can again serve as Lagrangian for any metric conformally equivalent with n

Next we consider a four component spinor f ield i|>. In order to discuss i t s

behavior under the above displacement we introduce a "Vierbein"-£ield V'~ such
athat

18)

V = nab

He define

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(iY 3U - m ) * = 0 . (2.9)

Tats is the Dirac equation for a. special choice of the Vierbein field, namely

va = 6a * (2-10)

He must rewrite (2.9) in a form suitable for any choice of Vierbein field:

where y are the usual Dirac y-matrices satisfying

We le t <|> sat isfy the Dirac equation

-1
I
£4
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- m)i|i = O (2.11)

where D i s the covariant derivative. The form (2.11) i s suitable for any choice

of metric. For D one has the following expression
19)

D = a + ru u u
where

\i 2 u,ab

with

ab I r a bi
T LY • Y j

(2.12)

and

A . (x)
U,ab r vau ( x ) V a ( x ) V b ( x ) " Vaa,y ( x ) Vb ( x )

Suppose now that the metric n i s replaced by a n . Then in order to construct

a new Vierbein field one just makes the replacement

If now ii is replaced by a iji one finds that (2.9) transforms into

(iYW3 - nwH = 0

(2.13)

(2.14)

This is the form of the Dirac equation if the Vierbein field of the new metric

is specially chosen. The corresponding Lagrangian is

where ijl = I|I y and 3

(2.15)

Ï -4 v

From (2.15) it is clear that only the first term is insensitive to a con formal

change of metric, the second term is not. Only a massless spinor field can there-

fore be invariant. Note that minimal substitution in the first term of (2.15) does

not change its invariant character.
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3. Conformal transformations in Mxnkowski-space

Let us consider active transformations of the following form

1) Poincaré transformations (10 parameter group)

*•» = A V + aU

with Au a proper Lorentz transformation.

2) Special conformal transformations (4 parameter group)

3) Dilatations (1 parameter group)

x'u = D xU

14,16)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

and arbitrary combinations of these. This group of transformations called the

14)
conformal group C_ , is isomorphic with the group of rotations in 4+2 dimensions:

SO(4,2). Reflections and inversions, although important, will be left out of the

discussion.

It is customary to discuss the properties of scalar, spinor or tensor fields

under dilatations and to assign a "dimension" to these fields . We prefer to

consider the fields as field densities with a particular weight which then turns

out to be - ̂  times the field dimension. In Appendix A it is shown that if 4>

transforms as a real scalar field density of weight -r , then

(3.4)

transforms as a scalar density of weight 1. The transformation does generate

extra terms, but these do not contribute to the equations of motion and can be
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left out.

If cf> transforms as a complex scalar field density of weight — , then

JL = 3 *8Vi)> , (3.5)

i

where $ is the complex conjugate of $, transforms as a scalar density of weight

1. ToflC-, given by (3.4) or (3.5) may be added any nonderlvative term of weight

1.

Now, let VH be the natural Vierbein field associated with the metric n .

If an active con formal transformation C is carried out on V and the metric n ,

2
then the metric transforms into the tensor field a (x)n where a(x) is uniquely

determined by C. However, V;j does not transform into a (x)V . It does transform
a a

into

(3.6)

where A (x) i s an x-dependent proper Lorentz-transformation associated with C.a

Thus

transforms i n t o

(3.7)

(3.8)

with y defined by (2.7) and D by (2.12). Here each component of i|i i s considered

to be a scalar density field of weight g- . Expression (3.8) returns to expression

(3.7) when the Vierbein field i s rotated back to i t s form (2.13) and a trans-

formation in spinor space corresponding to A (x) i s applied to <|i. Since the
a

3 3 + 3
3-volune element d x is a scalar density of weight - - w e find that I|I i|id x i s
a scalar, in conplete agreement with i ts physical interpretation as a probability.
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4. Real and complex Higgs fields

•ft

4

So far we have been able to construct a Lagrangian which i s invar iant under

conformal transformations, provided we considered the spinor f ields as raassless.

Let us now discuss the mass term in (2.15)

- raaijJiJi (4.1)

The reason for its noninvariance under conformal transformations is the fact that

a has been considered as an externally given function of space and time. Invariance

under conformal transformations can be restored if a itself is considered to be

a field which is treated dynamically. Since (4.1) must be a density of weight 1

and $i|> is a density of weight 3/4, we must require a to be a real scalar density

of weight 1/4. As we have seen in section 3, this is just the requirement for

finding a conformally invariant Lagrangian. The general form of such a Lagrangian

is

- ga (4.2)

with g being a real scalar. Thus, adding (4.2) to our Lagrangian means that also

a term like (4.1) can be introduced without disrupting conformal symmetry. However,

it now appears as a term describing the interaction between a fermion and a boson.

It disappears when o = 0.

With the help of o one can construct a field which transforms as a symmetric

second rank tensor under confoxmal transformations:

V " k 0\v ' (4-3)

where k is an arbitrary scalar. This is not the only possibility. Since

5 = a"33p3
pa (4.4)

5

n
i
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is a scalar field under conformal transformations, any tensor can be multiplied

with an arbitrary function of £ to give a new tensor. Moreoverr one can use

expressions like £ £

The scalar £ is not very interesting if (4.2) were the only Lagrangian

involving a. Then the field equations for o become

3 3Wa + 4go = 0 (4.5)

and £ would be equal to - 4g. Anyway, although the tensor (4.3) plays a role

as generator of an alternative metric , the field a leaves us too l i t t l e

freedom for constructing new tensor fields.

Possibi l i t ies for new tensors are much enlarged i f a second scalar density

field X, with weight 1/4, i s introduced. One knows beforehand that for X a Lagran-

gian can be constructed which i s invariant under conformal transformations, and

X = £ (4.6)

is the scalar field we are looking for. For later applications we consider X as

a complex field which introduces the extra possibility of obtaining a conserved

current. The field a can be used for supplying X with a "mass" by defining the

Lagrangian for the X-field as follows:

.•I = 3 *3UX - a2a2XX , (4.7)

2
where a is a constant scalar.

Since the field x as given by (4.6) is a complex scalar, we rather use

(4.8)XX = —
*X
2

a

i

which is a real scalar.
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Clearly

t = + B(c)a n (4.9)

where A and B are arbitrary functions of z,, is a tensor under conformal

trans formations.

I- \

w
i

ll
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5. Spontaneous symmetry breaking

A vacuum which leads to a zero vacuum expectation value for o in addition

to zero values for the other fields is undoubtedly invariant under conformal

transformations but uninteresting from our point of view. He shall consider

the case of nonzero vacuum expectation values for o as well as for X. From

'JL = ̂  3^03^0 - go4 + Z^u\ - a2a2*X (5.1)

we obtain the equations of motion

1) 3 3Wa + 4ga3 + 2a2*Aa = 0 , (5.2)

2) 3 3WX + a2a2X = 0 . (5.3)

I
The vacuum expectation values aQ and A. of a and X must satisfy these equations. '

J Interesting is the following special case:

l°ol
 >3> lXo' ' (5-4)

which we shall exploit in the remainder of this article.

2
If (5.4) is valid, the reaction term 2a *Xa in (5.2) can be omitted. Then

(5.2) can be solved independently from (5.3). The solution of (5.2) can be inserted

into equation (5.3) which can then be solved.

Thus, aQ is a real solution of the equation

S ^ a + 4ga3 = 0 . (5.5)

The allowed sign of g follows from the condition of stability. Let a be close

• to V
t a = aQ + bo » Aa small . (5.6)
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Then Aa satisfies the wave equation

U 2 ,r- m

3 3 Aa + 12go„Aa = 0 , (5.7)
u 0

which leads to stable Aa only when g i s positive. We must therefore demand

positive g.

A crucial observation i s now, that nonzero solutions of equation (5.5)

cannot be constant. Thus, Poincarë symmetry i s l o s t . We may ask ourselves

which i s the highest symmetry le f t for o_.

Let the origin be a preferred event and try to construct a such that i t

i s a function of x = x xM only. The solution of par t icular interest i s

xW
(5.8)

Here R is an arbitrary positive number. Any positive value of R is suitable

for the definition of the vacuum state. To choose a particular preferred event

and a particular value of R is to choose one particular state among an infinity

of equivalent states which transform into each other by translations and

dilatations. The choice of sign in (5.8) is not unimportant as will become

clear later.

The expression (5.8) is invariant under conformal transformations of the

group SO(3,2) . In order to see this we add a fifth dimension to our space and

define

xM = (xU, x5) M = 1,...,5; u = 1,...,4

The metric in this 5-dimensional space in given by n._,:

1 m = diag (-1, -1, -1, l, 1)

(5.9)

(5.10)
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Points i n the o r i g i n a l Minkowski space are represen ted by the 4-plane

2R (5.11)

MLet us carry out an inversion with respect to the new origin x = 0 and a

hypersphere of radius 2R:

M R2xM 4R2xM

N X2+4R2

The 4-plane then transforms into a hypersphere of radius R:

(yM-aM) (y -a ) = R

From (5.12) we find

3x x„x

ay = 0, a5 = R

V
so that the Jacobian of the transformation becomes

4R

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

BBecause of the conformal character of the transformation, when x is restricted

to the 4-plane (5.11) and yA to the hypersphere (5.13) the Jacobian i s just the

4/5 power of (5.15):

4R*
(5.16)

MNext, rotations are carried out around the point a in y-space. The Jacobian

of these transformations is 1. Finally, the inversion (5.12) is again carried

out, bringing all points on the hypersphere (5.13) back on the plane (5.11).

In this way a point xy transforms into x'v such that

J(x •+ x') = det
3x'

2 2
, x ' +4R ,4

= ( ~2~T) (5.17)

Thus we see from the form of expression (5.8) that if oQ transforms as a scalar

density of weight 1/4, i t i s invariant under the transformation scetched above.
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Apparently! aQ(x ) possesses a higher symmetry than just Lorentz-syrametry

around the point x^ = 0. (For a thorough discussion on this point see Fubini .)

~1

The transformations described above are isomorphic with the rotations in

M

y-space around the point a . These transformations leave the hypersphere (5.13)

invariant. Since the metric T\ is invariant under rotations, the metric h
"HN MN

obtained by transforming n with the transformation (5.12) is invariant under

the above described transformations which leave the plane (5.11) invariant.

We have with (5.14) and (5.8):

n — ^ g*» "n^uM • I O . I Ö J

I t s res tr ic t ion to the original Minkowski space, represented by (5.11) i s

(5.19)2 2
h = 2gR a„n

The transformation (5.12) establishes as "stereographic projection" a one-one

correspondence between the points xw and points on the hypersphere (5.13) . The

latter is a maximally symmetric space with radius R, called the anti-De Sitter

space. The rotations are elements of the group SO(3.2). Apparently aQ is

invariant under transformations of this group as subgroup of the full conformal

SO(4,2).

Note that the metric h is conformally flat, but not flat. With h as

metric, massless gauge bosons and massless fermions retain their form of the

Lagrangian as we have seen in section 2. The corresponding fields can equally

well be considered as propagating in flat space with metric n as in maximally

symmetric space with metric h .

y.V

I«t us next consider the term -nrcnMi. We write a = a + Aa, so this term

becomes
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. (5.20)

The second term represents the interaction of the spinor field with a redefined

scalar field density. We leave this term out of our discussion.

The first term shows that the vacuum expectation value of the a field has

provided the spinor field with a "mass". Contrary to normal, this mass turns out

to be dependent on xv. However, it is invariant under SO(3,2) transformations.

;'- Thus, from the standpoint of the anti-De Sitter space, the spinor field has a

constant mass and free fermions will move along the timelike geodesies in this

space. The situation is complicated by the fact that a term nvftif also appears

in the equations of motion of the a field:

3 3Uo + 4ga3 + 2a2*Aa + m$i|i = 0 . (5.21)

This equation is not invariant under the replacement a •* -a, so the choice of

:' sign in (5.8) is significant. Presently we shall assume that W is sufficiently

small compared to a as to make the additional term negligible. Interactions of

the spinor field with the gauge boson field can also equally well be described

in terms of the metric ti as in terms of the metric h . Since the vacuum is

invariant under SO(3,2) transformations (not considering the field X), the

metric h , although not flat, seems to be the most natural. Thus, the anti-

De Sitter space as represented by the hypersphere (5.13), embedded in a 5-dimen-

sional flat space with metric n„„r seems to be the most natural arena for

"quarks" and "gluons" in the context of this article. Many properties can now be

obtained from just geometric considerations. Obviously, geodesies of the metric

i h y are significant objects. All geodesies are obtained by intersecting the hyper-

, sphere by flat 2-planes through its center. This can be done in three essentially

different ways and one obtains spacelika, lightlike and timelike geodesies.
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An example of a timelike geodesic i s the trajectory

xy = (0, 0, 0, t)

We may compute the length of this trajectory between t =

as measured with the metric h

(5.22)

and t =

(JV

ƒ
4R

t2+4R2

2
dt = 2R (artan — - artan

The total length i s

i = ƒoo J 44 dt = 2ITR (5.23)

Since all timelike geodesies can be transformed into each other by an SO(3,2)

transformation we find that all timelike geodesies have the same finite length

y

when measured from t = - c o t o t = + < » . This means that the space x , when

supplied with the metric h , is not maximally extended, unless the point at

t = + °> is identified with the point at t = - M. The latter identification would

make timelike geodesies to be closed.

In order to prevent the closure of timelike geodesies we must consider a

covering group of SO(3,2) instead of SO(3,2) itself. The invariant hypersphere

which is some form of hyperboloid should be replaced by a kind of "scroll". Since

the closed timelike geodesies cannot continuously be deformed into a single point,

there exists a winding number with which one can distinguish the infinity of sheets

of the scroll. Thus one sees that through the introduction of the metric h the

original space x repeats itself infinitly many times.

Suppose two timelike geodesies intersect at a certain proper time T = T_»

taken to be equal for both geodesies. Then they intersect also when T = T 0 + 2irnR

where n is an integer. It looks as if the geodesies represent some form of

harmonic oscillation. We come back to this point in section 6.
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In order to discuss the rotations better we displace the origin of the

M
5-dimensional space t o the p o i n t a a s d e f i n e d i n ( 5 . 1 3 ) . We introduce

N M H ƒ[• n i l

z = y - a (5.24)

and obtain for the invariant hyperboloid the equation

z zM = R2 . (5.25)

I

Rotations are now generated by the following operators:

3 3
lZM 3zN "

 ZN 3zM
(5.26)

These generalized angular momentum operators satisfy the following commutation

relations:

_ — — —

J . (5.27)

(c.28)

The operator for the total angular momentum is defined by

In order to rewrite the equation (5.5) in terms of the operator M we make

12)
use of the following relation

- ( •

, » , , . .
4R 4R

Applying both sides to a and making use of (5.5) we obtain

..2. „_2
) a = 4g

With

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

we obtain

(H2+2)n = 4gir3 (5.32)
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The solution TT. which is invariant under rotations satisfies

M2 - n

so

We

we have

2

choose

°0

1
2g

2
X

±1

4R

+4R2

or

"o

Then with

+ A1

X

(5.30) we obtain

2R
2

+4R2

which is just equation (5.8).

The reason for introducing the angular momentum operators M ^ becomes

clearer when we discuss the X-field. Let us consider the equation (5.3) . With

the substitution (5.6) we obtain for small Ao:

3 3WX 2a a AcX = 0 (5.33)

For the vacuum expectation value X. we put Aa = O and substitute the value

(5.8) for aQ:

" " g(sc+4R')' "

Again we make use of (5.29):

2 2

4R 0 2g

Thus, if we define

(H2+2)
2 2 2

SL. i x + 4 R
l 4R

4R

we obtain

(«2+2> P 0 = f?

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

From (5.37) we see that unless a = 4g the equation cannot have a constant

nonvanishing solution. Thus, for o ^ 4g, pQ is not invariant under SO(3,2)
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transformations: The vacuum state not only breaks full conformal symmetry, but

also SO(3,2) symnetry. However, for those processes not involving X in the limit

of small X the vacuum is still SO(3,2) symmetric. We observe here a succession of

spontaneous symmetry violations.

Again we ask for a pQ which under the given circumstances has the highest

symmetry possible. A very concise condition for p can be written down which

limits the possible choices to only two. For that we define "creation" and

"annihilation" operators:

£ ^ . (5.38)

(k = 1, 2, 3)

With (5.27) we obtain the commutation relations

= M455k*

Furthermore, with

, 2 . 1L -I

(5.39)

(5.40)

being the total angular momentum operator, we can rewrite the expression (5.28)

for M2:

M2 = L2
 + M2

« L + M 4 5 -

or , with (5.39) :

Vk> (5.41)

H 2 = L 2 + M 4 5 ( H 4 5 - 3 , - 2 i y i f c , (5.42)

The condition we now impose on p- i s

UkP0 = 0 , k = 1, 2, 3 . (5.43)

As is shown in Appendix B, the most general solution of (5.43) in terms of the
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M

coordinates z satisfying (5.25) reads

pQ = f (z4 + iz5)
where f is an arbitrary function. Clearly

L2 pQ = 0

(5.44)

(5.45)

so the general solution is spherically symmetric. From (5.42) we also have

M M45 (M45 " 3 ) p0

Combined with (5.37) this gives

5 (M45 " 3) + 2 " h

(5.46)

(5.47)

Thus we see that p Q is in general a linear combination of two eigenstates of

the operator M4_ with well defined eigenvalues. For P Q P Q to be invariant under

M 4 5 transformations, only one of the two eigenstates should be used.

Let m._ be one of the eigenvalues of M.c and let p. be such that45 45 0

M45 p0 = m45 p0 • <5-48)

4 5

Then, if f' i s the derivative of f with respect to z + i z we find

-(z4 + iz5) f' = m45 f , (5.49)

from which we obtain
p0 = f0 " ( z 4 + i z 5 >" m 4 5 ' (5.50)

where fQ i s an arbitrary constant. According to (5.47) the sum of the two

eigenvalues i s equal to 3, and both are rea l , so one always finds a real eigen-

value for which expression (5.50) approaches zero for large z . There even may

be two converging solutions.

3
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Jith (5 .8 ) , (5.36) and (5.50) we find

and finally, with (4.8)

4 2 5 2 "m45
z +z )

A specially interesting case is

m45 = ?

which would be one of the eigenvalues of (5.47) if

Then we obtain, with (5.53):

where t = x .

(5.51)

(5.52)

(5.53)

(5.54)

(5.55)

(5.56)

(5.57)

The expression (5.57) enables us to construct a tensor field of the form

(4.9) provided we stay clear of the singularity

x + 4 R = 0

The following tensor is of special importance:

(5.58)

(5.59)

with 6 an arbitrary constant. It turns out that t_ considered as an alternative

metric, is flat and has the normal Minkowski signature. Flatness can be tested

by direct computation of the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor. It follows

\
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also from an interesting geometric construction (see section 6 ) .

Note that the curve x = 0 is a timelike geodesic in all of the three metrics.

We shall call this the preferred geodesic.

The importance of the metric (5.59) is, that apart from flatness it satisfies

the following properties:

(5.60)

2)

Seen from the standpoint of an observer who uses tfl as his natural metric, the

SO(3,2)-invariant metric h as given by (5.19) i s invariant under rotations and

translations which leave the preferred geodesic invariant.

We shall f ix the constant factor 6 such that tQ becomes equal to r\

when x1* = 0.

Next we show that neither the space x , nor the space z with z z = R ,

even when maximally extended, covers the maximal extention of the space with

metric t- . I t turns out that the metric h as seen from the standpoint of the

above mentioned observer, i s defined only within a stat ic spherical volume of

radius R.

Indeed, for t = 0, we may integrate the space like measure of the metric over

al l space x with x < 4R :

X2<4R2

« , 3 (4R2)3(4R2-x2) ,3 4ir 3
** = - «W ( 4 R 2 + . 2 ) 4

, c c , v

which is just the volume of the sphere. The integration over the region

-*2 2
x > 4R gives the same result. Both regions represent the same sphere, but a
time uR or odd multiples of i t apart.
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There e x i s t s a na tura l coordinate system u with r e spec t to which the

metric t becomes the Minkowski m e t r i c . In terms of z defined by (5.24) the

coordinates u are

k = 1, 2, 3

4 /"2mtR (z5 > 0)
4 Z Ju = R artan -=• + \ _

z I (2n+l)itR (z < 0)

(5 .62)

Here n = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . i s a winding number.

Since

(5.63)

we see that all of z-space with z z = R^ is projected inside a sphere of radius R

in u-space. Coordinates u^ for which u > R cannot be represented by x-, y- or

z-space, but have nevertheless physical significance.

The inverse of (5.62) is

k
z =

4
z =

5 _

Ru

/R -u

(5.64)

From this we find for the metric h in terms of the coordinate system u :

\i\>
3u
v nMN

or, explicitly, for u < R :

(5.65)
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2 k «,
-R , , . u u

7^ ( k * R 2 -3 2

= O (5.66)

R -u

Let us consider again the gauge boson and spinor fields. Since they

exclusively feel the metric h they can only be at those places, where this

metric is defined, inside the sphere of radius R. They resemble confined gluons

and quarks. For electromagnetic interactions the situation is different. They

need a flat metric. In terms of the coordinates uW this is the metric n which

uv

is Just the transformation of t. . In order to achieve that we introduce a

Lagrangian which expresses the interaction of the electromagnetic field with the
fields a and X. Let tw be the inverse of t

UP

then we obtain:

F
pv pa t = det t

(5.67)

(5.68)

where F is the e.m. field. Expression (5.68) is invariant under SO(4,2)

conformal transformations. Its main contribution comes from the vacuum expectation

values:

_ | /=T ÏÏJJP F F
O O O pv po

The arbitrary factor 6 appearing in (5.59) can be absorbed into F .

(5.69)

j At this stage two remarks must be made. Although tQ in the form of n

can be analytically continued into the region u > R , fluctuations of t_ should

also be continuable. Secondly, the electromagnetic interactions serve only as an

example how use can be made of the alternative flat metric in a dynamical way.
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6. The relativis-tic harmonic oscillator

The transformations (5.62) and (5.64) have a simple geometric interpretation

M M
i n z space . The p o i n t s z which s a t i s f y equat ion ( 5 . 2 5 ) :

M 2

V = R (6 .1 )

form a hyperboloid with radius R and the origin as center. As we have seen in

section 5, closed timelike geodesies cannot be continuously deformed into a point,

so we can open up these geodesies by introducing a winding number. Vie have

transformed the hyperboloid into a kind of "scroll".

Let us next consider the following cylinder:

42 5 2

z + z (6.2)

The intrinsic curvature of this cylinder i s zero, i . e . i t represents a flat

space. Also, i t s metric has the Minkowski signature. There exist however, closed

time like trajectories. Since they cannot continuously transform into a point,

also here a winding number can be defined which opens up al l timelike trajectories.

The cylinder transforms into a "scroll". It is a flat space rolled up.

Now, a one-one correspondence between points on the hyperboloid and points

on the cylinder can be established which matches both winding numbers. This i s

achieved by central projection. Indeed, i f the metric h on the hyperboloid

i s projected onto the cylinder one obtains the expressions (5.65) with the

following identification:

k = 1, 2, 3,

„ 4 f 2nirR4 zu = R artan —=•
5 £ (2n+l)nR (z5 <

> 0)

0)

(6.3)
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One property of central projection needs further attention. First note

that al l geodesies on the hyperboloid (6.1) can be obtained by intersecting

the hyperboloid with a set of three 3-dimensional flat planes through the origin.

Central projection leaves these planes invariant. As a result, geodesies on the

hyperboloid (6.1), when centrally projected on the cylinder, become intersections

of the flat planes with the cylinder. Timelike geodesies of h transform into

trajectories which represent exact three dimensional harmonic oscillations with

period 2TTR and confined to a sphere of radius R. The impossibility to escape the

sphere i s now immediately connected with the impossibility to have a velocity

larger than light velocity in u space. Because of this no causality problems do

arize.

Note that a l l particles whose Lagrangian i s SO(3,2) invariant move along

light- or timelike geodesies on the hyperboloid and must therefore harmonically

oscillate in uu space with a frequency v = (2TTR)~ , which i s independent of their

mass. The forces acting on these particles, and therefore also the potentials

causing these forces, are proportional to the mass.

The operator M45 generates translations in u4 direction which not only leave

(6.1) but also (6.2) invariant. Thus, jr M _, i s an excellent candidate for the

energy-operator. I t has the following spectrum:

E = ± (EQ + nhv) n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (6.4)

In a forthcoming paper i t wil l be shown that in order for eigenstates of H 5

to be normalizable, EQ should be larger than hvs, where s i s the intrinsic

spin of the field considered. Otherwise E_ can be continuously varied, but

depends on the "rest mass" of the f ield as i t i s defined by Higgs dependent

mass terms in the Lagrangian.
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The channonium and beautonium spectra shew a characteristic which is in

agreement with (6.4) , namely the fact that the average level distance is

practically the same for both spectra. The spectra themselves are not equidistant.

The latter might be due to perturbations of different kinds, so that the unper-

turbed spectra might indeed be equidistant. For a discussion of this, see

ref. 11.
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7. Conclusions

If al l terms of the total conforraally invariant Lagrangian are collected

we have

with

GA = B A - B A

uv v»w vi i

as the "gluon" Lagrangian;

ƒ _ I .= -T ..u

(A = 1 , . . . , 8 )

B B

3 I|I - m a

(7 .1 )

(7.2)

(7.3)

with

r - l -3
v u u

as the Lagrangian for a massivef but colorless and chargeless "quark";

P \ u 4
ÖL- = r ! a 3 O - g O (g > 0)

a i u

as the Lagrangian for a real scalar (density) field;

f u 3 2
o C = 3 * 3 J i - r g u *X

as the Lagrangian for a massive complex scalar (density) f ield;

e.m. '

with tMP the inverse of t :
UP

t =6

uv po t - det t

6 arbitrary constant

and

F = A - A
yv v,u M

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)
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as the Lagrangian for the electromagnetic field.

Quarks can be given color and charge by making the appropriate minimal

substitution in the Lagrangian after supplying i|) and iji with the color index.

"Tie vacuum expectation values oQ and \Q of o and X are supposed to be

nonzero. Because of this, they break conformal symmetry but do that in a minimal

way. If \aQ SO(3,2) symmetry for a can be saved; \ . breaks also this

symmetry. I t i s shown that when \- and a_ are substituted in expression (7.8) ,

this being substituted in (7.7), the resultant metric i s f lat .

Seen from the point of view of an observer who uses this metric as his natural

metric, in the weak field limit gluons and quarks seem to be confined to a sphere

of radius R, but photons are free to move in and out of the sphere. Pointlike

particles which have no "knowledge" of X carry out harmonic oscillations within

the sphere, with universal frequency v = (2uR) , provided they are colorless

and chargeless, and che reaction force on the a-field can be neglected (2nd term

of (7.3)) . The results are supported by the equality of the average level

distances of charmonium and beautonium
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Appendix A

In this Appendix we prove that if <j> transforms as a real scalar field

density of weight 1/4 under conformal transformations, then

7 1 v

<L/ — — 3 $= <t> (A. 1)

transforms as a scalar density of weight 1, save for terms which do not

contribute to the field equations.

We need only consider transformations of the form (3.2) and (3.3). Let us

f i rs t consider dilatations.

From (3.3) we have for the Jacobian of a dilatation:

J = det ^Sl_ = D4

If ij) i s a scalar density of weight 1/4 we have

Then

(A. 2)

(A.3)

, 1 ) 8 . 4

= D V V a^ (A. 4)

Apparently the expression n 3 *'(x)3 $•(x) transforms as a scalar density

of weight 1 under dilatations.

Lift
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The transformation (3.2) will be used in infinitesimal form:

infinitesimal (A.5)

Thus we neglect terms of order b . We obtain, by squaring (A.5):

x W U + 2XpbP) •
The expression for x' in terms of x becomes

x'» = {1 - 2x bp)xy + x V
P

and the derivative:

ax'w

3xv
- 2x bp)Su + 2(x bP - b xp v v v

(A.6)

(A. 7)

(A.8)

For the determinant we find

f
3x"

2 ( xy .
Since the second term between brackets does not contribute to the diagonal

elements, its contribution to the determinant is of second degree in b and can be

neglected. He find

det — = 1 - 8xpfc

This is the Jacobian J.

Now consider

This gives

Finally we have

= (1 - 2x bP)*(x')
P

(A.9)

(A. 10)

(A.U)

(A.12)
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Interpreted as part of a Lagrangian, the second term of the right hand side

does not contribute to the field equations. What remains is the transformation

law for a scalar density of weight 1.
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Appendix B

Solutions of the equation y,.p„ = 0.& y — —

In order to find the general solution of the equation

Vo
with

m72 (Hk4

3z

we introduce new variables

and

w = -fö (z4 + iz5)

w = - ^ (z4 - iz5)

Then

3 1 , 3 3

3z

(B.I)

(B.2)

(B.3)

and S- (B.4)

3 i J 3_
3w 3w

The expression for u. becomes

i , k 3 3 ,
^ = 7 ^ ( 2 — + w —T- ) ,

3w 3z

and the equation (B.I) can be written in the form

75T. (z — + w — — ) p (w, w, zk) = 0
3w 3zk °

We shall use as ansatz the following expression

PQ = f(w, w) g(z )

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)
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Then

3w 3zK

If we divide by -j^ wfg we obtain

and i t follows Vhat

w£ ** I

and

The general solution of these equations is

f - fQ(w) e

and 1 -*2
" 2 C 1 Z

(B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

(B.H)

Thus we f ind

P o = fo(w) 9 0 e = fQ(wJ gQ e* , (B.12)

where use i s made of zHzH = - z 2 + (z42+!es2> = R2. we can now choose gQ such that

9n e2 l = 1 . (B.13)

Then

f = fQ(w) (B.14)

1-.-

I
! •

I •
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Samenvatting

Aangezien in de huidige formulering van de theorie voor sterke

interacties (QCD) hadronen niet met behulp van storingsrekening beschre-

ven kunnen worden, dienen nieuwe ("non-parturbative") methoden ontwikkeld

te worden. In ons werk bouwen we daarbij voort op wat er in het laatste

decennium i s ontwikkeld: het beeld dat een hadron op niet-triviale wijze

i s opgebouwd uit quarks en gluonen. Zien we even af van de mogelijkheid

dat een hadron sterk kan vervallen, dan stellen we ons voor dat zelf-

interagerende gluonen en quark-antiquark paren op een of andere wijze

een gelocaliseerd medium (bag) vormen, waarin de valentie quarks,

"aangekleed" tot constituent quarks, zich kunnen bewegen onder invloed

van de wisselwerking met dit medium, maar waaraan z i j niet kunnen

ontsnappen (permanente opsluiting of "confinement") . In ons werk laten

wij zien dat een geometrisch model een geschikte beschrijvingswijze i s

voor quark confinement in een hadron. De eigenschappen waaraan dit

geometrisch model moet voldoen, leiden we mede af uit fenomenologische

hadronmodellen. Hiertoe i s het op de eerste plaats noodzakelijk dat

fenomenologische hadronmodellen een zo groot mogelijk aantal verschijn-

selen verklaren binnen vertrouwde beschrijvingswijzen. Het kader van de

niet-relativistische Schrödinger vergelijking l i jkt daarvoor uiterst

geschikt. Enerzijds kunnen daarbinnen standaard technieken worden aan-

gewend, anderzijds i s de uitbreiding naar een nieuw toepassingsgebied

mogelijk.

Binnen dit kader kan op grond van de experimentele gegevens voor

sterk interagerende deeltjes worden aangetoond, dat het al dan niet

expliciet meenemen van sterk verval van wezenlijke invloed i s op de
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resultaten van een hadronmodel. Tevens is daardoor de noodzaak aan te

geven om onderscheid te maken tussen fysische en kale (naakte of "bare")

hadronen.

Onder een fysisch hadron verstaan we een "elementair" deeltje

zoals dat in het laboratorium kan worden geproduceerd en zoals dat, naar

wij thans aannemen door QCD, uitgebreid met QED en zwakke wisselwerkingen,

kan worden beschreven. De aannamen dat QED en zwakke wisselwerkingen op

de beschrijving van sterke verschijnselen nauwelijks invloed hebben, i s

in het algemeen redelijk gebleken. We kunnen daarom voor ons doel vol-

staan met aan te nemen dat fysische hadronen door QCD worden beschreven.

Wat we onder "bare" hadronen moeten verstaan, i s niet helemaal

duidelijk. Een mogelijke omschrijving van een "bare" hadron i s datgene

wat overblijft van een fysisch hadron indien sterk verval wordt

verboden. In dat geval i s er perfecte quark-ops lui ting. Om dit te

beschrijven met behulp van QCD moeten we QCD zodanig formuleren dat de

creatie van meerdere kleursinglets uit één kleursinglet onmogelijk i s .

Dat i s niet helemaal hetzelfde als QCD beperken tot de gluonsector.

Wel wordt algemeen aangenomen dat ten gevolge van het niet-abelse

karakter van de ijkgroep, hoofdzakelijk gluonen verantwoordelijk zijn

voor quark.confinement.

Hadronmodelien die zich ertoe beperken hadronen als stabiele deel-

tjes op de vatten, beschrijven "bare" hadronen. Fysische hadronen

worden beschreven door modellen waarin ook sterk verval wordt meegenomen.

Spectra en eigenschappen van beide "soorten" hadronen kunnen drastisch

verschillen. Het i s daarom niet eenvoudig om vanuit QCD naar de beschrij-

ving van een hadron te komen, omdat dat meestal via de beschrijving van

"bare" hadronen gaat, waarvan we de precieze eigenschappen niet kennen.
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Het i s evenwel mogelijk zich een beeld te vormen van de eigenschappen

van "bare" hadronen uit de eigenschappen van fysis.che hadronen. Een

eigenschap die beide soorten wel zullen delen i s de linear!teit van

Begge "trajectories". De bekende consequentie in termen van potentiaal-

modellen i s de lineaire potentiaal tussen zware quarks op grote afstanden.

Verder kunnen v/e vermoeden dat het "bare" hadronspectrum net als het

fysische spectrum, flavormassa-onafhankelijke niveau-opsplitsingen zal

kennen en dat het zelfs beter equidistant zal zijn. Deze eigenschappen

geven ons aanleiding om een geometrisch quarkmodel te bestuderen. In een

niet-relativistische benadering hiervan bewegen de quarks als onder

invloed van onafhankelijke quarkma3sa-a£hankelijke harmonische oscil la-

toren met een universele frequentie. Na afsplitsing van de zwaartepunts-

beweging b l i j f t voor mesonen een eenvoudig tweedeeltjesmodel over.

Aangevuld met sterk verval blijken een aantal eigenschappen van lichte

en zware mesonen te kunnen worden beschreven.

Sterk verval wordt door ons in een fenomenologisch model beschreven

met behulp van een overgangspotentiaal in een gekoppelde-kanalen

Sdirödinger vergelijking. Een of meerdere kanalen beschrijven de toestand

waarbij een hadrea als een systeem van permanent opgesloten constituent

quarks (en/of antiquarks) kan worden voorgesteld (bare hadron) . Andere

kanalen representeren de sterke vervalproducten van het hadron. Door

uitzetten van de overgangspotentiaal die beschrijft hoe het hadronische

systeem van de ene toestand in de andere toestand kan springen, gaan we

over van fysische hadronen, waarbij beide toestanden naast elkaar kunnen

optreden, naar "bare" hadronen.

De conclusie van ons fenomenologisch model i s dat een interne anti-

De Sitter geometrie voor "bare" hadronen aannemelijk i s . In "non-
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1
perturbative" QCD kan de SO(3,2) symmetrie worden afgeleid uit de

aanname dat ds n ai eve conforme symmetrie van de gluonsector van de QCD

Lagrangiaan door de stralingscorrecties spontaan wordt gebroken. Hiertoe

zijn Higgsvelden geïntroduceerd in een effectieve conforme invariante

Lagrangiaan. In een benadering kan hieruit het geometrisch model worden

afgeleid.

f

]•
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